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ABSTRACT 

inadequatc n'ansportuion and storagc, poor marker 

information, lack of capital, and mher t'h"~,ll1it' m,trket

ing problems in dey-eloping countries have he. il drama

tiled by recenr production incrcases. To f(,-";us more 

ancntion and reS(lUrces on food marketing in ticveloping 

nations, U.S. Agency for Intcrnational Den:lopment and 

U.S. Department of Agriculture held a seminar in 

Washington, D.C., ro discuss these problems and set 

priorities for t\ !DIL'S f);\ efforts..'-Iajor to pics covered 
include key considerations in marketing policics, market

ing enterprises and the flow of resources into marketing 

functions, nutrition ami marketing fo"d for the needy, 
efficiency in the markcting system, regional experiences 
in marketing problems and priorities. and approaches to 

technical a~sistance. There W:l~ a consensus that market
ing problems need to be dealt with on an integrated 

national basis which serves producers. consumers. and 
national d(.vdopment goals. A number of specific areas 

of activity were given high priority; 1) better identifica

tion of technical a~sistance and research needs in market
ing; 2) impc?vement of marketing management 

capability; and 3) providing more adequate marketing 

information for consumcrs, producers. and distributors. 

KEY WORDS: ;\larketing. f\lod distribution. marketing 

in developing countries (les~ developed ('{)unrrics); tech

nical assistance in marketing. 

This publication was originally released inj?eq'mhcr 

1970 as FEDR-7 by the former Foreign [';conomie 
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(, 	 The subject of agricultural marketing in developing 
countries is as important as it is complex. The U. S. 
Agency for International. Development/U. S. Depart
ment of Agriculture agreement for marketing work 
underscores the importance we attach to food marketing 
problems in these countries and is part of our effort to 
deal with these problems constructively. 

Joel Bernstein 
Assistant Administrator, 
Bureau for Technical Assistance 
Agency for International Development 

The USDA has had long experience in working on 
marketing problems at home and abroad. These experi
ences are increasingly relevant for developing countries 
as they move forward in the development of their 
agriculture. We are pleased to be associated with Am in 
this important new undertaking. 

Quentin M. West 
Administrator, Foreign Economic 

Development Service 
U. S. D':partment of Agriculture 
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PREFACE 

This publication is based upon a seminar sponsorp,d by 
the U. S. Agency for International Development and the 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, held in Washington, 
D. C., June 18.19, 1970. The purpose of the seminar was 
to provide guidance for AID-USDA efforts to improve 
food marketing in developing countries. 

Martin Kriesberg, Director of the Program Develop
ment and Analysis Staff in USDA's Foreign Economic 
Development Service, organized the seminar in co
operation with Douglas Cat'}fl, AID/TA/SPEC, W. F. Ii! 

Johnson, AID/TA/AGF, and Lloyd Holmes, USDA. Bob 
Spade, James Sayre, and Dave Winkelmann of USDA 
assisted with the preparation of lhis publication. 
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 1.~'~ *",'0 This planning seminar on technical assistance in food
f:1

('1

~: marketing is tangible and visible evidence of the respont,Ii"! • siveness and cooperation between .agencies of govern
menT; the academic cOrD,nunity, all~ private enterprise 

1r, 
to deal with a major problem facing most, if not all, ~,', 
developing countries. This assembly, one of m~ny si~ilarf 

". ones which Jtave been held i:n the past and whIch wIll ber) .. held in the future, also re£I~cts wh.at I hope is a growing 
t awareness of the American public that,. development 
l·! I assistance extended by us to the developing nations is an n investment directed toward achieving a more stahle and 

peaceful world community. We do not anticipate. a 1'1 
d
~:.~ world without change hut, rather, a world wherem 

jl change is purposeful and orderly, peaceful an~ const~u~
tive, as contrasted with violence and dest~uction. ThIS IS11II a world where change enriches ,the livcs of people and '/.-1

;, fairly distributes the fruits of human effort; where rJ 

! 
institutions, public and private, sf;rve the wants and 
needs of people; and where life for all is exciting and 
rewarding, rather than empty and without purpose of 

t fulfillment. 
Our task here is to develop ways and means by which t the achievements of past efforts and anticipated future \ 

d 

• f achievements may be more effectively an'defficiently 
" made available to the people in the countries where theH achievements occur. More specifically, how can inl

I

!d 
I 

• creased food production be best, marketed? What 
lIlarketing arrangements best serve the purpose. ofU sustaining and further stimulating the food pro~uctionI I 

achievements attained and expected? What kmd of

f~ marketing system best serves til most fairly dist~ibu~e 
the end value of the food produced; to mamtam

f' reasonahj'~(price stability to producers and consumers; to Hlj encourage "capital formation; to creatc large~ opP?r
~l tunities for employment; to encourage prIvate Ill 

!<:
I' vestment in marketing enterprises; and to achieve the kj most complete utilization of what is produced? 

These are but some of the questions to be addre~ed. 
Of those which you will consider, what is the order of 

~); priority? Where do they fit in a marketing strategy? How 
may marketing systems be modified to ?t needs and 

';,;.',r., capabilities as they exist in different .countrIes? An~ how 
~'.. do the competitive advantages of dIfferent countrIes or 
~~l regions a£fe~~ marketing opportunities and cropping 

patterns?

tl 
t... 

k J~ 
,;, ~( ... 

f 

r~,. 
t:'·, 

It is not my purpose to either map out the directions 
for your attention or to anticipate the nature of the 
problems to which you will be directing your attention; 

Drather, it is to try to emphasize the complexity and 
diversity of the subject for your consideration ... 

As you proceed, I commend to your attention the use 
of what I call Eri-vision. I believe this is needed to 
simultaneously see the institutional organization!>, 
implementing mechanismr-:, and divisions of participation 
,between public agencies and private entrepreneurs which 
appear, to me, to be involved in a marketing system, be 
it modest or complex. 

I conceive the institutional aspect as the public 
organization directly involved in the marketing system 
and responsible for botn regulatory and service func
tions. The implementing mechanisms involve such 
elements as uniform weights and measures, standard 
packages, product grades and standards, product identi~ 
standard;"; sanitary protection, volume and price statis
tics, market news, and related activities. The 
public-private mix involves such asp.ects ~s ~tor~e, 
transport, grading, packaging, processmg, dlstrih~tion, 
and promotion. These references are not exhaustive. I 
mention them only as part of what I believe may well be 
included in your efforts to maintain a total perspective. 

Your work here, of eourse, is preparatory to the 
development of a marketing strategy and market systems 
which, hopefully, will find practical application in the 
development process in many countries. Hopefully, it 
will help these countries bridge decades and centuries to 
the kind of modern world wherein attainment of human 
dignity and fullness of life are the common goals of men 
everywhere. May your work here be personally stimu
lating and collectively productive. 

-Ervin L. Peterson, 
 
Deputy Assistant Administrator, 
 
Bureau for Technical Assistance, 
 
Agency for International Development. 
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2. 
The USDA is pleased to join AID in this significant 

new undertaking. It is of utmost importance that the 
marketing systems of developing countries be improved 
so that increases in production, as they materialize, are 
translated into more food for the people of these 
countries. We know from our own domestic experience 
that it is not enough just to grow the crops; ways must 
be found to market these crops efficiently in the interest 
of consumers as well as producers. Ways must also be 
found to meet the needs of those who cannot pay full 
commercial prices for their food. It is timely that we 
devote more attention to these prohlems, and I salute 
those of you who have heen in the vanguard of this work 
and for whom this seminar marks a milestone in your 
efforts. 

Our assistance to help developing countries increase 
their production of food crops and improve their 
marketing systems is horne of a compassion for our 
fellow-men around the world-and enlightened self
interest too. 

Agricultural development leads to economic develop
ment which, in turn, leads to improved incomes and 
increased demand for all products. The increased 
demand hrings about expanded imports from those who 
have food crops to export. Since the income elasticity of 
demand for food in low income countries is relatively 
higher than for non-agricultural products, agricultural 
trade will expand fasto::r than total trade. We helieve that 
U. S. !armers, because they are efficient producers, will 
share In such increased trade. 

As incomes increase in the developing countrit;s, they 
also shift from concessional to commercial imports in 
part to ohtain a hroader range of products. The dem~nd 
for I;vestock products will increase faster than that for 
grain. Consumption of grain also shifts, with preference 
goinl~ to wheat and rice rather than coarse grains or more 
starchy foods. . 

There is, then, a positive relationship hetweenboth 
agricultural and economic growth rates and commercial 
agricultural imports from the United States. It is 
hecoming clear that solid dollar markcts are growing in 
the developing nations, and it seems to me that it is our 
place to help these markets grow. We do this through 
assistance to LDC agricultural growth, and particularly 
through the strengthening of their marketing systems. 
I~proved marketing plays a decisive role in sustaining 

agncultural growth. New high-yield technology will 

• 
languish and have limited impact on national economies 
if markct systems and marketing facilities are inadequate 
to the increased load they will need to carry. There is 
the grim possihility that market constraints will inhibit 
increased production in countries just beginning to 
emerge from the shadow of food scarcities. If market 
prices and facilities do not accommodate increased 
production and farmers find that there is no profit in 
high-yield technology, they may well rcvert to earlier 
practices and lower output. It may he the ultimate 
tragedy that, having succeeded in rcaching needcd 
production capahility, archaic marketing systems pre
vent the realization of a world without hunger. 

There are some who fear that recent production 
success in food grain!: by a ,number of countries which 
were in short supply before heralds a pcriod of compcti
tion in world markets hetwcen the United States and 
some of these countries. But, it is not at all certain that 
production in the erstwhile food-short countries will, in 
fact, exceed the needs of their own growing appetites for 
better quality as well as greater quantity of foods. And I 
would not he dismayed if some of these countries, on 
hecoming efficient producers, found a plaec for some of 
their product in the world market. There may bc some 
near-term adjustments in our own domestic programs of 
production and export; however, in the long run, helping 
these countries huild healthy economies helps increase 
our chances of trade with them on a sound commercial 
hasis. 

As you know, I have heen interested in the agricultural 
dev~lopment of low incomc countries for many years. 
AgrICultural development in these nations is a long and 
difficult process. But I know it is an cffort which must 
he made for their good and ours. We in the Department 
of Agriculture recognize our responsibilities in this 
respect, and stand ready to commit our very best 
scientists and technicians in support of the Nation's 
foreign assistance program. I am proud that the people 
who make up the Department have the talents and the 
devotio~ to make a significant contribution in this 
worthwhile work. 

-Don Paarlherg, USDA Director 
of Agricultural Economics, Office 
of the Secretary. 
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3. 
Concern over domestic food marketing in developing 

countries is new and urgent. This publication and the 
seminar on which it is based are efforts toward better 
understanding of marketing systems and the need for 
improving their performance. 

While farming was largely of a subsistence type, people 
produced what they ate and ate most of what they 
produced; they marketed very little. Today, as more and 
more farmers in developing countries produce in excess 
of their family needs, the proportion of their product 
moving to market is multiplying. The "green revolution" 
has sharpened awareness in many countries of how 
inadequate their marketing systems are. 

Growing populations in these countries, the movement 
to urban areas away from subsistence farms, and rising 
incomes compound the demand for commercial foods 
and increase the dependence on marketing systems to 
satisfy the reciprocal needs of producer and consumer. 

MARKETING SERVES VARIED INTERESTS 

The marketing system is a critical factor in countries 
where the production technology is undergoing rapid 
change and a new commercial agriculture is taking place 
in food crops: 

eIf the marketing system does not serve the interests 
and needs of the producer (if his production does not 
move to market and bring him additional earnings), 
he will not be inclined to increase production. Recent 
gains in production, heralded as the "green revolu
tion," would then be jeopardized. 

eIf the marketing system docs not.bring the food to 
consumers when they need it, at prices they can 
afford, and in forms which satisfy nutritional needs, 
then higher production will hav~ little effect in 
alleviating world hunger. Policies ahd programs can 
be devised to increase and broaden effective demand 
for food and to improve the quality of diets of all 
socio-economic groups in d~veloping nations. 

elf adjustments are not made to bring supplies into 
appropriate balance with foreign and domestic 
market demand, scarce resources will be squandered, 
opportunities to earn foreign exchange will be lost, 
and agriculture will fail to make its full contributKlI1 
to country development. In this respect, the market
ing system is an important mechanism for allocating 
resources throughout the agricultural sector. 

Hence, a marketing system serves the special interests 
of the cultivator, the consumer, and the distributor, 
influencing directly and decisively their overall standard 
of living. Marketing systems also serve the general 
interest of the nation by having agriculture contribute its 
full share to national development. How well a market
ing system serves anyone interest group varies widely 
from country to country. In evaluating the performance 
of a marketing system, its dfectiveness in satisfying 
these several objectives must be taken into account. 

OTHER REASONS FOR EMPHASIZING MARKETING 

Two other aspects of our new concern for food 
marketing should be noted. First, efforts to improve the 
marketing of food come up against a critical issue 
confronting nations as they move forward in their 
development; namely, equity in the distribution of the 
goods of a more 'prGductive economy. Food is so basic 
that a political (es wen as moral) case can be made for 
the proposition that, ~" production is increased, distri
buti(ln should be improved also. Indeed, unless the 
increased product is mOre widely shared among the 
'masses for whom demand HasfiCity for food is greatest, 
increased production will he ..constrained. And, if a case 
is made for food, there ma'}~ be carry-overs to other 
aspects of the economy. This n'/ay lead to new efforts to 
have more people share in more productive societies, and 
this is at the heart of economic deyelopl!lent. 

Secondly, emphasis on the marketing aspect.'i of 
agricultural development can also help shape the overall 
economies in countries where high-yield technol?gy 
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takes hold. An implicit ohjective of U. S. foreign aid 
policy is to help hring ahout more open, equitahle, and 
efficient economic systems in developing countries
economic systems in which private enterprise plays a 
larger role and private initiative is rewarded. These 
ohjectives are more likely to he attained through a 
market·oriented economy than through an atomistic
suhsistence economy or a centrally-planned economy. A 
more hroadly hased commercial agriculture and a 
concern with the marketing system to support it can 
contrihute to the growth of market economies In 

heretofore traditional agricultural societies. 

FUNCTIONS INCLUDED IN MARKETING 

What is marketing? What does it comprise? Agri
'culrural marketing is made up of several ~pecialized areas 
of activities. There arc the functions of providing inputs ~ 
for farming, such as fertilizers, pesticides, and farm 
equipment .. These activities are usually referred to as 
"factor marketing. " Another part of agricultural market
ing is the movement of commodities to consu~ers or to 
first processors who, in turn, sell to consumers. These 
arc the activities most agriculturalists visualize as market
ing. 

A third group of marketing activities is performed hy 
the processors who convert the commodities into con
sumer and industrial products. This is similar to 
manufacturing in other industries and, viewed from the 
manufacP.lfer's point of view, the marketing functions 
occur after the product has heen made. . 

A fourth area of activity in agricultural marketing is 
concerned with exports of the commo,dity in their 

natural or processed state. For most developing coun
tries, exports of one or a few agricultural commodities, 
withJ;~le processing, have heen, and remain, a principal 
sourc'C-of all export earnings. 

The focus of this .puhlication, as that of the seminar, is 
primarily on food marketing within these countries. 
Selected issues connected with this suhject arc given 

i\ 'al .spe.~1 attention. 
S~ction I is concerned with puhlic policies to en

courage a more modern and efficient marketing system. 
John Mellor and Ray Goldherg hoth deal with the 
structure of food marketing systems, and, hence, provide 

'a·h!lsis for examining policies which would contrihute to 
improveJ~m!lfket performance. Such policies may he 
concerned wii~: marketing efficiency-the performanc\~ 
of marketing fj~nctions with minimum resources; equity 

...-i!t the market/place hetweenproducer.;, consumers, and 
..-distrihutors,;;imd, within each grol(p"hetween large and 

small, rich (land poor participants in the marketing 
process; quality of products and diets; and contributions 
to national development-supplying or saving foreign 
currencies and allocating re80urces effectively in the 
agricultural system. MellOi' is primarily concerned with 
policies which shapl! the U'i:trketing system; commenta
tors Syd Harris an:ilJames Lemley concern themselves 
with policies for commodity stahilization.', 

The papers in Sec.tiott II deal with the organization of 
marketing enterprises and the flow of resources into the 
marketing system. Harold Riley's paper draws on recent 
experience in the Cauca Valley of Colomhia to outline 
ways in which local institubons were involved in 
strengthening the marketing systems there. The paper hy 
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~ Earl Heady and Le'l'iMayer urges a better balance in the 
flow of resources hirtween production and distribution .~ 

~. 	 functions, and the \ )aper by Norris Pritchard describes 
the conditions unller which a government trading~ ; corporation may b~Ithe best means to improve grain 
marketing operation~\in West Africa. 

Section III is co~cerned with marketing problems ;'~~ 
r~ associated with improved diets, particularly for those 
lr. 

who are unable to purchase all the food they need atI 
~~

~,	 commercial prices. The paper by Alan, Berg notes that,.." improved nutrition is not a function of increased income }:: 

r~

'ti alone, but is affected hy an enlightened concern for~ better nutrition on the part of consumers, food proces
... sors, and public officials. Comments by Dan Rasenfield 

and H. C. Frost touch on other aspects of the problem ofI',t!.. 	 upgrading diets for the needy. While protein deficiency 
is emphasized, this is a shorthand way of focusing on the 
problem of adequate diets tor the different socio
economic groups in developing countries; t~le poor and 
the young are particularly identified as needing target 
programs to correct diet deficiencies which are not being 
corrected through regular commercial .:hannels. . 

Section IV is u potpourri of views on the need and 
means for increasing efficiency in marketing operations. 
Ken Farrell OpellS the discussioll by observing that a 
concern with marketing efficiency needs to go beyond 
physical facilities and handling. Grace Finne discusses 
effjciencies in transporting foods, William Crow com
ments on terminal markets, and Lyman Henderson 
explores the problem of losses in grain storage. More 
efficient performance of marketing functions means 
lower economic costs, but in developing countries t.rjs 

" 

o 

, 

need not take the form of less labor. With aggregate 
marketing services increasing rapidly and unit trans
actions becoming larger, there are opportunities foi' 
more productive labor usage in distribution as well as 
production. o. 

In the fifth section, experiences in de-':lling with /1, : 

marketing prOblems in different regions are discussed. 
Experiences vary widely; marketing takes different 
forms among the villages of Sierra Leone than in the city 
of Cali in Colombia. Still, SOJIle sjmilar observations are 
made: shortcomings in institutional arr;mgemcnts are as 
r.erious an impediment to marketing efficiency as the 
lack of adequate physical facilities; there is an absence of 
market orientation and marketing innovation in most 
places; government policies in the market place are often 
poorly conceived and the services needed are poorly 
performed. 

In Section VI, experts from USDA, AID, universities, 
and agribusiness express views on approaches to pro
viding techl!ical assistance and the priorities which 
shouid guide the new AID-USDA effort to improve food 
marketing in low income countries. In a wide-ranging 
discussion, one view carries a c'Onsensus: the need for a 
more systematic approach to the identi{i.cation of 
marke~ng problems in developing countries. And closely 
associated with this is the concern to determine costs 
a,nd benefits of alternative actions aimed at improving 
the perfor:mance of marketing systems. 

- Martin Kriesbe~g, 
Director, Program Development 
and Analysis, Foreign Economic 
Development Service, USDA. 
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Section I 

MARKETING POLICIES-SOME KEY 
CONS:m.ERATIONS 

Elements of Food Marketing Policy 
for ww Income Countries 

fohn W. Mellor 

Commo,iity Stabi5zation Policies
. Some GUhl,1Unf:S 

R. M. Sydney Harris 

Some Further Views on Commodity 
Price Policies 

James W. Lemley 

Marke~ Policies
The Interaction Between Business and 

Government Man~ers 
Ray A. Goldberg 
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Dr. Mellor is Professor of Agricultural Economics, 
Cornell University. He has directed research projects in 
Indio, Pakistan, Nepal, Thailand, Indonesia, Taiwan, and 
Chile, and is currently director of an AID-sponsored 
project on agricultural prices in economic development. 
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ELEMENTS OF A FOOD MARKETING POLICY FOR LOW INCOME COUNTRIES 
 

I 
 

o 

Low income countries already have extensive food 
marketing systems. Thus, effective public policy with 
respect to food marketing must be based upon know
ledge of the nature and functioning of the existing 
systems. 

We have inherited a great deal of folklo.re and 
misinformation concerning these systems. Fortunately, 
however, in the last few years there has been a 
substantial body of research on the structure and 
functioning of indigenous marketing systems. And the 
pioneering work done at Cornell by Dr. Uma Lele gave 
us a set of analytical tools to apply 1.l studying how well 
markets perform in low income countries. 

AID has financed much of the rigorous marketing 
work which we now have available. This includes the 
more recent work of Lele and Osman Farruk at Cornell, 
work on marketing in Latin America conductcd by 
Michigan State University, and marketing research in 
Africa conducted by Stanford University. 

In this statement, I will present a brief set of objectives 
for a marketing system and give an indication of 
stereotype positions with respect to the way marketing 
systems work in low income countries. Continuing, I will 
develop a comparison between the stereotype position 
ap.d the factulil situation derived from our marketing 
research. I will close with a statement of food marketing 
policies which can be effectivc in helping the marketing 
system meet its objectives. 

The prese8tation will draw heavily on the rcsearch we 
have been conductinl! at Cornell with rcspect to the 
working of marketing systems. Hence, it will havc 
somewhat of an Asian bias to. it. In addition, thc 
presentation will plaee emphasis on facilitating the 
operation of the private sector. This emphasis arises 
because of the negative stercotypes on the part of many 
observers and because of the tendcncy for many 
international agencies to inadvertently work against 
development and improvement of the private sector. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE MARKETING SYSTEM 

Marketing systems, of course, have a wide range and 
number of objectives. I have singled out, for emphasis, 
three objectives which I think are particularly important. 
These are based on the current context of development 
problems in low income countries and the current role 
and potentials of the marketing system. The objectives 
are as follows: 

(1) Expand physical capacity of the marketing system 
commensurate with increased production. As newly 
developed technologies (including ihe high yidding 

. 	 grain varieties) sharply increase production, additional 
quantities 'of output travel from producer to con-

John IJ'. Mellor 

sumer. This is important to the continuing of pro
duction incentives and to obtaining the benl'fits for 
development of other sectors of the economy. ;\Io:;t 
parts of the marketing process provided in the private 
sector probably have considerable supply t'iasticity, 
allowing them to expanu rather quickly anu with lillIe 
auditional cost to I'xpanded demands. 
(2) Incrcase the efficiency of resource use. J}rocesS('s 
of economic development are based upon expanding 
the quantity of rcsources available for development 
and increasing the eITiciency with which they are usep. 
Thus, this is a standard requircmenL placed as an 
objcctive on any clement of tb economy. As will be 
indicated later, the initial degrec of efficiency with 
which resources arc uscd in marketing channels is 
already moderately high, as mcusurl'd by standard 
economic criteria. Howev('r, a number of factors 
reduce efficiency in resource lise by slowing the 
progrcss of appropriate technological change. 
(3) Facilitate mobilization of resources and use tllOse 
resources to produce services which arc in demand. 
This is an exceedingly important objective. [t is 
perhaps mon! important in terms of its implications to 
total production in a socicly than in terms of its role 
in increasing the dficicney of the existing stock of 
resources. Thn marketing channrls offer many oppor
tunities for mobilizing and utilizing resources for 
productive purposes which \vou1d otherwise not enter 
into the produetion process. I will comment specifi
cally on labor, entrcpreneurial talent, and capital. 
The marketing channels, particulurly those including 

processing, offer substantial opportunities foiutilizing 
large quantities of labor in productive processes. Mosl 
traditional systems of processing usc substantial quan
tities of labor relative to capital. There is a tendency in 
dealing with marketing reform to place too much 
emphasis on modern process('s which usc large quantities 
of capitul rclative .to laLor alld thereby lose opportuni
ties to mobilize labor for productive purposes. Simul
taneously, these processes lose the opportlll1ity for 
spreading thc benefits of growth morc widely through 
increasing employment of lower income people. 

Marketing channels already include eonsidcrable quan
tities of cntrepreneurial talent. Some marketing pro
grams, particularly thQse which emphasize large-scale, 
capital-using processcs, have a tendency to replace man)' 
small-scale, indigcnous entrepreneurs with entrepreneurs 
in large-scale foreign firms or with formally trained 
govcrnment bureaucrats. In hoth cases there is a ten
dency for en trepreneuriul ta:en t to be lost. 

Small entrepreneurs in marketing systems \II low 
income countries can often tap substantial savmgs 
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resources of their own anit of members of their extendp.,d 
families. Much of this' savings potential would not be 
realized were it not for high rates of return to the petty 
entrepreneurs in their own businesses. Thus, if public 
policy pushes towards large-seale firms or towards public 
sector operation, these savings potentials arc likely to be 
lost. 

It is clear that tapping the labor, entrepreneurial, and 
capital resources through expansion and development of 
indigenous marketing systems depends largely on the usc 
of prh(ate sector firms. Whether this makes overall 
economic sense depends on the degree of c<;>mpetitive
ness and efficiency with which those firms operate. 

THE STEREOTYPE OF EXISTING MARKETING 
SYSTEMS IN LOW INCOME COUNTRIES 

It is generally believed that indigenous marketillg 
systems, particularly in Asia, arc exploitive, collusive; 
economically inefficient, and operating with high profit 
margins. There is undoubtedly an element of truth in 
each aspect of these stereotypes. 

It is probably correct that some factors in the 
marketing system do exploit some small sellers whose 
small volume of business is relatively costly to handle 
and relatively unimportant to the marketer. The eco
nomic problem involved il! probably small because of the 
minute quantities involved. However, the human and 
social problem is large and provides an argumen t for 
regulatory measures to prevent it. 

With respect to collusive behavior, there arc undoubt
edly substantial efforts by elements of the marketing 
system to do so in order to increase profit margins. 
Whether such collusion works or not depends in part.on 
the number of participants in the marketing system and 
the extent to which markets arc integrated. 

As to profit margins, even with great competition 
there will, of course, be some participants in the 
marketing system who have high profit margins. The 
question is whether ill thc competitive system, those 
earning vcry high profit margins through superior entre
preneurial talent are balanced by thosc with more 
ordinary talents who are making very small margins or 
even losing. 

The question which arises with marketing ineffi
ciencies is whether or not the aspects of marketing 
systems which are operating inefficiently are inherent in 
the system. If not, judicious governmental investment in 
transportation or other aspects of the system can 
improve the environment for efficient operation and 
thereby increase the efficiency of operation. 

My position is that, in general, the stercotype position 
regarding the indigenous marketing systems is incorr('ct 

and misleading in its poliey implications. There is a close 
 
analogy with the stereotyp('s which were held a few years 
 
ago about the production side of agriculture. Not vcry 
 
long ago, it was widely bclievctl that the typical cultiva
 
tor in a low income country was not very intelligent anti 
 
operated in a traditional manner which stood in the way 
 
of improvinr, technology and increasing the efficiency of 
 
production. This view led to an emphasis on changing 
 
attitudes and education of cultivators at the expense of 
 
programs for input supply and research for generating 
 
applicable technological change. Now thut. we 1111\'(' a 
 
clearer view of thc uctual situation with respect to 
 
cultivato.-~, we have more complex, but more' rdevant, 
 
policies for bringing ubou t technological change und 
 
increased agricultural production. 
 

The same situution prevail::; with re~pect to murketing. 
 
Incorrect stereotYP($ concerning the way marketing 
 
channels operate huve led to incorrect policies design ell 
 
to deal with u wrongly diugnosed situation. Now thut we 
 
have a clearer under~tanding of where the imperfeetions 
 
and problems in the system lie, we can come up with 
 
polici{:!s which have a better probability of bringing 
 
about genuine improvement in the system. 
 

THE WORKING OF INDIGENOUS MARKETING 
 
SYSTEMS 
 

In this section, I will first comment on the structUf(' of 
indigenous marketing systems and indicate the extent to 
which that structure provides an Plwironnwnt ruvorable 
to competitive behavior. I will then conii'lwn t on the 
performancc of the marketing systems with respect to 
the three marketing functions of providing spacp, time, 
and form utilities. These comments on performance will 
essentially deal with the efficiency of operation in a 
static technological situation. Following that, r will .. 
comment briefly 011 thc qucstion of tpcYrnologieal 
change within marketing systems and the extenl to wllich 
c;,:ii'iiing systems operate wcll in that respect. The 
evidence will be drawn largely from the work done at 
Cornell by Uma .J. Lele, Osmun M. Furruk, und Ray W. 
Nightingale. The detailed work is reported ill the Cornell 
University USAID Prices Research Contract Occusional 
Papers Nos. 12, 17, 31, and 37. 

The Structure of Food Marketing Systems 

Our studies of food grain marketing systems in Asiun 
countries show that, in general, they have a competitive 
strurture. There are, generally speaking, a substantial 
number of participants in each market. More .impor
tantly, various markets seem to be well integrated with 
each other. This means that collusive behavior must 
involve collusion of large numbers of participants across 
a large number of market areas. 

o 
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Ina few situations, the market structure is oligop. 
olistic with a small number of participants and, hence, 
there is opportunity for collusive behavior. One of the 
better examples of this is the case of the large 
commission agents in Dacca market in East Pakistan 
where a very small number of agents control the total 
commission business. However, in these types of situa
tions, the margins charged by the commission agents are 
set and represent only a very small prop oration of the 
price .on the food grain. Because of the large volume 
involved despite the small number of participants, the 
profits of these commision agents are quite large. Still, 
with the small actual margin they charge, they do not 
reprcsent a major inefficiency in market performance. 

Market Performance 

Food grain markets in Asia gencrally operate quite 
efficiently by standard economic criteria. Prices in 
diffcrent markets are roughly comparable, indicating 
that supplies flow freely from low price markets to high 
price markets, thereby equalizing the prices. Price 
differentials between markets customarily stay within a 
band defined by the cost of transportation from one 
market to another. If prices move outside of such a 
band, it is usually because of a breakdown or deficiency 
in the transportation system. We find, for example, 
somewhat lower correlation of prices in different 
markets in West Bengal than in most other parts of 
India, and in l!:ast Pakistan 'than in West Bengal. East 
Pakis",l11 has somewhat poorer transportation facilities 
than; the parts of West Bengal studied, and the parts of 
West Bengal studi('d have somewhat poorer facilities 
than the other partS of India which were studied. 

Similarly, we find a tendency (or intermarket price 
differentials to become larger than normal transport cost 
during harvest season when the vcry heavy burden on 
transportation systems becomes too much to handle and 
goods cannot be moved quickly in responsc to normal 
price diffcrentials. Thcse transportation efficiencies at 
harvest will con tinue to be a major problcm as long as 
agricultural commodities make up a major part of the 
goods transportcd in a low income country. This alone 
represents a good reason for placing additional storage 
facilities in thc producing regions rather than the con
suming regions. 

Averaged over a period of years, seasonal price rises of 
food grains appear roughly commcnsurate with the costs 
of storage. Our studies suggest two contradictions of 
standard stereotypes. First, we find that average seasonal 
price rises are not nearly as large as the stereotype 
position and, second, we find that storage losses under 
traditional systems are much lower than is generally 
expected. 

The stereotype position of very large seasonal price 
rises probably derives from the highly erratic nature of 
seasonal price rises. In some years, the seasonal price rise 
is considerably greater than storage costs. In other years, 
however, the seasonal price rise is very little, even in 
absolute terms, and much less than storage cost. The 
average is commensurate with storage costs. The stereo
type is probably built from the years in which the 
seasonal rise is much greater than storage costs. 

In general, storage losses for food grains run between 4 
and 8 percent during the period of storage. Traditional 
storage under private ownership requires considerable 
management, care, and labor to hold down storage 
losses; deteriorating grain is removed, bags are stored so 
good ventilation takes place, and so on. The observations 
of very large storage losses probably come from public 
sector storage under poor management and from obser
vations of inadequate facilities and improper handling 
practices in many parts of the marketing system. 

The highly erratic seasonal patterns arise mainly from 
lack of knowledge concerning storage stocks. Also of 
importance is the lack of knowledge concerning crop 
prospects, particularly when the crop is grown over a 
very large area. 

The highly erratic nature of seasonal price patterns 
J.oses a number of economic problems. Most impor
tantly, it represents a major cost to processors who must 
operate under considerable uncertainty concerning the 
supplies which are available to them and tlle cost of 
those supplies. This discourages major investment in the 
technological improvement of processing methods, 
which has particularly strong implications in rice mills. 

The erratic seasonal price pattern also contributes to 
making prices at harvest season fluctuate more from year 
to year than would otherwise be the case. This creates a 
number of problems of uncertainty for farmers and 
probably serves to somewhat reduce use of purchased 
inputs and to slow technological change. 

With respect to processing, rice receives more attention 
than most other food grains. In general, margins appear 
to be somewhat higher, relative to cost for rice milling, 
than for other marketing operations for food grains. This 
may be due to the large costs of highly unstable seasonal 
price patterns. This may be further reinforced in a 
,~iJmber of countries by government policies which 
~,itlcrease uncertainty with respect to f;upplies. These same 
I' problems reduce the rate of technological change in rice 
, milling as well. 

The Rate of Technological Change in Marketing 

Although market performance by narrow economic 
criteria seems to be quite good among the marketing 
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agencies in most Asian countries, these same ag'mcles 
perform rather badly in terms of achieving the rapid 
t«;chnological change which increases efficiency and 
reduces costs: This is most noticeable in rice milling, 
which is sfi.",-carried on in a quite antiquated way with 
slow progress toward incorporating modern rice milling 
methods. Modern milling methods could reduce costs of 
operation and increase rates of output. 

There are probahly three major reasons for the slow 
pace of technological change. First is the small-seale 
operation of most food grain processors in low income 
countries. This is not a disadvantage in it&~lf if the public 
sector provides those services which are best provided on 
a large-seale. A _well developed public system of research 
and extension \\rith respect to food processing methods 
could play a very useful role in increasing the rate of 
technological change and the efficiency of small-scale 
marketing firms. Since these firms can marshal con
siderahle entrepreneurial talent, capital, and lahor which 
might otherwise not he used in production processes, it 
would he very useful for governments to render those 
services which can make these elements in the marketing 
system more competitive, more efficient, and more 
technologically dynamic. 

The second reason for the slow pace of technological 
change is lack of well-defined government policies. In a 
number of low income countries, government regulation 
policies add considerahle uncertainty for good grain 
processors as to the availahility of supplies and the 
stability of prices. Lack of well-defined, well-adminis
tered policies represents a major disadvantage. 

PROPOSALS .'OR PUBLIC POliCY 

The proposals for puhlic policy which are made here 
 
are based on the conclusion that existing traditional 
 
marketing systems can he made to work efficiently and 
 
to become technologically dynamic. It is assumed that 
improved operation of the private system will provide a 
well-operating marketing system which marshals sub
stantial quantities of lahor, entrepreneurial talent, and 
capital which would otherwise not be available to the 
development process. 

The role of government is seen, then, as that of 
facilitating the operation of this sector. This is still a 
substantial role which requires considerable resources. 
Policy measures will be discussed under three major 
headings: first, removing existing governmental restraints 
on operation of the private marketing sector; second, 
positive measures for facilitating increased competition; 
and third, measures for facilitating technological change 
and increaSed private investment in the marketing sector. 
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RemovinS Exidin& Public Restraints on Marketing 
There is 80 much talk about anti-social beha'Jior by the 

marketing agents and of public control and take-over 
that much uncertainty is introduced into private market
ing business. Consequeiltly, there is considerable reluc
tance to invest capital in those businesses. 

This uncertainty with respect to the f(iture is often 
increased by the activities of foreign aid, agencies when 
they espouse approaches to marketing which are u neco
nomical, and which are recognized as sl,Ich by the private 
sector. In these circumstances, the foteign a;d agencies 
very often recommend large-scale activities by the public 
or cooperative sectors which tend tq 'aisplace the private 
sector. Such action frequently arises with respect to 
recommendations of technologies ahd modes of opera
tion which in~olve much larger scale operations than are 
traditional inl~e private marketing system. Engineering 
efficiency at the expense of labor, entrepreneurial talent, 
and other forms of capital very often appears to be the 
most efficient way· of operating by very restrictive 
criteria when, in fact, it is less efficient. 

A number of foreign agencies have in recent years 
recommended such policies with respect to rice milling. 
These recommendations increase the apprehensions of 
the private sector and make it even less likely that they 
will become technologically dynamic. 

One can see the same mode of operation with respect 
to milk marketing. Highly capital-using technologies 
often displace a reasonably efficient private sector which 
is operating on a smaller scale with quite different, but 
still more efficient, technologies. 

In addition, in a number of low income countrie<:; 
·there are restraints placed by the government on 
availability of credit to private marketing agencies. There 
are also restrictions on the availability of transportation, 
storage facilities, and the use of existing transportation 
and storage facilities. Such regulations, which may 
appear quite rational on the surface, normally inhibit the 
private trade from operating in an efficient way. Such 
rules generally neglect the complexity of shipping 
patterns and storage requirements and, therefore, lead to 
more inefficient operation. 

Facilitating Increased Competition 

Governments can play a very important role in 
facilitating entry into marketing businesses and in
creasing competition. First, governments can encourage 
marketing to take place in regulated market yards where 
weights and measures and modes of transactions are 
regulated. Experience in parts of India with regulated 
markets indicates that they soon grow very rapidly, 
displacing small village markets and encouraging culti
vators to market at larger market centers. This increases 
the efficiency of market operation as well as competi
tion which enhances both consumer and producer prices. 

Provision of creditto smaller marketing operators can 
facilitate their expansion and also provide increased 
competition within the marketing f~hannels. 

Major investmev.t in improved transportation can 
greatly facilitate competition by bringing about fuller 
market integration and greater competition among a 
larger number of market functionaries. 

Gradual expansion and improvement of market infor
(1 mation provided by government agencies can improve 
\\ the competitive position of farri;lers and small marketing 
I;,agencies also. For such market information to be useful, 
i~qwever, it must relate to grades, thereby encouraging a 
shift to well-defined systems of grades and standards. 

Facilitating Technological Change 
and Investment 

Governments can play an important role in facilitating 
technological change and investment by the private 
marketing agencies. First and most important, in recog
nition of the small-scale of marketing agencies in low 
income countries, governments should undertake major 
pr0gtams of re,search and extension of research results to 
the various marketing intermediaries. 

Second, governments can be sure that the equipment 
and other inputs necessary for technological change are 
readily available to the private sector, thereby again 
increasing competition. 

Third, governments must recognize that, when market
ing intermediaries make major capital investments in 
technological improvement, it becomes increasingly 
important that they operate those facilities at a rela
tively high level of capacity. This means that an assured 
supply of commodities for processing will be necessary 
at reasonably known, and stable, prices. Governments 
can facilitate this by increasing the availability of storage 
facilities, by operating a modest buffer stock program, 
and by ensuring that government price policies stabilize 
prices and not unstabilize them. 

Fourth, credit programs can facilitate rapid techno
logi.!!_~ change in marketing channels and increase 
competition. 

Thus government's role can be very substantial, even in 
a system basically dominated by relatively small-scale 
private firms. A well-chosen government policy towards 
marketing can facilitate increased competition, increased 
efficiency of operation, and more rapid technological 
change. It can do these things with a relatively modest 
use of the scarce governmental resources, and in a 
manner which encourages the private sector to make 
fuller use of labor, entrepreneurial talent, and capital 
which would not otherwise be available for the develop
ment process. 
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illr. IIards assisted ill a wid!.' range of marketing 
activities in iJrazii as USDA Chief of Party, returning to 
l'S])~1 in 1969 as Chief of the Procurement and Sales 
J)il'isioll in the Agriculluml Stabilization and Conserva
tioll Senice. 

l,..~___..........___..,.,....--_ 
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COMMODITY STABILIZATION POLICIES- SOME GUIDEL1NES

/-1 ;
, I 

A price support program, or fixing of prices, is not a 
panacea for all of the problems involvcd in agricultural 
development. Pricc supports are but one link in a very 
long chain in the development process. But, under some 
conditions, they become a very important link. 

Existing market conditions must be analyzed and 
overall sector objectives set before a price support 
program is institutcd. It may be that conditions within 
the country preclude a good program, or it may be 
determined that an effective program may be instituted 
if certain weaknesses are corrected. '0. 

The analysis must include the objectives of the 
stabilization program; the attitudes and conditions 
existing within the country; the alternative types of 
programs which mighthe suitable; the marketllllg program 
existing or capable o~i being instituted; and the level of 
prices to be established. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STABILIZATION PROGRAM 

What are the objectives of the proposcd program in the 
country.? Are th~y tu: increase the overall agricultural 
produc'~{on? Shif.!! thc pattern of production, thereby 
increasing the prorluction of one crop and decreasing the 
production of another? Increase production for export, 
for domestic use, or both? Increase the farnlPrs' income? 
Reduce prices to consumers'? Accomplish a combination 
of the above? Or is it to merely create a political image 
that the govern ment is trying to help the farm sl~ctor? 
If it is the "political image" objective and there is no 

intent to have an operating program, [ would suggest 
that further work be dropped on the subject. How(~ver, 
if thc objectives are sound, studies can thcn be extendl:d. 

EXISTING ATrrrUDES AND CONDITIONS 

Next it is necessary to consider, on a practical basis, 
existing attitudes and conditions. h there a strong 
governmental commitment to pricc supports? Tacit 
approval of ncw programs by officials influential in 
government policy is not enough; there must be a strong 
commitment. If these indi\·iduals arc not really serious in 
making the program effective and are only giving "lip 
service," then the program will not succeed. 

Will the farmers in thc country respond, in terms of 
production, to changes in price relationship between 
crops? Likewise, will the farmer increase total pro
duction when he is guaranteed a higher gross income or 
higher return per unit produced? Ii:'is a falacy to believe 
that farmers in developing cou,ritries will respond in the 
same manner as U. S. farmers .. 

Does the country have, or can it get, thc funds 
necessary to operate an adeq~'ate program? The amount 

R. M. Sydney Harris 

of monetary rcsources required will !Jcpend upon the 
type of program instituted and th~! level of prices 
established. 

Are storage, transportation, and marketing institutions 
adequate for a program which succeeds in substantially 
i":creasing production? 

Is the country's organizational structure and adminis
trative capability adequate to operate the program? 

TYPE OF PROGRAM 

If answers to the above items are favorable, Lhrn 
consideration is given to thc typc of program to be 
instituted. The type of program will depend upon Llll' 
objectives arid conditions existing within the cOllnLry, 
Support programs of the following Lyp<-,; 8houJd 1)(' 
conRidercd: non-recoursc loans, recourse loans, pun,ha:i(' 
loans, purchase programs, a combination of loan and 
purchase programs, and subsidy programs. 

Personally, I favor a non-recourse loan Lypr' of 
program whcnever posRible, bUl this will not function in 
all countries. Non-recoursc loan programs have a major 
advantagc in that title to the commodity remains with 
the produccr until the maturity date of the loan, thus 
giving hi~ thc advantage of being ablc to sell at a price 
above thc loan rate if the market pric(' exceeds the loan 
'·rate. 

For a non-recourse loan program Lo br effi-clive, 
howcver, conditions must exist when'by LIIi' pr0/rrarn 
can be fully explained to the farmer and br und(-r;;tood 
by him ..My Brazil cxperience provcd that this commllni
cation proccss was most difficult. :Vlan), farmer:> ton
sidcred taking of a loan as tantamount Lo selling the 
commodity to the government. If this altitud(~ eannoL be 
changcd, it would be preferable to have a purchase 
pro6rram. If a loan program could be understood by 
some farmers and not by others, it might very well br
that a combination of a loan program and a pun-hasc 
pr06rram would be most beneficial. 

MARKETING AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
STRUCTURES 

Regardless of the type of a program contrmplated, an 
institution must exist, or be crcated, which can em-c
tively administer the program. All othcr conditions being 
satisfactory, the program will succeed or fail on this one 
itcm. In Brazil, the program is handled in the field by 
the Bank of Brazil. Whcre thc local manager favored the 
program and administered it wPll, the program was a 
success; whcre the local manager did not favor pric~ 
supports and did not cffectively administer it, the 
program was a failurc. 

(; ~JJ 
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Except for a subsidy program, the follo\,ing ~re 
necessary if the pr(\gram is to operate successfully: 

1. Adequate storCi:~e for the production, at the correct 
location. Government, commercial, and farm storage 
should be considered in llssessing adequacy. 
2. Adequate transportation to move the commodities 
from the point of production to the point of con
sumption and to points of storage on the way. 
3. For a loan type program, a warehousing system 
must exist or be created whereby a depositor of a 
commodity is assured that, when he desires to repay 
his loan and take delivery, he can receh'e a like 
quantity lind quality as that which was deposited, or 
receive the highes/, market price during the perio~\ of 
storage. It is also most desirable that the stotlng 
warehouseman' be allowed to merchandise the com
modity beinl( stored. This is desirable for rapid and 
efficient mar).,(~ting in commercial channels when the 
market price exceeds the loan value. 

LEVEL OF PRICES TO BE ESTABLISHED 

WI1Cn and if satisfactory answers have been found to 
all of the ahov!', it then becomes necessary to consider 
the level at which minimum prices will be established. 

In c()Jntries which have unreliable or non-existing data 
up,~>ri whi~h to base sound judgment, it may be necessary 
to operate on a trial and error basis. 

In deciding the level at which minimum 'prices will be 
established, several conditions must be considered. What 
level of production is wanted to achieve what purposes? 
Prices in lhe market place in past years and the volumes 
produced under those prices offer clues on supply-price '0 

relationships. 
World price of the commodity is an important 

consideration; very few, if any, of the developing 
countries can afford to establish a price above the world 
price if there is a possibility of producing in excess of 
domestic demand. If the production which is generated 
should exceed domestic demand, then the excess will 
have to be exported or held until the domestic market 
can consume the surplus. Either operation is costly if 
su pport prices are above world prices. 

The cost of production for pach commodity needs to 
be taken into account by regions and the nation as a 
whole. The support prices which may be necessary at 
consumption centers and at production points to pro
vide an equitable system also need to be considered. The 
failure to establish fair relationships between the support 
price at consumption centers and points of production 
will result in serious distortions and disruptions in the 
marketing system. 
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)Mr. Lemley is a Program Specialist in Storage Manage
ment with .the State Office of the Agricultural Stabiliza
tion and,Consen:iation Service (ASeS), 1]. S. Department 
ofAgriculturr:!, in Nebraska. 

SOME FURTHER VIEWS ON COMMODITY PRICE POLICIES 

Laws may hinder or help in the improvement of 
marketing systems.' I will talk about one area of 
legislation, namely a commodity stabilization program. I 
am thoroughly convinced that Ii good, accepted, govern
ment-controlled price stabilization program i" one 
necessary marketing tool in agriculturally-oriented 
development countries to enhance the marketing of 
basic agricultural commodities. I emphasize the words 
good, accepted, and one. 

Those industries affecting large numbers of people 
who are not organized generally require assistance 
through governmental programs. A prime example of 
such a group are those involved in' producing and 
marketing agricultural products, espeeially basic grains. 

The extent to which a government enters into estab
lishing prices Ghould be preceded with sufficient study to 
determine whether such intervention is advisable and 
feasible. It is entirely possible that, regardless of con
ditions among producers an'd consumers, the prevailing 
political situation in acuuntry or its economic condition • 
may argue against a commodity price support policy. A 
good law which is misused or improperly funded becomes 
inoperative and may add to problems of credibility 
between the people and their government. It is also the 
type of failure which may be conveniently passed back 
to a foreign advisor. 

Sometimes it is assumed that a sound stabilization 
program is possible when, in reality, those in power are 
unwilling to pay the price necessary to succeed. This 
price is not money alone but the auth9rities and 
responsibilities presently scattered through existing 
departments and institutions which, by necessity, must 
be coordinated if success is to be obtained. 

A price stabilization program is one tool in efforts to 
improve a marketing system. Hence, the marketing 
system must be thoroughly understood before changes 
are introduced; the changes must be based on the 
prevailing marketing system. 

James W. Lemley 

Changes must dovetail with the present system if they 
are to be accepted by those ~oersons who operate and usc 
the system. Marketing patterns are deeply imbedded in 
local and national customs, social structures, and atti
tudes toward government. If a price stabilization 
program is to be effective, there arc certain other 
component parts in the marketing system which must 
either be in existence or must be developed. Compo
nents of primary importance are: 

ePhysical facilities within which the program can 
 
operate and which will serve the producers, proces
 
sors, wholesalers, and, in some instances, retailers. 
 

eA useable set of quality standards to permit pricing 
 
according to quality so sales can be madc without 
 
actually viewing the commodity. 
 

eAn official quality standards laboratory to make 
 
official, third party determinations available. 
 

eAn adequate transportation system available for 
 
comrr.odity marketings as needed. 
 

eA bonded warehouse law to facilitate operations by 
 
the private sector. 
 

eA sufficient supply of the commodity, either being 
 
produced or with potential p~cduction, to permit the 
 
program to be widely oplJr:.i:ive. 
 

There are eertain basic clements of organization for a 
price stabilization program: 

eAll related activities should he vested in a single 
department. Divided responsibilities and lack of 
coordination can seriously impair the overall effort. I' 

eThe department, or institute, should he set up with !full autonomy, but with authority of the govern
 
ment. 
 

eThere should be permanent funding independent of 
 
annual authorization and appropriation processes. 
 
There should also be authority to borrow opcrating 
 
funds, and this should include a commitment from 
 
the national monetary systelll for loans in those 
 
amounts not available from other sources. 
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.P["orision for a board of director:; should be in tht:' 
authorizing law. 1'hi$ board should include those 
Iwads of govc'mmen! drpurtmc'nts directly ilwol\ ed ill 
the agricultural economy. and represt:'ntativ<'s from 
the p:overumt'nt-operaL('d mOlletary s:stem. sueh a~ 
the et,ntrnl bunk UIH} agrieulturnl bank". 

Beyond this, therl" afe many requin'm(,lIts which 
should be provickd for, either by law or by definitioll 
within the law. One of the first major eOllet'rns b 
dceiding which commoclitirs an' to hc inc\udrd. Except 
undPr rare and speeial condition,;, only basie llnprOe
('$('d, nonp('rislrable, edihh' t,ommoc\ities ::;hould be 
eonsidrred. 

Knowic\t\gc oj' the pre-pstublislH'd proelucrrs' priee level 
i~~!!:so impurtunt. Normally, the producers' priee should 
he high i'nough only to maintain a sound economic 
position. It should not he looked upon as 11 mean;; of 
guurantt'eing economic' suc('c'$l' to til!' proelu{'er. [f 11 

somewhat higher price b gel It) ('nCH}Uragt' inert'used 
production, it :;hould bc' made clear to all th.\t tlw Ifiv/'! 
is t('mporary .Hld subject to rha!l[!e lo rrtprl dHlIlf!;('$ in 
the ~upply situatiol!. 
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Dr. Goll{hf!rg is Professor of Business Administration, 
 

Harvard BU~lness School. He has served extensively as a 
 
consultant to the U. S. Department of Agriculture, the 
 
President's Commission OIL Food and Fiber, and various 
 
agribusiness firms. 
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MARKETING POLICIES-THE iNTERACTION 'BETWEEN BUSINESS 

AND GOVERNMENT MANAGERS 

Ray A. Goldberg 

\Ve are examInIng the marketing system and its 
relationship to the food system of a eountry and, in 
turn, its relationship to a world food environment. The 
p!.!rpose of a food system is to satisfy COnsumer food 
needs efficiently and in a manner responsive to the life 
styles of these consumers. The system, therefore, must 
be responsive to the social, political, and economic needs 
at1i:l priorities in the country in which it operates. It 
must also meet specific governmental and commercial 
objectives, such as the following: 

(1) help provide a livelihood for all the participants of 
the system (farm supplier, farmer, processor, assem
bler, wholesaler, retailer) and the means to help these 
participants move in and out of the food system as it 
and the total economy changes; 
(2) maintain reasonable price stability to avoid placing 
undue burden on the production and inventory func
tions of the various participants (producing unbearable 
income fluctuation) while, at the same time, keeping 
pricing and storage responsive to changing domestic 
and international market needs, which act as signals 
for future investment and operational decisions; 
(3) improve the nutritional quality of diets, but 
remain respDnsi'!e to consumers' tastes and desires; 
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(4) maintain a food system whiehmay progressively 
reduce imports and expand exports in line with the 
country's comparative advantage and opportunity 
costs (such a policy cannot succeed in isolation from 
international trade, commodity agreements, and the 
multinational trade of multinational corporations); 
(5) develop n food policy which builds on the exist;ng 
market structure whiie it attempts to restructure it to 
meet changing market, social, political, and economic 
conditions; 
(6) emphasize policies which place high priority on 
coordinating devices which hold the system together 
and help'" ~t adjust to change (these devices include 
markets; futures markets, farm cooperatives, inter
national commodity agreements, contractual integra
tion, vertical integration, trade associations, agencies, 
and domestic and international programs which are 
concerned with market news and information, the 
development of grades and standards, uniform storage 
agreements, extension work, pure food and drug laws, 
etc.); and 
(7) formulate programs and policies which enable 
private and public managers. to commit their capital 
and plan their operations on along term basis. 

" 
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Various alternative private and publi!cstrlltegies have' 
been, and will be, set forth in our discussions. In the 
papers by Harris and Lemley, the importance of pro
viding meaningtul price support programs is discussed. 
In the case of governmental strategy, it is important to 
note that these programs, to be efleci:ive, must he co.n
sistent with the real domestic and international market 
needs. If not, they will only postpone needed adjust
~.t>nts and make such adjustments more painful. From 
the private manager's point of view, such programs can 
be valuablc ill providing one more inventory manage
ment tool which permits him to d\!vote more time and 
investment in the development of new markets, new 
products, and new marketing techttiques. 

These two papers also indicate that government 
policy-makers need the private sector to administer arid 
carry out these government programs. This is true 
irrespective of the particular fonn of government in 

• power (e.g., private enterprise or socialistic)_ In other 
words, the private and public ei1trepreneur ne.ed each 
other to carry out their respective operations. This 
mutuality of interest requires a common understanding 
of the food system of which they are a part, even though 
their immediate objectives may differ because of the 
government's overall priority system versus the indi
vidual firm's short term profit objectives. 

A similar theme also underlies Mellor's paper. He 
rightfully points out that the public sector does not 
make enough use of its own private sector resources a(ld, 
in many cases, may attempt to look to private enter
prises outside of its country before a proper evaiuiltion is" 
made of its own food system. Also, various agencies in 
the same government must work together to provide a 
common set of objectives to the private manager. 

The. businessman, in seeking governmental help and 
cooperation, must do so from the broader perspective of 

how this help will improve the performance of his 
industry rather than from the narrow perspective of his 
individual firm. Specific examples of private firm activ
ity helping the total economic development of the food 
system is evident in all countries. A few examples 
indude Cada Supermarkets with their links to the food 
economy of Venezuela, the Makati Supermarket in the 
Philippines, International Mineral's packaged input 
system in India, the new grading system dc:,-:;!oped by 
C~rgill and' Proctor and Gamble in the Philippines, and 
thi!qevdopment of a wine cooperative and a branded 
wine·· product by Heublein in Portugal through the 
development of Lancer's Rose. Similarly, when a govcrn
ment agency develops a long-term program with spelled
out objectives which provide incentives to thc privati' 
sector on a non-partisan basis, governmcnt programs 
then become more effective. A good example of such an 
agency is the Board of Investment (B.O.!,) of the 
Philippines. 

We. note that food systems are constantly changing and 
the -l:~te of change is becoming more rapid. We also note 
tha('the importance of the food sector to the consumer 
aI1l.f to the total economy will continue to call for 
greater government-businl!ss cooperation. The discus
\:::i".;l:;~ere suggest that a common understanding of each 
agribasiness commodity system in the developing .;oun
tries by both private and public managers will lead to 
specific public and private strategies which make use of 
this knowledge. They also indicate that both puhlic and 
private managers will be able to locate more clearly 
those factors in the food system which will enahle more 
rapid progress to be made. This will help them to be in a 
bette~/flosition to take advantage of future trends and to 
minj.;tlizetuture bottlenecks. Such a systems approach i 

, 

shOliJd likewise he helpful to international and natiGnal 
agen~,ies which have to dccide priorities ,,,hen giving a 
Iimited'.:J,IDount of aid to unlimited areas of need. l 
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Section II 

MARKETING ENTERPRISES AND THE 
FLOW OF RESOURCES INTO MARKETING 

FUNCTIONS 

Introduction 
James Hagler 

Ways of Building Marketing Enterprises and 
Programs in Less Developed Countries 

Harold JlL Riley 

Balancing the Flow of Resources Between 
Production and Marketing 

Earl Heady alld Leo Mayer 

Initiating a New Grain Marketing Program 
in West Africa 

Norris Pritchard 

Discussion 
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Jilr. Hagler is Executive Director of the International 

Marketing Institute, responsible for administration and 
development of research, edlLca-tional, and operational 
programs in marketing. This includes conducting world

1 
1 wide seminars and setting up international export 

programs. 
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H I have observed with some concern that the theme of
~I the conference, "marketing," has thus far been discussed 
[l from the point of view of the producer. As important asc! that concern is, a more dynamic dl'finition could be used 
1'. as a frame of reference. 
1. ! In other meetings, "selling" and "marketing" are used 
'J to mean the same thing, which is contrary to contemn porary marketing thought. "Selling" implies the point of
L! view of the salesman or, in this case, the prod\lcer, 
~ 1 whereas "marketing" is concerned with the point of 
r:'j view of the consumer. A major weakness of "marketing
H boards" which are generally composed of growers is 
1:.·.1! their producer orientation. The Ceylon Tea Board and 
r, the Ghana Cocoa Marketing Board are, or were, pro
f ' ducer boards. 

Many marketing terms such as advertising, promotion, 
packaging, marht research, and display are not in the 
vocabulary of the discussions in this seminar. In one 
sense, such "marketing lags" are now opportunities for 
improvement. Thus, in one less developed country, a 
definition of marketing as "getting commodities from 
producer to consumer" may apply. In another country, 
"meeting the needs of the consumer" may be added to 
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INTRODUCTION 

James Hagler 

the "traditional" producer"oriented definition, and, in a 
third country, both definitions would be useful. 

The need exists, then, for new frames of reference for 
looking at the marketing of farm products in less 
developed countries. Perhaps what is needed is an 
analytical marketing look at the "state of the art" in the 
various less developed countries. If criteria for appraising 
marketing systems could be established for such coun
tries, then an inventory of agri-marketing research, 
which at present is in the Deparment of Agriculture and 
AID archives, would be useful in providing a mosaic of 
what has been discovered to date. Such applied research 
would focus on what needs to be done and would clarify 
the problems and the sub-problems which emerge from 
identifying the market segments and their shortcomings. 

The International Marketing Institute has been moving 
in the direction described. And the Institute's applied 
research efforts have been buttressed by AID's bringing 
agricultural marketers to its courses held on the campus 
of the Harvard Business School. In addition to its 
classroom sessions and seminars, the participants are sent 
on a six weeks study tour to observe U. S. marketing 
institutions, methods, and procedures. 
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Dr. Riley is Professor of Agricultural Economics and 
Co·director of the Latin American Market Planning 
Center at Mich~~n ~tf,lt.~ University. He has done field 
work in Colombia, Puerto Rico, Brazil, and Bolivia. 

WAYS TO BUILD VIABLE 

My remarks are directed toward the rather difficult 
task of instituting desirable changes in food marketing 
systems within an overall development strategy. I will bc 
drawing upon my experiences with an AID-financed 
research, advisory, and training program which Michigan 
State University has carried out in Latin America over 
the past five years. This program began with a pilot 
study in Puerto Rico and was followed by larger projects 
in Northeast Brazil, Bolivia, and Cambodia. Many of my 
observations will be tied to the most recent program in 
Colombia, which is currently moving into an implemen
tation phase. 

My main objective is to describe a particular approach 
to the development of marketing improvement programs 
in less developed countries. This approach involves 
diagnostic studies Nhich generate an information base 
and, at the same time, create local professional com
petence and build political commitment for systematic 
and sustained efforts to improve marketing. 

SOME ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 

In each of the countries where our project has 
operated, we have found that the following conditions 
exist to a greater or lesser extent. 

eThere is a serious lack of reliable information abollt 
the existing marketing systcm. 

eMany public officials and professional workers hold 
definite opinions about market conditions and many 
of these views are strongly anti-middlemen. 

eMany of the existing rules and regulations reflect this 
anti-middlemen attitude. Several of these regulations 
are serving as barriers to more effective use of 
resources in the food system. 
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MARKETING ENTERPRISES AND PROGRAMS 
IN LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

Harold M. Riley 

eThere is a pronounced tendency for political leaders 
to support physical facility marketing projects such 
as central wholesale markets, grain storage facilities, 
truck terminals, and roads, while giving relatively 
little support to the development of viable business 
enterprises and, marketing institutions. However, 
some special attention may be accorded cooperatives. 

eAt both the regional and national level, there is a lack 
of understanding of the interrelatedness of rural and 
urban-based activities and the dynamics of changes in 
the food system during the development process. 

8There are very few professionals with specialized 
skills in analyzing market coordination problems in 
the food system. 

eThe rapid population growth in large urban centers 
has elevated the political concern about food costs, 
employment, and social services. Hence, there is a 
motivation to do something to improve food market
ing services and to reduce food costs to consumers, 
especially those in low income areas. At the same 
time, farmers and public agencies serving agriculture 
are seeking marketing improvements which will 
increase farm incomes. 

AN APPROACH TO MARKET REFORM 

Given the above conditions, an effective strategy for 
instituting changes in marketlng systems is to begin with 
a rather comprehensive m<lgnostic study of the existing 
food system in a country or a major geographic region 
within a country. Such a basic study serves several 
purposes. First, it provides the u~!formation base needed 
to identify critical market coordination problems. 
Second, it provides valuable training for local profes
sionals and also generates materials for classroom 
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teaching in local universities and special seminars with 
various public agencies and private groups. Third, and 
most important, it serves as a basis for the formulation 
of recommendations for action programs which can be 
tailor-made to fit local conditions. Fourth, it provides an 
opportunity to develop a program which will be identi
fied as a local effort involving both professional workers 
and political leaders. . 

Our AID-supported group wf;nt to Colombia in 
response to inquires by civic leaders in Cali who were 
confronted with major decisions on changing the urban 
food distribution system. In discussions with local 
agencyJl!aders, the National Planning Department, and 
the AID Mission, it was dctermined that a study was 
needed to deal comprehensively with the food system 
serving Cali. Although the study was to be carried out in 
the Cauca Valley Region, where Cali is locatcd, it was 
anticipated that the problems identified and somc of the 
suggested solutions would have relevancc to other 
regions in the country. 

The project, identified as PIMUR (Proyecto Integrado 
de Mercadeo Urbano-Rural), was jointly financed by the 
Colombian Government and AID. The Colombian funds 
were administered by the CVC, a regional development 
agency in the Cauca Valley. Michigan State University 
provided the technical direction for the study. The CVC 
and Michigan State were contractually linked with the 
National Planning Department. 

The research phase of the project was carried out over 
a period of one year, although the review of draft 
reports and final revisions has taken an additional six to 
eight months for a small staff group. The project was 
organized around 16 te.chnical studies, which provided 
the rupporting documents for a final summary report. 
The technical reports were published under the author
ship of the Colombian staff members. 

The overall plan included a series of studies of the 
urban food distribution system in Cali, the vertical 
production-distribution systems for the major food 
commodities consumed in Cali (grains, fruits and vege
tables, milk, meat, poultry, and eggs), special studies of 
the' agricultural input supply system, transportation, 
packaging information systems, and laws and regula
tions. Consumer goods manufacture and distribution and 
residential construction were also examined because of 
their relevance to the adjustments which would occur as 
a result of major changes in the food system. 

The field work included a large number of structured 
interviews with systematic samples of market partici
pants-consumers, retailers, wholesalers, assemblers, 
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farmers, and industrialists. These diagnostic studies wcre ~ 
essentially a search for unexploited economic oppor Iitunities. The objective was to identify conditions which 
limit output expansion and create unnecessary costs. t 

I'The approach was pragmatic. It was not an attempt to ! ,identify an ideal system but, rather, to specify actions 
which would lead to improved performance in the food 
system, recognizing that multiple, conflicting goals were 
being sought. A modified market structure framework 
was used as a methodological guide to problem identifi
cation and policy prescription. 

FORMULATING MARKET REFORMS 

The underlying objectives of the PIMUR project were 
to specify marketing improvements which would reduce 
food prices to consumers and/or improve marketing 
services while, //::lt~<the same time, stimulating farm 
production through more ceriain markets and remunera
tive prices t() producers. 

The recommendations which we formulated were 
directed to these objectives. Although the recom
mendations are consistent with an overall development 
strategy, our report does not constitute a regional 
development plan. Where feasible, we have tried to 
indicate the costs for investments and related technical 
assistance and to specify some of the major benefits. We 
also specified which Colombian agencies should carry 
out the recommendations. This was done after consulta
tion with Colombian officials. 

The final research report and recommendations were 
submitted to Coiombian agencies in preliminary form 
for review and comment. The reactions of the Colom
bians were taken into account in revising the report for 
final publication. The writing and revising of the report 
were carried out within the country and all reports were 
published in the local language. We believe these pro
cedures had a favorable effect on the quality of the 
reports and greatly enhanced acceptance of their con
tents by Colombians. 

IMPLEMENTING MARKET REFORMS 

Most public officials, and even professional workers, 
do not read and carefully study lengthy research reports, 
although these are the visible evidence of project output 
and are often required. Therefore, we attempted to 
develop and maintain liaison with political leaders and 
officials in Colombian agencies. Much of this was done 
through personal visits and participation in a number of 
seminars. Several of the seminars and discussions were 
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with private sector groups, especially farmer organi
zations and industrial groups. 

The Colombian agencies are now taking actio~ to 
implement various market improvement programs. In 
Cali, a corporation has been formed and substantial 
amounts of local capital have been subscribed toward 
the construction of a central wholesale market. 

At the national level, efforts are being made to 
establish an effective market information service. Pre
liminary steps have been taken within the Ministry of 
Agriculture to specify a marketing development program 
which will provide credit and technical assistance to the 
private sector. The mayor and city council in Bogota 
have recently established a corporation to plan and build 
a new wholesale food market and have requested 
technical assistance. 

There now appears to be strong political support for 
an expanded effort to improve food marketing. Al
though the PIMUR project has not been entirely 
responsible, it has undoubtedly had some influence,\~;m 
this growing interest in marketing. ,i 

We now believe that, insofar as possible, the responsi
bility for expanded marketing efforts should be managed 
and promoted by Colombian personnel. Foreign advisors 
can play an important supporting role, however. For 
example, specialists in wholesale market operations, 
food retailing, packaging, grading, and market infor
mation systems can be effectively used within an overall 
market development effort. There is also a need for a 
continuing program of applied research to carry out 
detailed feasibility studies on projects judged to be 
viable on the basis of the more general diagnostic study. 
Also, the implementation activity should be viewed as a 
continuing effort to plan, initiate action, and assess the 
results. This requires a continuing analytical effort to 
support decision making and to deal with unexpected 
problems which are sure to arise. 

The Colombians who received on-the-job training in , 
the PIMUR project have been in strong demand. Many 
took jobs in the private secifJr at the end of the research 
phase of the project. Others are working with public 
agencies. 

It is now urgent that additional Colombians be trained 
 
to participate effectively in marketing programs. Much 
 
of this training can be acquired by supervised partici
 
pation in ongoing projl!cts. Also, with the increased 
 
availability of teaching materials,we allticipate that the 
 
universities will strength~l1 their offerings in marketing. 
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A few of the most competent Colombian technicians are 
now obtaining scholarships for U. S. graduate study. 
Plans are now beillg formulated to set up specialized 
short-course training in Colombia for potential managers 
of the wholesale markets. This latter training short
course will probably involve a supervised travel program 
to visit and study some of the newer wholesale market 
operations in Latin America. 

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

The approach to building viable marketing enterprises 
and programs which I have described, using Colombia as 
an example, seems to be consistent with the needs, 
capabilities, and aspirations of this particular country. 
However, I believe the basic principles of technical 
assistance embodied in this approach can be utilized on a 
much wider scale. 

Essentially, we recognize that the improvement of 
food production-distribution systems is a long-term 
process which should be undergirded by sound research 
and training programs. Most of this research and training 
can best be done within the less developed countries. 
Our role as foreign advisors and technicians should be to 
support and nurture these activities. 

Currently, we at Michigan State plan to provide some 
continuing support to the Colombian agcncies, probably 
financed out of a sector loan. We are also giving some 
assistance to a Latin American marketing training center 
which has been established by the Organization of 
American States, This program has its headquarters in 
Brazil but operates throughout Latin America. This 
week, one of our staff members is helping the OAS 
group conduct a seminar program in Baranquilla, 
Colombia, for a local group of businessmen and public 
agency representatives. Other seminars such as this are 
being planned. 

The approach to building viable marketing programs 
which I have described can be adapted to the type of 
assistance which could be provided by an AID-USDA 
contract arrangement. 

I would hope that effective communication and 
cooperation between the USDA and the university 
groups can he fostered as the AID-PASA (participating 
Agency Service Agreement-AID contract work by other 
U. S. Government agencies) program goes forward. Both 
resources are needed, as well as pr:>grams of private 
international businesses . 
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BALANCING THE FLOW OF RESOURCES BETWEEN PRODUCTION 
AND MARKETING 

During the past two decades, the development of 
a!ITiculture was distorted in one direction: namely,
" on production to the exclusion of sufficientemphasis 

emphasis on marketing. The same mistake coul~ be 
made in the next decade, but in a reverse direction, as 
the "second generation" of developmental problems are 
brought to the fore: namely, an extreme emphasis on 
marketing. without sufficient emphasis on production. 
Economic and social goals of societies R:'C not achieved 
by independent "single sector" approac~.es considered or 
analyzed apart from each other. To attain· goals for 
either the producer or marketing sector, the two sets of 
problems should be considered and tackled together. 

If four-fifths of agriculture's production is subsistence 
and a fifth is market-oriented, a 20 percent increase in 
productivity, other things equal, will double the amount 
to be handled through market facilities. 1£ storage, 
handling, and transportation facilities are inadequate for. 
the increment in market volume, the result is greatly 
depressed seasonal commodity prices which dampen the 
incentive to produce. 

As another example, we can mention new high
yielding crops for localities and counb;es. Some ej!ist 

Earl Heady and Leo Mayer 

which have great potentials in food supply. However, if 
consumer preference places a low value on these 
commodities, the product is penalized in the market and 
the potentials in production possibilities are lost. It is 
possible, and even likely, that effort at developing new 
rice varieties, such as IR-8, or corn and soybean varieties 
for much of the temperate climate should have been 
simultaneously accompanied by effort on food proces
sing. Perhaps there should have even been a bit of 
"Madison Avenue investment" in changing preference 
Jrom one variety of rice to another, or from rice to other 
cereals. 

But the mistake could be just as much in the other 
direction: namely, to invest large effort and funds in 
marketing research and facilities without relating it 
properly to production or, even more ultimately, to the 
broader goals of societies. 

So we have to ask the question: improved marketing 
for what? In other words, what are the objectives of an 
effective marketing system and what marketing research 
is needed to gain knowledge and understanding on how 
marketing systems can be guided to those objectives. 
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Most developing countries have very limited resources. 
The problem is to allocate scarce capital among the 
opportunities, both (a) within the market sector and (b) 
between the markct sectqr and the production sector. 
For example, will "X" amount of capital bring more 
food and greater stability in supply for conSl!mers if 
allocated to an irrigation project or if invested in storage 
facilities which reducc rat and insect damage by ''Y'' 
percent? 

Many of our discussions have supposed the answers 
were already known, and that all investment alternatives 
are high and constant-linear functions with steep slopes. 
For example, we have had such "black and white" 
statements as: the marketing functions must be turned 
over to the private sector. The govcrnment must build 
storage, marketing, and transport facilities. We must 
provide facilities which reduce marketing losses, etc. etc. 

But it is very doubtful that each of these contrasting 
alternatives have such high and obvious priorities over 
each other. We need to step back and ask: what are the 
ohjeetivcs? Some which can be cited arc: 

eTo attain larger supplies and lower real prices for 
consum!!rs. 

eTo be able to export more and substitute local 
production for imports, thus reducing problems of 
balance of payments. 

eTo get a larger share of the consumers' fooa outlay 
i back to the far.mer. 

What priority do we give to these and other potential 
objectives of improved marketing systems? In other 
words, what weight do we give to each of these in a 
"marketing objective function?" Some of our discussion 
makes it sound, or clearly suggests, that one objective 
should be given a weight of unity and others a weight of 
zero. Because of these inconsistencies, we suggest that 
more study should be directed towards marketing 
systems in less developed countries. 

We pose the proposition that there are numerous 
al,l.ernative means for attaining each of the potential 
9,hjectives of improved marketing. These alternative 
ineans have varying rates of substitution, or trade-offs, 
Hnd one does not clearly "stand out" above the other as 
qur discussions here have sometimes implied. 
. To have a proper development of both market and 
food production sectors, it is necessary that they be 
planned and analyzed together. For example, in an 
analytic sense, we can imagine a set of models which 
projects consumer demand and producer supply and 

then interrelates the two through the market sector, 
perhaps in a programming model. This model would 
specify the magnitude of needed storage, handling, 
processing, and transportation facilities, and the location 
of each. It also could specify the optimal magnitude and 
location of buffer or storage stocks. Extcnded further, it 
would specify the inputs required for agriculture and the 
marketing facilities and systems best adapted to them. 

Generation of this type of knowledge, we believe, is 
most conducive to activating all of the important 
economic, political, and social forces to "accomplishing 
the objectives. ". 

In fact, the appropriate set of (a) projections and (b) 
analyzed linkages ean best indicate where emphasis 
might be best given to investments and actions by the 
private and public sectors. We think the inhibitions to 
improvem5!nt typically are those which stem from 
uncertainty and lack of knowledge. 

Once the objectives of improved marketing systems 
can be better specified, appropriate weights applied to 
them, and projections made of future production and 
market facility needs, numerous policies may be formu
lated to overcome political, social, and economic re
straints. 

For example, to bring the private sector into a greater 
sharing of investment in marketing facilities such as 
storage, better information on potential supplies of 
commodities is needed. In India, we are in the process of 
analyzing the need, size, and types of buffer stocks to 
cover expected variation in production due to weather. 
Simultaneously, we need better information on the 
drought resistance of the new varities. Again, this points 
up that analysis of marketing and production prospects 
need to proceed ~ogether. 

Finally, marketing improvements arc no panacea to 
solve all problems. LikeWise, production and marketing 
are not the total answers to the problems of developing 
countries. The growth of population still raises the 
Malthusian spectre in some areas of the world. At some 
point, we need to ask ourselves, improved nutrition for 
what? 

Perhaps, we will spend the 1980 decade as concerned 
with population expansion as we were in the 1960's with 
production and as we are starting the 1970's with 
marketing. All evidence on South Asia suggests that 
neither marketing nor production are sufficient to raise 
the lot of mankind inthe ncar future. Planning for the 
long run will require an effort on all three fronts if 
conditions are to improve. 
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INITIATING A NEW GRAIN 
:. ~'.... 

In much of West Africa, food production is rising less 
rapidly than population. Food shortages in recent years 
have become more frequent and severe. Emergency food 
imports supplied mainly by the United States may now 
be theJ:'Ule rather than the exception in some countries. 

Confronted with these unfavorable conditions, AID 
sponsored a team to examine the causes of the problem 
and to recommend practical solutions. The team sub
mitted its report, "Food Grain Production and 
Marketing in West Africa," to USAID on January 30, 
1970. It covers Senegal, Mali, Upper Volta, and Niger. 

All four countries are extremely poor. Per capita Gross 
National Product in three of them is about $50. From 
80 to 96 percent of the people live on farms. Illiteracy is 
widespread. There are only a few professional, technical, 
and managerial workers. Natural resources other than 
agricultural land are severely limited. All four countries 
obtained their political independence from France in 
1960. Since then, economic growth, because of slow 
growth in agriculture, has no more than kept pace with 
the high population growth of 2.0 to 2.5 percent a year. 

Millet, sorghum, and corn form the basic diet of the 
population and are the principal crops. Peanuts and 
cotton, produced for export, are the chief sources of 
foreign exchange. In all four, crop production is subject 
to wide annual and geographic fluctuations because of 
erratic patterns of rainfall. Abundant harvests are ob
tained about once every four years and poor harvests are 
about equally frequent. 

Although the human and Jand resources are available 
to produce enough of the basic food grains for growing 
populations, food production has not kept pace with 
population growth. In contrast, the population and 
marketing of peanuts an,d cotton have increased sub
stantially in the past decade. 

MARKETING PROGRAM IN WEST AFRICA 

Norris Pritchard 

CAUSES OF THE PROBLEM 

The roots of this food shortage problem lie in 
government policies and programs dating from the 
colonial period and largely continued since then. For 
peanuts and cotton, dependable markets were estab
lished and attractive prices were fixed. They were made 
effective to farmers through government-managed 
stabilization schemes. Research, extension, and crcdit 
services were made available to producers of export 
crops. But, with the exception of Mali, no comparable 
programs were developed for food grains. Governments 
apparently operated on the assumption that farmers will 
produce enough food for themselves and urban con
sumers without the economic incentives deemed essential 
for cxport crops. 

In three of the four countries, marketing of food 
grains is left to small traders. They lack the physical and 
financial resources to buy and store more than small and 
totally inadequate volumes of grain or to move large 
volumes of grain from surplus to deficit areas. One result 
is wide fluctuations in grain prices, from about 8 francs 
CF A per kilogram at harvest time to 40 francs and more 
some months later. Another result is that grain prices to 
farmers are low in relation to prices received by farmers 
for peanuts and cotton in government organized 
markets. A third result is increasingly frequent and 
severe food grain shortages. 

The responses of West African farmers to low prices 
and lack of dependahle markets for food grains, con
trasted with attractive prices in organized markets for 
the export crops, have been completely logical. Food 
grain production per capita has declined, while outputs 
of peanuts and cotton have increased. West ~~frican 
farmers are illiterate, but they are neither stupid nor 
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irrational. They, ,are fully capable of determining how 
many francs the)' receive from a hectai'e of peanuts and 
the few francs they receive fro,m a hectare of millet. 

The study teari'i also found that these West African 
countries hf;\ve large expanses of cultivatable land in 
fallow. The quality of this land is nQt high, but far more 
of it lies fallow each year than is necessary on soil 
fertility grounds. The reason is that certain key eco
nomic factors are missing. The most important of these 
missing factors are .reasonable prices to producers and 
assured markets for food grains comparable to the price 
and marketing conditions prevailing for the export 
crops. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The primary solution to the problem in three of the 
four countries is construction, from almost base zero, of 
a national food grain marketing system. This system 
must be as simple and as unsophisticated as one can 
make it. The helirt of the system, the team recom
mended, is a government-owned, national grain 
marketing corporation. It would: 
eest~blish and operate grain assembly and distribution 

facilities; 
~establish and manage regulatory stocks of grain; 
eestablish and maintain, through, its buying and sclling 

operations, the producer and consumer prices fixed 
by national policy; 

etransport grain from surplus to deficit areas; 
ereduce seasonal and other variations in prices to the 

ffi.!nimums consistent with costs of marketing, storage, 
and so on; 

ehandle trade in food grains with other countries; ahd 
eintegrat~, the private grain trade into a national food' 

grain marketing sY3tem. 
In Mali, which now has a corporation which carries out 

the above functions, the primary problem is to increase 
the corporation's efficiency. With lower marketing costs, 
the corporation could increase producer prices and 
thereby induce essential increases in production. 

The study Warn believes that such a corporation can 
operate at a cost of 6 to 8 francs per kilogram. Thus, 
producer prices can be raised from 8 francs to the more 
attractive level of 12 francs while, 1\t the same time, 
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keeping consumer prices below 20 francs, compared 
with the 40 francs now common much of the year. 
Moreover, the marketing corporation probably would 
nd need to handle more than a small fraction of the 
total outp~t of grain-under 10 percent, or around 
50,000 tons-to have the econnmic "musele" necessary 
to achieve its basic objectives of inducing greater 
production and marketing at reasonable and stable 
prices. Private traders can he expected to handle as 
much, or even more, grain in this system, and ter shift 
their emphasis from specula'Hon to providing needed 
marketing services. 

The recommendations offered by the study team are 
feasible. They requirc from the United States, or some 
other developed country, (1) small sums of money to 
help the countries construct essential marketing 'facili
ties; (2) some technical cssista.fl0c, especially in business 
management, grain marketing, grain storage, and 
transportation; and (3) some initial slocks of grain for 
the regulatory or stabilization operations. The countries 
themselves can supply the major share of the manpower 
and material inputs and, more importantly, witK'some 
technical assistance in training local personnel, can keep 
the program in operation. ' 

Finally, the study team is fully aware of the need in 
these countries for improved research, extension, and 
credit services and their extension to food grain pro
ducers. But these important production increasing 
techniques, as experience has shown in West Africa, are 
most effective when farmers first can obtain reasonable 
prices in real mal'kets. In the long run in th':!se countries, 
an integrated development program involving adequate 
prices, good markets, agricultural extension, and farm 
credit services offers the potential of enormous increases 
in land under cultivation, in yields per hectare and per 
worker, in total food production, in farm income, in 
economic growth, and in human welfare. 

DISCUSSION 

Reuter: To what degree did you, Mr. Riley, feel that 
your experiences in Cali were typical of othei' countries? 
And, to what ':legreewas the Cauca Valley Corporation, 
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(regional development agency in Colombia) an essential 
part of the ability to get action there? 
Riley: No community, I supposc, is typical. This is one 
of the reasons why studies have to be made in particular 
situations and the recommendations based on the 
problems found in that area. Cali exhihits many charac
teristics of the fast-growing urbl1n centcrs .in Latin 
America. The rate of popl2ation growth in thl! city is 
about 7 percent per year. Many of the problems of 
employment, low income, and lack of public facilities 
are problems which come with growth. 

It does set in an agricultural area that has tremendous 
potential to the extent that effective demand is created. 
There is no problem, I think, in keeping up production 
for quite some time in the future. In this sense, it may 
be different than some other parts of the world. In Latin 
America, I think the land could still be developed if .the 
demand were there to consume the food. 

The Cauca Yalley Corporation is a special institution. 
It was patterned after the U. S. Tennessee Valley 
Authority. Its operations have been primarily in the 
development of public power, electricity, with some 
limited activities in agriculture with respect to extension 
or trying to develop commercial agriculturl.' with some 
attention to small farmers. The -CYC is a potentially 
strong jnstitutional base. which could expand in some of 
the areas of distdbution related to agricuiture. They are 
eontemplatingdoing this. The extent to which such 
organizations can be created in other countrics would 
have to be studied and tbsted. 
-It's possible that, within Colombia, there are other 

regional institutions sim:Iar to the CVC which have, I 
think, some of the same potential. So, at least within 
that country, Cali is not entirely unique in having the 
CVC as a local institution. I would argue that Cali is not 
typical of all Latin America, by an')' means, but it has 
some of the sa,me characteristics in terms of the 
rural-urban relationships. The solutions to problems 
probably are a little different because of the way the 
social and political climate has developed in the existing 
institutions. 
Reuter: Is there a difference between having the con
sumer concern as the reason for the llction and having 

the producer eoncem? CVC people wouM ba~ically 
represent the producing areas, whereas people in Bogota 
would have no interest in the crop; they are only 
interested in satisfying the food needs of the urban 
dwellers. 
Riley: I wouldn't identify the CVC interest as primarily 
that of the producer interest. I think that they have an 
interest in agriculture and producers, but not exclu
sively, because they also serve the urban centers. Urban 
centers are the biggest customers for their electricity. 

The consumers' interest was also involved ill trying to 
get this project established. The support of the agri
cultural producer organization was eKpressed early, so 
there were several clientele groups which were agreed 
that something should be done to impro,re the marketing 
system. So there was both a consumer I)~·;?:nt:.ttion and a 
pr.:>dueer orientation. We did look at the produetion
distribution systems broadly and I think the kinds of 
,recommendations which came from the study were an 
attempt to identify bottlenecks and barriers 'at various 
stages in the system. If remedied by some of the 
recommendations with which we came up, they could 
improve conditions for consumers as well as make a 
contribution to the producers' welfare. 

Now how do you balance these two? I don't know of 
any precise way of doing it. The market itself, when the 
rules and regulations are changed to affect how credit 
and technical assistaJlce are channeled, tilts the system a 
little bit one way or another. But the polit!cal leadei's 
have the problem of maintaining some sort of an 
acceptable balance. , 
fones: Mr. Pritchard talked about the attempt to set up 
a national trading corporation in West Africa. I think 
this is characteristic of many of the African countries 
and a number of other countries in the world. There is a 
need to build national marketing capacities to operate 
over the whole country rather than operating in a 
regionally restricted, imperfect way. It is related to the 
information system-the ease with which wholesalers can 
trade in a wide variety of markets alld respond ';\0 
opportunities when they arise, moving commoditie~ 
from areas of surplus to areas of deficit. I think this' 
identifies an area of investigation which could benefit 
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from some rather pointed study to search for alternatil'e 
devices for achieving this national market integration. 

The tendency right now ir.many countries is to set up 
immediately a statc trading corporation or marketing 
board. The record of these corporations is so very 
disappointing and discouraging that it seems to me that 
marketing specialists should devote very special and 
major attention to looking for alternatives. I think that 
the kind of system which Mr. Pritchard talked about 
sounds like an alternative. 
Hagler: Did you mean that results were disappointing 
because just another bureaucratic institution was estab
lished? Do you get thc same type of bureaucracy from a 
state trading monopoly or a national trading corpora
tion as you would get from governments? 
 
lones: Or from private industry monopoly. I am not 
 
unhappy about it just because it is a bureaucracy, 

because I think that our great private corporations are 

also bureaucratic. Well-functioning bureaucracies opera

ting un!:}er private control mayor may .not succeed. This 

is not a pessimistic view; it is a view simply hased on 

watching the operation of many of these organizations. 

In centralized planning and centralized control, it is 

extremely difficult when you have almost no infor

mation about what it is that you are trying to plan or 

trying to control. 


It may be that we are now moving into a period when 
it may be possible to have effective, efficient, centralized 
planning in very small countries where the information 
system is excellent and the contl'Ol system is developed. 
But the kind. of countries w.j llre talking about here, and 
this includes Colombia, is a w;\11 developed LDC com
pared to Mali and Upper Volta: which are very under
developed LDCs. The situation i~.still similar in that the 

information is very poor about supplies, prospects, and 
requirements. And the capacity of a central orll"llnization 
to respond, even when it does get information, is very 
weak. If you can trust this problem to a relatively freely 
operating market with thousands of decisioil makers, 
each handling a small part of it, they may somehow 
operate together with rcasonable efficiency. Small 
traders operate despite a deficiency in knowledge and 
managerial capacity. Shortcomings in knowledge and 
management capability are more critical in larger scale 
operations. 
Pritchard: This is precisely the problem we are facing in 
these countries where there are no such things as 
capitalistic traders. How can you mold these thousands 
of little people into ~ going marketing system which 
actually functions instead of leaving people in some 
parts of the country starviilg while other people have 
more than enough simply because you can't get the grain 
moved from onepe.rt of the country to another? You 
then have a choice of setting up a private monopo:y or a 
government one and, in this case, I think the conditions 
favor the government one. Furthermore, a great deal of 
technical asaistance is needed even to do that because, 
by the time you get below the level of the Minister of 
Finance or the Minister of Agriculture, there are few 
trained civil servants in many of these cases. 
Summers: In the countries in which I have worked, we 
have often tried to set up a marketing division within the 
government, this marketing division to serve as an 
advisory group, as a planning group, and as a Iiason 
group between government and. private busine~s. They 
have no money to finance anything exc('pt some 
traveling to provide advice and technical aid. In this way, 
we have been able to improve marketing systems. 

In the Philippines, we have two distinct developments: 
one is the government agency ",hich is spending a huge 
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amount of money for a central market, and the other is 
private industry and the rice program. All of the 
warehousing, stores, etc., are being constructed by 
private funds. The Great Manila Food Marketing com
plex cor-' about $43 million. I am not sure, but I bclieve 
they arre buying and selling everything which is produced 
in the ifhilippines. 

I artl quite strongly in favor of private industry, but I 
insisfi on liaison between the government and the 
in~;astry so that they do get involved in a partnership 
efl!ort. There are occasions, I am sure, where the 
government is justified in making some expenditures, 
but I like to see them a88<r:iate themselves with pracilcal 
management because I do not find government manage
ment to be satisfactory. 
Slater: The orientation which Mr. .Jones suggests is one 
which !t!1S been achieved in this society by Sears, 
Roebuck and Co. and A & P. Other more recent institu
tions have emerged on a'smaller scale. We have seen 
some of thlZ:se in less developed communities in Latin 
America .. .I~..i~,~y did not have precisely the same experi
ences in Cldil as we shared in some of the areas in Brazil 
and Boliyia, but I think there is an answer in the private 
sector-arAd. it starts with a consumer orientation. A 
distributiolll -orgariization which "busts" prevailing pnc-e 
levels upslets the market, and does so deliberately. It 
seems to me that these change-agents in a distribution 
&y8tem are the kind of "nasty" influences ~Nhich I 
believe are needed to bring refOi'JDs about. 
Ward: In most of the Middle East countries, marketing 
involves more than one ministry. And this has been a 
real drawback to people trying to do something there. 
Take Turkey for example: marketing activities are the 
concern of the Ministry of Commerce, the Ministry of 
Agriculture, the Ministry of Village Affairs, the Ministry 
of Finance, and the Ministry of Customs-inside and 
outside the country. When our people go there and get 
tied to one ~articular project in a Ministry, they are 
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hindered by the lack of coordination. In Turkey, we 
have had some BUcce88 in brilJging various government 
bodies together and graduaUy trying to funnel the 
markding activities hack into two agencies-the Ministry 
of Agriculture and the Ministry of Commerce. 
PritciuJrd: In regard to Mr. Slater's point about cutting 
prices in the marketing system, I agree that consumer 
prices should be held down; this is the rc?J solution in 
the long run to economic improyement in LDCs. But 
this is not now always the case. There must be incentives 
for farmers to produce. One of the problems in West 
Africa has been too much emphasis on the consumer 
angle to the point where they held down prices too 
much and fallDers refused to produce more. And I think 
farmers were justified in doing what they did. You have 
the et:Onomic incentive and then a marketing system to 
translate those agricultural policies into real prices to 
producers. 
Schertz: Has We project in Cali been effective in 
stimulating policy changes by the Colombian Govern
ment? 
Riley: I thirlk the project has begun to have some effect 
upon the kinds of policies which are being considered on 
marketing within the Ministry of Agriculture at the 
national level. There is a marketing-oriented branch to 
the Ministry; the director was on the advisory council 
for our project. We had staff members out of that 
section working with our project, so I think, through 
individuals involved in the project in various roles, there 
are some effects beginning to take place on national 
policy. 

Now Qur project was not directed specifically towards 
analysis of national price policy. That was not one of 
our prime objectives because much attention had already 
been given to that by other groups. We really focused 
more on internal market development and some of the 
other aspects, other than price policy per se. 
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NUTRITION AND MARKETING FOOD 
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INCREASED INCOME AND IMPROVED NUTRITION: A SIDBBOLETH EXAMINED 
 

"How do you provide better diets to children in poor 
societies?" In the development business, there is a 
simple, conventional answer. More income. With eco
nomic growth and related increased incomes, nutrition 
problems,we are told, will solve themselves. 

The theory that growth in per capita income leads to 
better nutrition rests upon all of the following assump
tions: 

-An increase in average per capita income of a 
country leads to an increase in the per capita 
income of the poor. 

- An increase in the per capita income of the poor 
feads to an increase in the amount they spend on 
food. 

_ An increase in the amount spent on food by the 
poor leads to an improvement in nmrition. 

_ An improvement in nutrition hy a poor family 
means an improvement in nutrition for the pre
school aged members of the family. 

This paper suggests each of these assumptions is open 
to question. 

Money does affect diet, and presumably it usually 
affects it .for the better. Enough exceptions have been 
noted, however, to suggest this improvement is not 
automatic. Further, for planning purposes, knowledge of 
the degree of income/ dietary improvement is only useful 
when viewed in the context of base incomes and base 
diets. In this light, there is cause for concern over the 
theory that aggregate income growth is the answer to 
malnutrition. 

This paper will begin by examining the above assump
tions, which sometimes are used to justify limited 
concern and involvement in nutrition-oriented policies 
and activities. It will then attempt a conceptual ap
proach to determine a viable nutrition strategy in a 
country, and follow with a brief discussion of opera
tional philosophy during the period this determination is 

Alan Berg 

underway. Also considered will be those factors which, 
in a practical sense, most influence what may emerge as 
a nutrition program. 

Most of the following observations are from India, and 
it is recognized that what is true for India may ~ot he 
true elsewhere. It is also possible that, within India, the 
examples presented are exceptions to the rule. I was, 
however, frequently confronted with diet situations 
which seemed to defy the accepted income/diet laws 
and, in examining the rcasons for this, some unusual and 
un,,'{pected i'~f.ormation emerged. 

INCOME TOO LOW 

Perhaps an appropriate starting point in analyzing the 
validity of the theory that increased income will suffice 
is to view it within the context Qf a specific society. 
Given the trends indicated by the "'income elasticity of 
demand" tables, what are the realistic prospects of the 
poor of a country reaching sufficient income to insure 
reasonable nutrition? A composite examination of 220 
Indian diet surveys, coupled with national economic 
projections, suggests that unless a new nutrition strategy 
is adopted and implemented, at least a generation will 
pass before many Indians can afford an adequate diet. 

The data suggest that per capita disposable income 
must reach from $4 to $5 a month to achieve an 
acceptable diet. Between 60 to 70 percent of India's 
urban dwellers fall below this line, and the percentage is 
higher in the rural population. One-third of India's 
families would need at least twice their current incomes 
to attain adequate diets on the basis of rising earnings 
alone. Even assuming a 3 percent annual per capita real 
income rise, it would take thirty years for one-third of 
India's families to reach the required level. Given 
population growth trends, this means a 5.5 percent 
annual national growth rate-compared to a 3.5 percent 
growth trend over the last 13 years. 
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These calmilations ignore unequal distribution at vari
ous income levels, and it should he noted that incomes 
may not be moving upward for large numbers of those 
most in need of help. There is incre~sing recognition that 
the fruits of development, for example of the agricul
tural revolution in India, may not be a~equately 
reaching some poorer groups of the society. 

There is the further matter of mal-distribution within 
families. If, as we suspect, the deficiencies of pre
schoolers . ,are proportionately greater than in other 
family m/~mbers, double or even triple the income might 
be required to eliminate most of the deficiencies. Even 
then vitamin A and perhaps iron deficiencies would 
remain. If the average per capita income of 162 million 
people will not reach the minimum level until the year 
2000, it could be twerJy years beyond that before the 
average would be high enough to meet the average 
preschool child's nutritional requirements. And that will 
still be average. 

IMPROVED DIETS NOT AUTOMATIC 

A second point is that, even for those now or soon to 
be realizing an increased income, it should not be 
assumed more money will automatically lead to a better 
diet. The traditionally accepted principle that better diet 
is a function of increased income undoubtedly applies in 
certain societies and at certain income levels. However, it 
has been my observation that, in some situations, there 
actually may be an inverse correlation between income 
and nutrition when income increases arc modest and 
start from a low base. 

To many poor-and poorly nourished-an increase in 
wealth brings with it access to the .1J10netized part of the 
economy, and such items as ballpoint pens and transistor 
radios compete, for the first time, with what had been a 
fixed food income. In Mysore, cash received from home 
grown vegetables and milk from the family cow was 
spent on clothes and the cinema. In villages near Delhi, 
income earned by low caste families from the sale of 
eggs was used to buy non-food prestige itema, ~n Kerala, 
90 percent of the village milk was sold in the towns 
where only 14 percent of the population lived. In some 
West Bengal villages, milk is curdled and sent to Calcutta 
where it is used in the preparation of popular Bengali 
sweets. The villagers were compensated monetarily but 
not nutritionally. 

Even when expenditures for fooclare increased, more 
income does not always lead to improved diet. Many 
rightly point to the substantial increases in milk pur
chases which come with higher incomes. But, when 
looking beyond, we also see that related to increased 
income is a dramatic decline in breast feeding. Sixty 
percent of lower income Gujarati women (under $2 per 
capita income per month) continue to breast feed their 
children beyond six months. This figure drops sharply as 
incomes rise. Only 8 percent of higher income mothers 
(above 59) offer the breast at the same period. The 
nursing Indian mother produces approximately one-half 
litre of milk a day. A comparable quantity of com
mercial animal milk would cost more than $2 a month, a 
substantial portion of income. Our calculations suggest 
that a mother moving up thc medium income ladder 
purchases only one-third as much milk (and most of this 
used in tea) as is lost due to early weaning. 

ASTHETICS AND PRESTIGE FACTORS IMPORTANT 

People spending more for food may eat more, but not 
necessarily better. The common example in India is the 
shift with the first increment of income from sorghum 
or millet to rice-and from home-pounded rice to 
polished rice; the latter is aesthetically more pleasing but 
nutritionally less valuable. Similar situations can he 
observed when increased income makes it possible to 
"buy up" from unrefined sugar (jaggery) to the less 
beneficial refined sugar. A recent survey in Western India 
confirms that a statistically significant drop in protein 
intake is possible as incomes rise and cereal'1iets are 
"upgraded. " , 

Reports from other parts of the world also no,'c that 
the level of aesthetic pleasure and the level of .'<lci?l 
prestige are more important in changing food habits than 
the level of vitamin A or the level of methionine. White 
com replaces the more nutritious yellow. White bread 
replaces tortillas. Coffee is taken instead of the atole; tea 
instead of buttermilk. India's Joint Secretary of Food 
mentioned recently how the common Indian field 
worker no longer took his curd and chapatti into the 
fiel<'.; now it's tea and biscuit!;. One study noted that 
meat and fruit are being "pushed out of the diet" while, 
at the same time, there is an increase in the consumption 
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of manufactured foods-especially sugar containing 
foods. The deleterious effect in urban slums of the 
Coca-Cola tragedy is legend. Often, with increased 
income, certain items are discardcd from the diet since 
they are identified as "foods of the poor." Quinua, for 
example, is an excellent cereal of the Bolivianaltiplano. 
But is associated with low social status, and Bolivians 
invariably choose a more costly but less n~tritious 
substitute whenever they can afford it. 

In much of India, greens and papaya are regarded with 
disdain because they lIre plentiful and inexpensive. In 
Madras, pute, a form of steamed pudding with coconut, 
is never served in Brahmin restaurants because it is 
associated with lower class diets. 

In East Pakistan, a gentleman does not eat red rice and 
rich people do not eat pulse (legume) leaves. In some 
countries dark bread, is still regarded as a poor man's 
food. Also worth noting is that low-ranked, meat-con
suming Indian castes, as they begin to rise in income, 
sometimes imitate the vegetarian orthodox way of life of 
higher castes. 

Increases in 'income apparently do not always affect 
the composition of the diet. It has been generally 
accepted that a rise in income leads to an increase in 
relative expenditure for higher-cost foods and a decline 
in the consumption of less expensive commodities, 
especially cereals. But a study in Ghana reports the 
proportion ot,,,the expenditure given to various food 
groups was n6,'~ affected by increased income. 

INCREASED INCOME MAY MEAN 
SACRIFICES IN QUALITY OF DIETS 

Another question we must ask ourselves is "What was 
the basis of the increased income?" In many instances, it 
is a reflection of the flow from farms and small towns to 
the large Cities. These migrants have more money than 
the rural poor, but they also need more for rent, 
clothing, and other necessities of city life, including food 
which costs more in the big city. Also, the foods are 
selected on the basis of relative cost, imitation, prestige, 
convenience, and availability-a1! precarious guides of 
nutritionai validity. Often the resulting diets are not of 
the sa,me quality once known. 
It was found that Congolese who abandoned village 

life for Brazzaville made more money and spent more 
for their traditional cassava flour. But it was also found 
they developed pellagra because they could not buy the 
familiar niacin-rich cassava leaves in town. For the same 
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kind of reason, beri-beri was found in former rice-eating 
Senegalt·se villagers who migrated to Dakar. 

Another common basis for increased income in de
veloping countries is the shift from a subsistence crop to 
a cash crop. A peasant may earn more by growing 
cotton, tobacco, cocoa, or copra, or working for a man 
who dge~c But will the peasant eat as well as he did whcn 
b;'''grew his own dinner? In parts of Central America, 
incomes rise as exports increase, but this does not seem 
to be helping protein levels. In fact, the per capita 
consumption of meat declines. More meat is raised there 
than ever before. It seems, however, to be ending up, not 
in Latin American stomachs, but in U. S. hamburgers. 

In a rural setting, increased incomes usually result 
from the reorientation of traditional agricultural pro
duction practices. How "yer, attractive price incentives 
for wheat, ess~ntial to the agricultural revolution and 
many increased incomes in India, were partly responsiblc 
over the last three non-drought years for the declining 
acreage used to grow h;grt protein pulses. As wheat 
production has gone up, the production and consump
tion of pulses-a major protein source in the Indian diet
has gone down. This is not to deny the signifi
cant nutritional benefits from increased cereal produc
tion. Nonetheless, a 27 percent decline in per capita 
pulse consumption should be cause for poliey con
cern. (In India, pulse production from 1965-69 is 
down 17 percent. Because of thc 13 million a year 
population growth during the same period, there is a 27 
percent decline in per capita pulse consu,mption. In
complete data suggest a possible similar situation in West 
Pakistan. Acreage for chick peas has declined 21 percent 
in the last three years.) 

The above arguments suggest that, at times, the 
income/diet rclationship is beside the point, as it is when 
incomes cannot be increased enough during a man's 
lifetime to meet even minimum nutritional require
ments. There is no question that diet changes with 
increased income, and the higher the income the more 
noticeable the new foods. But this does not necessarily 
mean a noticeably improved diet. At certain leveis of 
society, the traditional income/nutrition assertions are 
incontrovertible. Diets then unquestionably improve as 
incomes rise. For the very low income groups-and these 
are the people we are most concerned with-this may 
not always be the case. Even when it is, the process may 
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be so slow as to constitutc an invalid and unacceptable 
solution. 

The moral of all this is that increased income cannot 
be reaarded-as it frequently has been-as a cure-all for 
maln~trition. We need to know more than wc do of the 
complex realitics of habits among the very poor before 
asserting categorical income/nutrition relationships. 

RESEARCH NEEDED ON FACTORS 
AFFECTING LDC DIETS 

If increased incomc alone is not the answer-at least 
for the foresecable future-then how may a country 
provide bctter diets to children of poor families? Only a 
sketchy ex:amination is possiblc here. We have all had 
our turns listening to how soy is the answer, or fish 
protein concentratc is the answer, or blended cereal-type 
product is the answer, or lysine, single-cell protein, 
opaque-2 corn, mothercraft centers, child fceding pro
arams or nutrition education. A set solution is easy to 
~ell. It is specific. Its costs can bc detailed. Its effects arc 
mcasurable. However, given the managcrial sophisti
cation of our society, and given the limitation of 
resources, can we not do better? 

I 

It is suggested here that wc do not yet have the 
answer, basieally because too many of us have been 
looking through the wrong end of the telescope. We 
should not be starting by examining specific foods or 
specific fortification schemes. We should be examining 
what it is that affects the child's nutritional well-being. 
We should see what he eats, why he eats it, and how it 
gets to him. What are the feasible points of intervention 
into that delivcry system-points which are susceptible 
to modification? What are the incentives and disincen
tives which arc at play? 

A slight twist of the market mechanism may mean 

I 
more to .the nutrition of a child than all the new foods 
we could ever devise and produce. A shift in production 
incentives, r4~tail price policies, or ration shop procedures 
could well be a major part of the answer. 

~ 
This, I realize, sounds simple and obvious, but it has 

not been. I took nearly four years in the field before my 
r own thoughts could be sufficiently sorted out to realize 

the lacunae in our approach. A project finally has been !~ devised which wiII study the nutrition delivery system 
on an entire state in India, the objective being to develop 
a soundly based strategy for action programs. 

1f INTERMEDIATE ACTION 

'1 What do you do while such a study is underway? A 
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useful analysis is necessarily complex and time con· 
suming. Yet, the nutritional need calls for immediate 
action. 

In India, an attempt was made to gencrate interest and 
dcvclop programs without c1car, answcrs. Based on the 
limited information which was available, this involved 
judgments of need and opportunity. It also ~nvolved a 
battery of practical considerations which seemingly had 
nothing directly to do with nutrition, but which often 
were critical bases of decisions. For example, is the 
proposed action politically attractive? And if so, is it 
sufficiently visible? How long will it take to see results? 
What are all the political implications; e.g., how will 
various commodity interest groups react? Is the cost 
within the locally acc~pted realm of practicality? Is the 
proposed action inflationary? Will therc be a require
mcnt for foreign exchange? Is the project-or wiII it 
bc-self sustaining. Is it replicable ann, if so, what are 
prospects of imitation? Does the project involve other 
countries, systems, or institutions which could bring 
embarrassment to the government? Arc all raw materials, 
equipment, and other necessary related components 
available? And are all the necessary related services in 
place: transport, packaging, storage, marketing! distri
bution capacity? What arc the long range effects? Does 
thc project better equip the poor to cope with develop
ment opportunities? What is the relationship to othcr 
programs? Is thcrc a linkage betwecn this and the family 
planning activity? Does this provide additional em
ploymcnt? Is there an educational dimension to the 
program? 

And then there is a series of practical bureaucratic 
questions. How able are the people in charge? Do they 
have the commitment and the muscle (without which 
approval and allocation mean little) to push the project 
through? How many officials are involved in the 
clearance procedure, and how long wm that procedure 
take? What are the administrative constr:;~i1ts, once th~ 
pro.iect hus been approved? What other ptDblcms can bc 
anticipated; e.g., what is thc potential corruption factor? 

MODERN BREAD EXEMPLARY 

Much has been said, for example, about Modern 
Bread-the bread fortified with half 11 dozen IlJltrients
in India. This project was not the result of a: systems 
approach, hut one of thc rcasons it has been slIccessful is 
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that it took into account a number of the above 
considerations. It was selected as the first fortification 
venture in India, in part, because it was easy, quick, 
inexpensive, visible, and required the involvement of 
relatively few people. 

In looking at alternatives, there were more important 
ways to improve Indian nutrition. One obvious approach 
would hnve been to grow more pulses. But this implied 
changes in land use and, as such, risked controversy. In 
looking into the pulse possibility, it was soon learned 
that many officials·.. would be involved, formally and 
informally, in the decision making process. Also, it 
became evident that relellant, reasonable, but nonnutri
tion oriented conEiderations would weigh heavily on 
their attitudes. 

In the case of Modern Bread, a new policy meant 
concurrence of the Chairman (who was also the Secre
tary of Food) and the Managing Director, and those who 
were attempting to stimulate nutrition in India opted for 
reality. There was no illusion that fortification of bread 
would solve India'8 nutrition problems, but one begins 
with the doable. There was also the longer view that the 
project could, if effective, contribute to something more 
sigrlificant. 

In short, there is an important psychological dimen
sion to development, and there is nothing mOl'edfective 
in creating momentum than a successful start. Modern 
Bread, combined with other activities, did just that. It 
helped to dramatize the- fortification principle and led to 
the Indian Government's formal adoption of a general 
policy of fortification. This, in turn, led to the fortifi
cation of atta, a more. t:raditional wheat mesh used to 
lDake Indian chapattis. It also led to new searches for 
lo~ cost, centrally processed foods which already 
reach~d all elements of the population. This meant some 
newthmking and interesting work in salt fortification 
and tea fortification. 

Other activities also moveOl ahead. Concurrent with the 
fortification operations, a Protein Foods Association was 
formed to dQ things collectively which most of the 
individual members wotdd not have resources to unde;:
take alone. A locally produced "Bal Ahar," a blended 
child's food for free distrihution, was produced this year 
in quantities nearing 60 million pounds. A decision was 
recently made to give price supports to soybeans. Edihle 
cottonseed was developed. Higher protein seed varieties 
were identified and a $140 million program was ap
proved to improve the quantity and quality of urban 
milk supplied. 

More importantly, India adopted a national nutrition 
policy, perhaps the first country to have one. FOi' the 
first time, it incorporated a special section on nutrition 
in the Five Year Plan, and it allocated funds for the 
proga.:am outlined in that Plan. None of this is intended 
to suggest that India has solved its nutrition problem, or 
even is well on the way to solution. It does indicate that 
an encouraging, and perhaps irreversible, beginning has 
been made. 

In summary, we have seen first that the relationship 
between the growth of r,er capita income and the 
elimination of malnutritiOn rests upon a number of 
assumptions, all open to questioll. Moreover, even if the 
assumptions are valid, increasing per capita income may 
not provide thp. necessary nutritional improvement 
within the lifespan of the needy. Nor is dependence on 
income growth necessarily the most effective way. 

Second, to determine the most effective means of 
eliminating malnutrition, we must look differently, and 
more systematically, at the factors affecting nutritional 
well-being, especially of children. What is the delivery 
system and how can adjustments be made within that 
system to get positive results? 

Third, we must recognize that the kind of analysii; 
proposed here is not accomplished overnight. Must we 
then wait until we have all the answers, and take II 

chance on losing whatever interest has been stimulated? 
Or, do we move ahead without the answers, as was 
attempted in India? We may not get the theoretical 
maximum impact for the invested dollar, but we get 
something. If we move ahead, do we (as se8ms fashion
able to suggest) try something becau~e the need is so 
great? Obviously not. There are not the resources, 
especially managerial resources, for such an approach. 
One can be selective even without final answers, basing 
his selectivity on current judgmt:llts of realistic oppor
tunity and reasonable payoff. 

Finally, in our new interest in sophis,ticated model 
building, we must n,qt lose sight of how, in real life, 
decisions are often made, Policy makers in all countries 
are mortals, subject to the· same emotional interests, 
anxil'ties, and reactions as others. Programs are ulti
mately not the result of econometric analysis, but of 
political appeals of basic human concerns and of 
personal intuition. What influences that intuition? 

In short, what is being suggested here is a conceptual 
re-examination intended to bring about an approach 
both more systematic and mo::e in tune with the 
complex realities of contemporary decision-making. 
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Dr. Rosenfield is Deputy Director of the Nutrition and 
Agribusiness Group of the Foreign Economic Develop
ment Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture. He is 
particularly concerned with the research, development, 
and marketing of new,and improved protein foods. 

FORTIFICATION: ANOTHER ALTERNATIVE FOR IMPROVING NUTRITION 

The conventional approach to alleviating nutrient 
malnutrition of any type is to increase the quantity and 
variety of foods in the diet. This is essentially the FAO 
model for overcoming malnutrition. To combat prott?in 
malnutrition, an increase in the dietary intake of protein 
from animal sources is usually given great emphasis. 
Increasing both variety of foods and animal protein 
intake costs more money than is currently availablc for 
this purpose in a large portion of the population in 
LDCs, however. Therefore, it iH not realistic to expect 
these approaches to have a meaningful effect in eliminat
ing malnutrition in the next 10 to 20 years for most 
developing countries. Hence, it is imperative that these 
poor countries uncover and utilize all alternative meth
ods which are economically feasible at their currcnt 
stage of development. 

One approach is to increase the availability of inexp_en
sive" high protcin foods. Another alternative for 
countries where a few foods such as cereals make up the 
bulk of the people's diet day after day is fortification. 

Daniel Rosenfield 

Fortification of foods is generally defined as the 
nutritional improvement of widely-consumed foods by 
the addition of nutrients such as vitamins, minerals, and 
amino acids (or other protein supplements) without any 
dctectable change in appearance, flavor, and technologi
cal properties. Since the foods themselves are not 
changed, there is no need for marketing changes. 
Fortification nutricnts mayor may not have been 
present in the food at harvest. For example, certain B 
vitamins are added to wheat flour in the United States 
to replace the quantities lost during milling. Iodine is 
added to salt and vitamin D to milk, though both 
nutrients are not present in the unprocessed food. 

For poor countries or poor se6rments within a country, 
fortification of cereals such as rice, wheat, and corn 
appears to be a feasible approach for immediately 
overcoming nutrient malnutrition caused by poverty. If 
all cereals in East Pakistan were fortified with vitamin A, 
for example, blindness due to vitamin A deficiency 
would cease to be a major health and economic problem. 
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Cereal fortification with amino acids is particularly utilizable protein is increased at an accelerated rate due 
 
important as a low cost method tor combating protein 
 to the synergistic action of the amino acids present in 
 
malnutrition in cere:ll-consuming cultures. 
 both the food being fortified and the fortifying concen
 

Amino acid fortification is a way of increasing trate., 
 
utilizable protein of foods and, thus, the effective intake 
 The following data from Professor Mark Hegsted of 
 
of dietary protein. It is not a way of correcting amino Harvard shows the increase in utilizablc protein when 
 
acid deficiencies. When protein concentrates such as soy cereals are fortified with amino acids or protein concen
 
and fish are used to fort,i.fy cereals, however, biologically trates: 
 

INCREASE IN UTILIZABLE CEREAL PROTEIN VIA FORTIFICATION 
Protein Utilizable I ncrease per Cereal Added Nutrient 

(by analysis) Protein 100 gms Cereal 
 
% % gms 
 

White wheat flour 
 13.75 3.20 

White wheat flour 0.2% lysine HCI 
 13.94 5.34 2.14 
 
White wheat flour 5% fish flour 
 16.66 7.0 2.91 
 
Yellow corn meal 
 7.95 3.0 
 
Yellow corn meal 0.1 % tryptophan and 
 

8.37 5.1 2.10.3% lysine 

Rice ,\17.12 4.55 
 
Rice 0.3% lysine and 
 

7.52 7.57 3.020.1 threonine 

mix is being markctcd by General Mills in Guatemala. 
The eosl vf the added nutrients is equivalent to the When this flew food item was introduced, it could have 

cost of the increased level of protein. For example, in bcen fortificd with amino acids or soy protein a.lld the 
the case of wheat fortified with lysinc, each pound of consumcr would havc paid the fortification costs along 
additional utilizable protein would cost approximately with the convenience costs of "instantizing" the tortilla
10 cents. mIX. 

There is an inherent problem in the markcting of a Together with AID's Office of Nutrition, we are 
fortified cereal food product whof>e appearance, taste, helping the Brazil AID Mission develop a project to 
and texture have not been changed from the unfortified investigate the feasibility of fOl'tifying mandioca 
food. The attractiveness of the fortification approach (cassava) with soy isolate. We intend to study the 
lies in the fact that no changes in marketing systems and markcting of a fortified cassava which appcars to hc 
eating habits are required since the food itself is not identical to untreated cassava vis a vis the marketing of a 
detectably changed. However, ,this is also a drawhack fortified cassava which i:1tentional!y "looks different." 
since the consumer sees no reason to pay an increase of Fortification is not the only answer to making up 
3 to 10 perccnt for the fortified food over the protein deficits among poor people. We do believe it is a 
unfortified food. Perhaps the fortification approach will viable, realistic approach which can have almost an 
work best in new foods. For example, an instant tortilla immediate effect. 
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Mr. Frost is Vice President of the DevelQpment 
Division of CPC International, Inc., a food technology 
illsj.itute actively involved in thp, development oj modern 
nutrition products for developing nalio,ns. 

THE ROLE OF ~PRIVATE ENTERPRISE IN MARKETING FOODS TO LOWER INCOME 
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The malnourished and the hungry in developing 
countries have posed a /lew challenge to governments 
and industry over the past 10 to 15 years. These peopl'! 
usuallv arc in the lower economic groups, have a high 
rate ;r illiteracy, and many are in remote, difficult-to
reach regions. Consequently, new problems are encount
ercd in efforts to alleviate their f00d deficicneies. 

Governmental bodies have made contributions to the 
solution of these problems. I (!xpecl you are familiar 
with most of these. Private enterprise has also played a 
pnrt in most of the numerous steps involved in getting 
foods to these peoples. Since our clisc:Js;;ion deals with 
getting foods to consumers, 1 will refcr to two distinct 
roles of private enterprise in marketing foods in the 
developing countries. 

In its first role, private entcrprise manufactures food 
products according to govemmp,nt specifications and at 
gGvernment cost, and ships them to remote l~cations 
where the foods arc given to the necdy. Such give-away 
prof:,'Tams frequentl), do nothing tohClp the e~o~omy ~f 
the country, but thty j:lI'ovide food on a sllstamlllg baSIS 
to those who might otherwise have little or. no food. 

The other role of industry is to conceive product 
opportunities, develop and test the product~, and thcn 
manufacture and sell these to consumers. Siller; we are 
discussing the marketing of foods, it is this latter role 
which we shall discuss in detail. 

PROF!TS REQUIRED 

Private enterprise depends 0', the generation of profit:,., 
from the sale of its products to keep investors' tunds in 
the business arid to generate new capital. £I('n('e, it must 

CONSUMERS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

If: C. Frost 

sell its products to consutncr$ who have some money. 
Those families outside thc money economy must depend 
on nature's crops and upon government give-away foods 
for their sustenance. 

People in the lower economic groups generally hav~ 
been, and are, in what we term "the produce econo\ny.'· 
That is. they depend on the d,irecl output of nature for 
their foods. They {;Qnsumc few "processed" foods and 
these are of the simplest types. Their die~s arc heavily 
oriented to cereal grains, legumes, vegetables, and fruits. 
Their diets are ddieient in meat, milk, and eggs. Hence, 
they are deficient both in quality and quantity of 
protein. 

We begin to sec a picture of thc challenges faced by 
private enterprise in trying to carry out the second role: 

eFoods coni)ullIcd arc quite simple. 
ePotential eust6'merG are not in th(~ habi t of buying 

packaged, processed foods. 
eIlIiteracy and an environment with lillie change make 

people suspicious of new products and difficult to 
educate about new foods. 

eMany of the retail outlets at which these people make 
their purchases are too small to be contacted in the 
normal course of business. 

eProtein of adequate quantity and satisfactory quality 
mllst he formulatcd into the products. 

eRetail price must be low enough to permit purchase 
by those within the money e(~onomy while yielding, 
over the longer term, a rea~\onable profit to the 
n ..,f .. ,....·...."' ........·~·-
.... ··&.I.'--I.ll\..o .....Ul. 

These challenges are vastly different from those faced in 
sURtaining programs where foods are given away by 
governmental bodies. 
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THE CASE OF DURYEA IN COLOMBIA 

In examining how these problems can be faced, 
perhaps a case study is the simplest approach. Duryea, a 
weaning food pl~ t into the market last July by our 
affiliate, Maizena, S.A., in Cali, Colombia, can serve as a 
good example. 

The strong emphasis on nutritional needs of weaning 
infants and young children led to the decision to try to 
introduce a weaning food into the market in Colombia. 
This was done in spite of Ineaparma, Colombiharina, and 
Poehito already being marketed as proee:lsed weaning 
foods. ~Iarket analysis has shown relatively small 
penetration of these products and the possibility that 
another product, if properly tailored to consumer 
preferences, might achieve good penetration. 

Market researr:h showed that the most widely con
sumed foods for this age group were bottle-feeding 
formulas (teteros) and thin gruels (coladas). A distinct 
preference for corn-based products was evident. It 
became possible to write a concept statement fully 
defining the type of product needed. 

Coincident with this work, high-lysine corn was being 
grown which had sufficient genetic modification to 
assure that its superior nutritional properties would be 
retained. A decillion was made to use this high-lysine 
corn as a major ingrrdicnt in the product. Numerous 
formulations were developed. Some were discarded 
immediately as not meeting the cost target. Others were 
consumer tested until a high enough rating was achieved. 
Finally, a product formulation was accepted which met 
consumer acceptance requirements, provided at least 
minimum nutritional needs, and came within the cost 
specification. 

The choice of the formulation presents some Im
portant marketing challenges. Low cost is a must if 
penetration of the loweconomie groups is to be 
achieved. Yet, there is plenty of evidence of failure or 
lack of success caused by adherence to the principle that 
the lowest cost nutritious food is the best. Even the 
poorest people will not consume lower cost food 
repetitivciy unless they continue to like it. Hence, a 
primary requirement is to assure acceptance by con
sumers. Thereafter, the requirement for nutritional 
adequacy at the lowest cost must be satisfied. 

--, 

Packaging is another factor which must be carefully 
considered. Apart from its function of protecting the 
product over its normal storagc life, the package conveys 
a message and creates an image in the mind of the 
cOllsumet·. A cheap package can well create the image of 
a second-class product. Even those at 10\\' income levels 
have pride and want to believe they arc "buying up" to 
the kind of product" eatcn by higher income group". 

)
Also, the package graphics tell a story which is an ~ 
important factor in point-of- purchase choice by the 
consumer. Preparation instructions on the package must 
he in words and in pictures, r;'~any in the lower income 
groups cannot read and must have instructions conveyed 
by pictures. As with fornlulation, the marketing choice 
of an acceptable package must compare desired result 
with cost, with the final compromise having an im
portant bearing on success. 

Still anothcr important marketing decision is the size 
of the package. Often the tendency iii to market larger 
sizes to .take advantage of the somewh:at lower cost per 
unit weight of product. Since the amount of money 
available to spend at any time may limit the ability of 
the purchaser to huy a product, the unit price must be 
carcfulhr selected. 

These' challenges were resolved for Duryea by choosing 
the formulation which was repeatedly picked as being 
beRt tiked by the consumers. Packaging chosen was a 
scaled polyethylene bag containing the product inside a 
paperhoard carton. The unit "ize chosel) was 250 grams, 
to be priced at $2.80 pesos (about 15.5¢ U.S.). This 
would provide 10 servings of the gruel (colada), each 
containing 6.8 grams of good quality protein for 1.•7¢, 
und 17 servings of the bottle-fe~ding formula (tetcro), 
each containing 4.0 grams of protein for 1.0 ¢. 

The nutritional adequacy of Duryea had heen d~mon
strated, but both animal and clinical tests were under
taken by Dr. Ar..uro Pradilla at the Universidad del Valle 
in Cali. The protcii< efficiency ratio (PER) in weanling 
rats was shown to be 2.36, as compared with 2.50 for 
casein. The biological value for human beings was found 
to be 45, as compared with 51 for cow's milk. 

All important obligation of any company is to first 
assure' that the food it intends to market is nutritious for 
its intended consumers. It should not depend only on 
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local govel'llmental units to lletermine tlH' nutritional 
l' adequacy of its new products. At the same time, 

confirmation of nutritional ade<juacy, within thc 
country, has the merit of building confidence among 
nutritiQpists, pcdiatricians, public health workers. and 
others who may be anxious to help consumers undcr
stand thc benefits which a product can bring to them. 

The advertising campaign to acquaint potential con
sumers with Duryea was hcavily orientcd to radio. TIH' 
widespread usc of radios, evcn in the poorest homes, and 
the value' of communication by audio means among 
thosc who cannot read werc major factors in Ihis 
decision. 

Effort was made to gain distribution in all retail 
outlets in the Cali area, and some 2000 outlt'lS were 

; ; 

I 

evcntually selling Duryea. Point-of-purchasc and in
store demonstrations, whcre customers tasted the prod
uct and had immediate opportunity to purehasc it, were 
helpful in introducing Duryea. The support of key 
individuals in the governmen t, public health workers, 
and pediatricians was also an important factor in 
bringing Duryea favorably to the attention of pOlential 
consumers. 

, , In the intervening months since Duryea gained distri
"'.Jution, the i'esults have been satisfying. The product is 
being consumed repetitively by those in all ilH'ome 
groups. Its sale will bl! expanded to other cities in 
Colombia as raw materials and production fa:cilitieil 
become available. 

In spitc of Duryea's apparent initial succes~, wc know 
relatively little about the many challenges imposed in 
marketing products successfully to low-income groups in 
developing countries. Only through experience can we 
gain thc knowledge needcd to introduce foods to such 
groups with reasonablc likelihood of success. 

We believe that the tole of private enterprise m 
marketing foods in developing countries should he to 
huild thc econom;r of the country while ,contributing to 
the hetter health Qf jts people. Thi~is accomplished hy 
marketing foods w:hich people like, which they can 
afford, and which are nutritie;lIs. This means using 
indigenous sources of raw materials if at all possible, 
putting local people to work processing the raw mate

,·c rials into products, and using estahlished distribution 

channels to get products to those who need them. It 
means investing in the future of the country in the belief 
that, as the economy grows, so will business. It means 
managing the husines3 to obtain these results while, at 
the same time, assnming a reasonable return to the 
company's owners over a period of years. This is a 
satisfying role which will contribute to the growth of the 
country and the company. 

DISCUSSION 

Ellis: I have on(' comment to make: CSM (corn, 
soy, milk blend) and WSB (wheat, soy hi end) arc 
U.S.-produced, low-cost, high-protein (20 percent pro
tein), good amino acid halance hlends which we are 
shipping overseas. We have shipped over a billion pounds 
since the first purchases were made in Septemher, 1966. 

What is the significance of this? The significance is that 
we have done for human feeding what was done for 
animal feeding 40 years ago. This is nothing but the 
principle of balanced rations, and any animal feeder who 
has not been using that principle for 30 years has been 
ballkmpl for 20. The Wheat-Soya Blend Producers' 
Association has recently produced an excellent brochure 
on the subjeGt; you can gel it by writiilg the Bulgur 
Associates or the represcntative of the Millers' National 
Federation here in Washington. It seeks to sell the 
product and talks about it as adult vitality. It also notes 
nutrition's iniluence on body size: the father looking up 
at the taller son, as in the Jupanese experience. I fed 
that the high protein products should be distinguishahle 
and that they should be sold on the basis of adult 
vitality as well as healthy babies. 
Call: In improving food marketing, one of the prime 
measures of success would be a general improvement in 
nutrition. This is one of the things we've gol to get into 
our markcting work as an output. J\ second point that I 
think Alan Berg made very clear is that, given the nature 
and the severity of the nutritional problems in many of 
the developing countries, we cannot wait for the normal 
market processes to solve the problem. This means, then, 
that we arc going to have to move (and we arc moving) 
to wllat we refer to as nutrition intervention prof:,rrams, a 
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conscious effort fo change. tb~ r.::!!i,tional status of 
people. Some of these 111)~l'itfonal intervention programs 
are goihb,toe;o th~9ugli the normal market mechanisms. 
Incaparina, tl1e opaque-2 product in Colombia, and 
pro-nutro arc examples, and one could name many more 
such cases. But this is also a very small step toward total 
solution. 

One of the other prime considerations of marketing 
specialists, and where they can be a real help to 
nutritionists and planners, is in the non-m~ket-oriented 
interventions such as school. lunch programs, government 
feeding programs, fortification programs, etc. In the 
past, there has been very little work done in measuring 
the relative efficiency of these different interventions. 
Taking some target group such as pre-school childreh, 
and given some idea of their deficiencies, economists, 
and particularly food marketing people, should be able 
to use their analytical tools and help nutritionists decide 
which is the most efficient way of reaching this target 
group. Can we do it best through maternal health 
centers? How does fortification stand up versus some 
other programs? 

Anothcr comment I have deals with different types of 
programs relating to Dr. Rosenfield's remarks. Fortifica
tion is what some of us refer to as a shotgun type 
program where you put something into a product and 
throw it out to the whole population knowing that 
everybody in the population does not need it and that 
some of it is going to be wasted. We do it with iodized 
salt in the United States; we do it with niacin, riboflavin, 
and so on in enriched bread. The alternative is to take 
the so-called rifle approach; that is, define your target 
very precisely and then find a weapon to reach that 
target precisely. There are, then, two different methods 
or approaches, and the relative efficiencies of these two 
methods need to be weighed. Marketing people can be a 
great help in this because the nutritionists get lost, in 
many cases, when they get into this area. 

The last point I want to make is directed to Berg's 
examples of had nutritional habits which come with 
increased income. As he indicated, westcrnized white 
bread introduced into a developing society presents a 
situation where you must develop a taste for a product 
which you artificially fortify to get it up to where it was 
before you started with it. Alan, you know that is a 
double-edged sword and there is a real question again as 
to which is the best way to go. 
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The concept of white bread in the bakeries was placed 
in India by other donor countries. To his.credit, Alan 
did build on what was going to happen anyhow and 
made it a great deal better. Fortified white bread did 
make some contribution to the development of a 
modern food economy and also to the food supply. 
Berg: I don't want to sound offensive on the Modern 
Bread issue because I think that affai\ has been 
over-emphasized by a number of people. What I was 
trying to suggest was not that Modern Brtad was a 
panacea, but that some of the conceptual considerations 
have applicability beyond just that one situation. 

Frank Ellis is right that other countries became 
involved, but the reason they became involved was even 
more interesting. In the mid 1960's when India was 
going through the great droughts and famines, wheat was 
more readily available from abroad than rice, and the 
Indian government made a conscious attempt to change 
cereal habits. In the process, Australia, New Zealand, 
and Canada helped in putting this together. 

What actually happened as a result of this suriJrised 
many of us, certainly me, because it has been assumed 
all along that bread was food which would be consumed 
by the urban "upper crust." In fact, a study just 
completed last December showed that, in Bombay, 40 
percent of the people in the lowest income group 
surveyed (under 26 dollars per family per month) 
consumed bread every day. And beyond that, bread was 
also reaching much further into the hinterland than we 
had ever imagined. Onc of the more exciting aspects 
about the Modern Bread scheme is that virtually all 
hread~ jn Indi.a have now been fortified-if only for 
competitive purposes. 

On David Call's other point, I certainly agree on the 
need to examine relative efficiencies, and this is really 
what I had in mind when I was discussing alternative 
delivery systems. What I am trying to say is that a 
conclusion which may cmerge from such an analysis might 
not involve many people in this room or many people in 
the nutrition fraternity; it may not be a food processing 
prohlp.lII, or fortification problcm, or medical problem, 
or even a marketing problem in the private sector sense, 
Maybe the best thing we can do in a country like India is 
to put an entire national budget into trying to reverse 
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the nutritionally disastrous tend of early weaning. 
Maybe we ought to do everything we can to keep the 
baby on the breast longer. It is conceivable that this can 
do more fornutrition in India than anything else. All I 
am saying is that we should not prejudge: let's not 
decide until we have the right answers, and we cannot 
get the "right answers" until we ask the right questions. 
We have to play some hunches and do the best we can 
with limited information while we're trying to find out. 
lones: It seems appropriate to examine the previous 
discussion in the context of an African setting. In the 
situation which one encounters in most of tropical 
Africa, it does not make much sense to talk about forti
fication of Incaparina-type products because people are 
not obtabing their food stuffs through the market. 
Rather, fhey get them through their own labor on their 
own farms. 

The prospects for this type of program do not improve 
significantly when 0ne moves on to the kind of market 
system which characterizes the part of the developing 
world where the marketing chain is short. Here, the 
actual food processing may be done in the home or after 
the cereal is purchased; the opportunities for fortifica
tion are again extremely Iimite{L 

In addition, experience in other parts of the underde
veloped world has given me the impression thq!;, the prin
cipal nutritiqual problem is protein-deficiency in pre
school children, infants, and pregnant and lactating 
women. It may not be necessary, therefore, to try to use 
international standards across the whole population and 
get terribly upset about the fact that the protein con
sumption level falls below some international standard. 
It seems to me that, if this is true, we make a mistake if 
we try to rely on the marketing mechanism very much to 
improve the quality of nutrition in societies of the type I 
am speaking. Hence, a rifle shot, or at least "aimed 
shot," approach should be made at the critically vulner
able groups of the population. I also have the impression 
that mothers of these babies are really quite responsivc 
to this kind of information and education. Unfortunate
ly, they are so often given bad information that they 
cannot always tell which way to go. 
Berg: First, I tried to qualify, at the outset, that much of 
what I had to say was Indian-oriented, and based on 
recent Indian experience. I recognize that what happens 

there doesn't necessarily apply elsewhere. I think that 
one of the few things that the nutritional fraternity will 
agree upon is that pre-school age children are the critical 
group, and we have to do everything possible to reach 
them. But there are very few programs that do reach 
them. 

This does not necessarily rule out the effectiveness of 
some of the more conventional programs as a means of 
reaching pre-school age children in a round-about way. 
For example, Frank Ellis has been criticized on a num
ber of occasions for the fact that most of the PL 480 
program goes to older children. But we found an inter
esting thing in India. What I am about to report should 
not be taken as a final word because the numbers are all 
in the computer, but ,ve hope to have an analysis of a 
two-year study in the state of Arisa coming out later this 
summer. What we arc beginning to find there is fascinat
ing; that is, there is a lot of substitutionality in diets. 
When you feed a child in school, he gets less at home. 
This is not nccessarily bad, but the question, then, is 
what happe,ns with that extra resource? Does it mean the 
father brings less food home and goes out and "boozes it 
up" with that extra money, or docs he bring the same 
amount of food home and it's just distributed different
ly in the family? We found that, often, it'!:; the latter. 
Therefore, the child in the school feeding program may 
bc the best mechanism we have to reach pre-school 
children. These arc things which we have to examine 
along these lines. 

Wc cannot think of fortification as being a complcte 
answcr to n~ral problems. There arc foods in a country 
like India which do get very deep into the rural 
hinterlands. These are foods which are centrally pro
cessed, which reach virtually everyone. Salt is an 
example; everyone in India uses salt. Even if he is not 
part of the monetized cconomy, he barters, for Sll.lt. In 
fact, wc find people who need nutritional help most 
often usc the salt because it is the only flavoring agent 
they have. There has now been a green Iigh! from the 
top' nutritjon scientists in India to fortify salt with iron 
and with calcium, and therc is a state-wicle survry 
beginning next month to see if they can do, in a field 
operation, what has been proven successful in a smaller, 
controlled situation. For similar reasons, tca is being 
examined as a possible fortifier and it looks like it might 
be lIsed effectively for fortification with vitamin A. 
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Sectioll IV 

EFFICIENCY IN THE MARKETING SYSTEM 

Marketing Functions - Increasing Efficiency 

Kenlleth Farrell 

Increasing Efficiency and Improving 
Transportation of Food Products 

Grace W. Finne 

Increasing Efficiency of Central Markets 

William C. Crow 

Reducing Losses in Grain Storage 

Lyman Henderson 
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Dr. Farrell is all ecollomisl; with the Giallnini Founda
tion of Agricultural Economics. IJe ha.~ been 011 the 
National Commission 0/1 Food Marketing, a Fulbright 
lecturer in agricultural economics ill italy, al1d a staff 
member at the University of California. 
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~.' MARKETING FUNCTIONS - INCREASING EFFICIENCY 

Kenneth Farrell 

We should not conceive of marketing or marketing ef continue their traditional patterns of seasonal marketing 

ficiency in too narrow a framework. While the physical no matter hmv elegant or how modern the grain storage 

facility may be'~~hich we b\~ild. So, the matter of acceSS
and distributive functions of marketing are a vital part of 

the system, there is much more to marketing than the to capital and c:~~t is a very vital one, not only for the 

physical movement of goods and transformation of construction of Iilarketing facilities, but for farmers to 

utilize these facilities.
products. Wc have to be just as concerned with organi


zational aspects of the marketing system, the nature or Also important is the study of what one might call the 
 

market rules of the game in the marketing system in
structure of the market, the nature of competition, and 

foreign nations. The wholesale market is an example. I
a host of institutional factors. We must also bd con

am thinking here primarily of fruits and vegetables
cerned with the physical functions of grading, storage, 

which are important sources of revenue for local mu
transportation, and so on. 

nicipalities in countrics around the Mediterranean Basin.
Even in this country, marketing efficiency is often dis

cussed within a rather narrow and inadequate frame A code builds up around these markets. Certain practices 

work. I would hope that, as we proceed in subsequent evolve over time and we need to be cognizant of the 

discussions, we will not lose sight of the fact that we institutional elements which grow up around these 

must he concerned with such aspects of marketing as markets. These may be serious impedim~nts in the de

velopment and efficient functioning oithe marketing
organization and institutions and the provision of ser


vices other than those related simply to physical move system. 


ment of goods. I would cite just,a few examples of how Of course, one could cite many other examples of 


the physical aspects of storage, gr:!.ding, and transporta physical and distributive aspects of marketing. There is 


tion must be relatcd or integrated into a broader frame
 the situation in India where the grain storage facilities 

work to make sense in terms of the total development were ,so inadequate that schools were closed so the grain 
 

could be stored in the school houses. This is mentioned
aspects of the countries we are talking about. 

as an example of the need for concusrent planning be
An adequate and responsive price systeJV. has to ac

company any development of the physical facilities. We tween production and marketing. , 

know that the price system is an important allocator of The reverse of this situation does occur occasionally in 

the developing nations. Cold storage and conditioning
resources, an important mechanism through which con

plants were constructed in the Mediterranean Basin with
sumers express their preferences and desi.res in the sys

the objective of trying to lead or encourage production
tem. It is fully as l~gitimate, and perhaps fully as im , 

portant in our diagnostic and prescriptive approach to and improve marketing efficiency for fruits and vegeta

bles. It turned out that these facilities were grossly un
marketing' problems, that we look at the efficiency of 

the pricing system just as we look at the physical effi der-utilized and were really inadequate or inefficient in 

light of subsequent conditions in the area. In part, this
ciencv. 

was due to the failure of the planners to assess adequate
Th~ mattcr of an information system upon which the 

ly the competitive position of the region in national and
physical structures of the system can function has been 

mentioned and emphasized. I think there are many ex international markets; in part, also, because they lackeci 

amples which I have observed in countries around the market information and because of a failure to simulta

neously bring about certain other kinds of economic in
Mediterranean Basin which suggest that better planning 

would have occurred, and better export marketing pro stitutional changes which would make it f~asible for pro

ducers to utilize the facilities for their intended
grams would have been developed, had there been fuller, 

more reliable kinds of information and information purposes.
While this panel is concentrating primarily upon what

systems available to producers anc:\ exporters as well as 
1 would call the physical-distributive functions, these

governmcnt. 
functions should be examined not as independent activi

Large sums will be required to develop new and 
ties but, rather, as a set of activities related in many

modernized marketing facilities and structures, and I 

think that we need to be very cognizant of the fact that 	 ways to the organizations and institutions within which 

there is a capital shortage in many of these countries. We they operate. I do not say this in any way to deprecate 

the need for improved storage, transportation, wholesal
need to be looking for sources of credit and c;:apital to 

ing, or processing facilities. I say it simply to underline
finance market development. It is hardly necessary to 

the fact that, as we diagnose marketing pr.oblewaS and
state that, at the producer's level, the matter ()f access to 

prescribe programs to improve marketing, we must be
credit is vital if they are going to capitalize UpUIl certain 

aware of the fact that there are many interfaces between
kinds of marketing innovations. For example, if farmers 

the physical activity of marketing and the economic and
have inadequate sources of credit or capital to carry 

their grain into storage periods, they are very likely to 	 institutional aspects of marketing. 
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Mrs. Finne is an economist in the Office of InJerna
tional Cooperation, Department of Transportation. She 
has been~ consu.ltant with the Brookings Institution and 
the Foreign Commerce Committee of the U. S. Senate, 
and a transport economist with IBRD. 

INCREASING EFFICIENCY AND. IMPROVING TRANSPORTATION OF FOOD PRODUCTS 
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Transport improvements may take many different 
forms depending upon the country's economic and. 
geographic situation as well as upon the current state of 
the transport system. It is very important to look at. the 
network as a whole when priorities of transport invest
ment and technical assistance are to be decided. If trans
fer points are. nCit geared to increased capacity elsewhere, 
the gain froni inland transport improvement may be se
verely modified. 

In developing countries, road transport costs are im
portant for food production, the location of markets, 
and food prices. Road transport includes feeder roads 
which link up with main roads or rail-water-air terminals, 
as well as the major arteries for long distance hauls. Be
cause of the general problem of overcoming vast dis
tances and connecting villages which have a low level of 
economic activity, the improvement of trails and dry 
weather roads to permit year-round truck service is an 
importan t task. 

The initial construction of penl'tration roads must be 
followed by a strict schedule of regular maintenance to 
reap' lasting benefits qf such improvement in terms of 
lower transportation rates and improved quality' of 
service. One of the greatest challehges to U.S. technical 
assistance is, therefore, the training of maintenance 
crews and organizing highw,ay maintenance units . 

In a recent study of truck operating costs in Senegal, 
for example, ope~ating cost per vehicle kilometer of a 
6.7-ton truck was calculated at 37 cents for unimproved 
earth trails. By improving thc trail through grading, the 
cost would drop to 23 cents per kilometer. A gravel road 
would reduce the cost to 17 cents and a surfaced asphalt 
road would further reduce it to 14.6 cents per kilometer. 
In addition, with an asphalt or gravel road having a base 
thickness of 12-15 em. of select material, semi-trailers 
could be operated which would reduce substantially the 
cost per ton kilometer compared to the 7-ton truck. 
Increases in agricultural production would also favor in
troduction of heavier Ilnd more economical truck units. 

Improved transport service on existing railway lines 
..may consist of replacing obsolete rG!Hng stqck and 
worn-out tracks and improving motive power or terminal 
facilities. Quite frequently, the main benefits consii>1: of 
saving in transit time by reducing delays and congestion. 

Grace W. Finne 

This reduction in time can often be of critical im
portance, as when transporting livestock, for example. 

Reduction in rates seldom takes place as a result of 
such investment in railroad facilities, Where reductions 
in railroad tariffs have occurred, they have been forced 
on the railroad by the opening lip of competitive truck
ing services. However, improvements of rail facilities 
deter railroads from counteracting rising costs by rate 
i.ncreases. With the general problem of inflation, stable 
tariffs are, in effect, reduced tariffs in real terms. 

luland waterway services are important means of trans
port iu many developing countries. Improvements may 
include navigational aids, dredging, or the introduction 
of new tow boats and barges. Because of the inhcrent 
slowness of river transport, food staples, such as rice and 
grains, and foods lcss subject to deterioration, such as 
palm oil in drums, arc food products frequently trans
ported on inland waterways. 

Since .inland waterway transport is the least expensive 
foem of transport on a ton-mile basis, improvements in 
sen'ice benefit shippers in the form of more reliable serv
ice, improved capacity, and reduced losses from pilferage 
rather than any further reduction in tariffs. 

Closely connected with physical impror::ments of 
transnbrt facilities arc efforts to rationalize the schedul
ing ofpickilps and deliveries. The shipper of food prod
ucts may reduce his freight bill if he can pr~lVidc enough 
volume. Individual shippers may form cooperatives, or 
local authorities may coordinate shipments, so the load 
capacity of the carrier is fully utilized. This is particular
ly the case with railroad transport where rates for full 
carloads arc more favorable than for less than carload 
shipments. 

Similarly, if shippers could coordinate their shipments 
of fertilizers and other farm inputs and have them car
ried on the return trip from the market, truckers may be 
able to quote ,more favorahle round trip rates. 

- :\ 

TRANSPORTiREQUIREMENTS OF FOOD 
PRODUCTS 

Food products have different requ!rernents for tr!!ns .. 
portation in aceordancc with the de/,Tfee of perishability, 
the case of handling, intrinsic valuc, and thc anlicipat('d 
demand in domestic and international markets. 
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A special challenge is improving the conveyance of 
perishables. The extent of spoilagc and losses of perish
able food products because of lack of proper transport 
and warehousing facilities is a direct economic loss to 
farmers and consumers alike. 

An FAO marketing study in Libya points out that in
adequate tTansport and storage facilities art: liot wholly 
to blame for losses and spoilage. The human factor is 
also very important, ahd supervision and tTaining in 
handling of perishables may substantially reduce losses, 
even if the transport equipment is not ideally suited to 
the job. Egg~ left in the sOn while the driver lakes a nap 
and workers riding on top of tTUCKS loaded with melons 
or other perishables are examples of malpractices often 
observed. 

From a't~chnological standpoint, "the cold chain" of 
refrigerated transport offers a solution. The high cost of 
refrigerated transport, however, requires a highly organ
ized marketing system to make it economically fcasible. 

Refrigerated transport of oranges is particularly im
portant at the end of the season when the sugar content 
increases substantially in relation to the acidity. In thc 
Mediterranean Basin, refrigerated fruit vessels maintain 
regular service to West European and ,\Iorth Europcan 
ports. Refrigeratcd freight rates arc on the average about 
50 percent above non-refriger~ted rates. 

It is very important to view ,refrigerated transport as a 
chain and to plan for the Sb'(.!cCiiesttrllnsfer from one 
part of the cold chain to ano(;':,cr, as frOli;:, truck to warc
house and vice versa. Onc w~~\()f a~suring transfer effi
ciency is to create integrated eOJ~panie~ handling pro
duction, transportation, and distri~iu~.on. 

Developing countries may enter,,:jll~Q cooperative or 
joint ventures with processors or diS~ribui.,')rs in the main 
West European or North American '~~arke\s. The world 
trade in shrimp is a typical examplc o{qltchi~tegrated 
company approach. ' '0' 

The selection of the least-cost transport mode for meat 
products involves an analysis of many variables. Most 
important is the factor of distance between the grazing 
lands and the consumer markets. The greater the dis
tance, the more economical it is to ship refrigerated 
meat rather than livestock. Livestock exhaustion 
becomes a serious problem in any motor or rail trip 
involving over 28 to 36 hours or 300 to 500 kms. in 
distance. 

Poor treatment of livestock and inadequate carriages 
can intensify these problems. In Colombia, it was found 
that moving cattle by foot 250 miles resulted in the loss 
of 176 pounds per animal. Transport of cattle over the 

same rouie by rail and boat still resulted in the loss of 
about 100 pounds per animal. Consequentl~, about 12 
to 20 percent of the beef IJroduccd in Colombia never 
reached market. 

Owing to the special problems found in Colombia, a 
systcm of meat transport by air was initiated and, sur
prisingly, it proved cheaper than any other mode of 
transportation. It must be kept in mind, however, that 
air transport of meat is likely to be profitable only under 
special conditions, such as those in Colombia whcre al
ternative modes of transport are se~'n.+l' handicapped 
by terrain, scale of market, and other'iaciors. 

Since only 50 to 70 pcrcent of the live weight of an 
animal can be sold as ineat, refrigerated transport offers 
considerable scope for savings in transport cost. 

DISTRIBUTION OF ECONOMIC BENEFITS FROM 
TRANSPORT IMPROVEMENT 

Transport benefits can IJe distributed in several ways. 
Shippers bcnefit directly by reduced trucking rates and 
improved quality of service. Transport companies may, 
howevcr, absorb road-user savings to expand operations 
or to COllnteract rising labor costs. The distribution oJ 
road-user tiavings is sensitive to the competitive and regu
latory environment. If more tTuckers arc allracted by 
road improvements, thc relative gain of the shipper will 
be considerably more noticeable than in a case wherc the 
national governmen~ regulates trucking rates and the en
tTy into thc trucking business is restricted. 

In some cases, road conditions arc so bad that dctours 
doubling the distance to be travelled arc necessary. Un
der such circumstanccs, truckers rcfuse to quote rates 
before shipment, and charges arc made on a "cost plus" 
basis after complcting the trip. If roads are improved to 
the point where truckers are able to give a price on their 
services bcfore shipment takes place, the agricultural 
producer can afford to diversify or to start producing for 
the market place instead of only for his own family. 
If the predominant cargo movcment is in agricultural 

~l'roducts, the transport benefits can more easily be as
'signed to the abrricu/.eural sector. Frequently, however, 
the cargocs carried arc diverse, particularly if the trans
port improvement is related to a main artery and serves 
exports, imports, and local marketing. Traiitiporl bene
fits for farmers inside the markct economy would be a 
two-dircctional benefit - on farm input, such as secd, 
fertilizcrs, and pesticides, and on the food products to 
be marketed. 
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M~..Crow is Director of the Transportation and 
FacIlitIes Research Division of the Agricultural Research 
Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture. In 1965 he 
served as part-time chairman of the 45-nation conferenc(l 
in Paris on "Supplying Food to Large Cities." 

Some years ago our city produce markets were anti
quated and inefficient, largely because th';!y had outlived 
their usef'l~ne;s and did not meet the needs of the chang
ing ti~es. They were not large enough to handle the 
increased volume of foo(1 moving to the cities. Railroad 
cars could not be moved to the buildings. Streets were 
too narrow to handle the traffic. The markets, were lo
cated in the wrong part of the city and could not ex
pand. Thc buildings were not suited for efficient han
dling. Refrigeration was inadequate for properly protect
ing these perishable products. 

In more than 60 cities, plans were developed for 
abandoning these facilities and transferring the business 
to properly planned, modernized food distribution 
centers'; In more than half of these cities the new fa
cilities' have been built and still others wili be. In these 
new facilities, products are handled fewer times and at 
less cost. They move through these market centers in less 
lime and with less deterioration and spoilage. Further
more, the relocation of the food marketing operations 
has made possible the redevelopment of tht blighted 
downtown areas they left. 
, In this manner, we have corrected many of the defects 
III ou~ wholesale markets, eliminated some handling 
operatlOr.s, and reduced the costs' of others. This lias 
been accomplished hy studying the needs of the locality 
involved and bringing together the knowledge of market
ing specialists, engineers, and businessmen in a common 
effort to create as efficient an establishment as possible 
- a market center which will meet today's needs and 
which can, with minimum expense, be modified to meet 
the needs of the fut;ure. 

By ~ similar ap~roach, the facilities in producing Il.rea~ 
~re bemg modermz~d; transportation and storage are be
~ng made m?re efficient; retail food outlets are being 
~mproved; aild th~se successive stepc· are being woven 
mto a better coordmated system. 

o 
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INCREAS~NG EFFICIENCY OF CENTRAL MARKETS 

William C. Crow 

This movemcnt toward creating more efficient facili
ties fer marketing is not restricted to the United States. 
New market centers have been created in Paris and 18 
other cities in France. The Covent Garden Market in 
London is being rf'localed, and new facilities have been 
built in many othb: dies of the United Kingdom. Simi
lar action has been taken throughout Europe, Canada, 
South Africa, Australia, Brazil, and many other parts of 
the world. Developing countrif'!? are recognizing the ne
cessity of having marketing faCilities to distribute their 
product.·:. Throughout the world, the movement to im
prove rJhysical distribution between farms and con
Sllmers is growing. The experiences of one ar~a .lre being 
drawn upon and adapted to the needs of another. 

It is no more possible to step up production in a 
country without, at the same till!e, establishing an ade
'1Jlatf! distribution system than It is to cut cloth with 
scissors having only one blade. We may deceive ourselves 
by stepping up production in an area -without having the 
necessary facilities to distribute the products. However, 
without giving adequate attention to both production 
and distribution, we cannot make the system work. 
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Dr. Henderson is Chief of the Stored-Product Insects 
Research Branch of the Agricultural Research Seroice, 
U_ S. Department ofAgriculture. He has been with USDA 
since 1938 and working in stored product research since 
1951. 

My com:nents will he concerned pririlarily with bio
logical organisms which are import~!tt contrihutors to 
food loss in marketing. If we conside:, the grail'l com
modities, then we would perhaps list insects, rqdents, 
and th~ &~orage fungi as being important. 

The Agricultural Research Service's Market Quality 
Rescarch Diyision has as its objective the finding of bet
ter ways to prevent damage, loss, and deterioration of 
quality of agricultural commodities in the marketing 
channels. The rodent problems are handled in the De
partment of ~e Intcrior and, therefore, we will merely 
call attention to their importance. 

-:.'-' some of the developing countries, we have a range 
of estimates on the amount of dalTlage caused by insects 
all the way from 5 to 30 perceri./Insects contaminate 
and devalue even larger quantities than they actually de
stroy. In countries where food is scarce or hard to pro
duce, this part of the production should be saved, if 
possible. 

We have made studies which indicate that the develop
ment of adequate insect preventive and control measures 

, will more than payoff in economic benefits, even con
sidering the cost of control and protection. If we put a 
considera;-'\e investment of time and effort into produc
ing a cropj\ve should try to preserve it after we get it to 
the point where it i:;, nearly ready to be eaten. 
Ther~ are, a number of other things to consider from 

the standpoint of loss of nutritive factors. When storage 
fungi and I!licrotoxins develop, there can be health con
s~derations. Information now available ties insects to 

REDUCING LOSSES IN GRAIN STORAGE 

Lyman Henderson 

some of these health factors. I would suggcst that wc 
take a good look at the importance of controlling the 
inc"cts and reducing the losses t:1ey cause. 

THE PREVENTIVE APPROACH 

Having taken a look at the problem, what do we do 
about it? How do we reduce these losses? We emphasize 
the preventive approach, and some of the basic factors 
here are simply to store grain in clean, tight, weather
proof structures. They don't necessarily have to be ex
pensive. Also, grain should bc kept dry and cool. In 
many places, this is difficult. But anything will help 
which tends to inhibit the development of insects and 
the storage fungi and helps maintain the q'lality of the 
grain. 

Harvesting, handling and storage practices vary greatly 
between countries. However, in mf.lny cases, a critical 
review of these practices may reveal ways improvemems 
could be made and alternatives for strengthening our 
means of applying these preventive factors. One import
ant thing which is frequently overlooked is the im
portance of simple sanitation. For example, when brin",,
ing a new crop in, clean out all remains of the old qT;Op 
which has been in storage and is probably infested"If it 
is not removed, infestation may enter the new crol' as it 
is placed in storage. Clr.aning in and around stotage sites 
is highly important, and it is surprising how few people 
in developing countries recognize the importance of this 
point. 
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In many pr6duction areas, there will be an infestation 
of storage insects in the grain by the time it is mature 
a;!ld harvested. This means that, soon after grain is placed 
in storage, one should take measures to stop the develop. 
ment of insects if that product is going to stay in storage 
for any period of time. 

There are occasional problems of procurement and 
safe use of insecticides and fungicides. In m~my places, it 
is just difficult to apply these control or preventive mea
sures properly. Even jf the grain is not infested and one 
applies basic preventive measures as grain is placed in 
storage, after a time, in most parts of the world, infesta
tion is likely to occur. Therefore, it may be desirable to 
make some attempt to bring grain into a central storage 
and handling area where proper technology can he ap
plied. In such an area, personnel can handle the !!ontrol 
measures with proper equipment and facilities. 

I would also comment on planting seed. Insects, ro
dents, and fungi can either destroy the seed or imperil its 
viability. It is highly important that one takes good care 
of planting seed. 

CONSIDERATJ9NS FOR PROCESSED GRAINS 

The cercal products which are derived from the grains 
themselves. also need considerati0-!l' Cereal products play 
an important role in programs\'or feeding the needy. 
Grains must be given adequate protection to reduce con
tamination so they ar;rhe to the consumer as clean, 
wholesome, palatahle food. Insect-resistant packaging or 
protective packaging is a possible answer to the problem. 
As commodities move through distribution channels, 
there are many points where the infestation hazard is 
extremely high. If a good package is put around the . 
product, it stands a better chance of arriving to the con
sumer in good condition. 

Our Division has been doing research on im;ect
resistant packaging for several years. We have sent ship
ments overseas to see how they perform as they get into 
conditions other than those they would encounter do
mestically. Just last fall, we sent a small team of people 
to the Philippines and India to follow some food prod
uct shipments through the marketing system. They fol
lowed experimental shipments and also some routine 
shipments through the distribution channels into the in
terior of the country, even to the point of getting into 
the kitchen in the school lunch program in India. 

The team report might be of interest to -you. It is 
entitled, "The Evaluation of Dry Cereal Shipments to 
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India and the Philippines," and was published by the 
Agency for Internatiql1al Development, Office of Food 
for Peace. It has some illustrations which show the prob
lems. Ohservations which were made ahout insect in
festations and the performance of packaging are dis
cussed. Recommendations are made for solving some of 
these prohlems. 
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Dr. .Iones is director of the Food Research Institute of 
Stanford University. He has served with numerous 
advisory bodies in agricultural economics and as Presi
dent of the African Studies Association and the Western 
Economics Association. 
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My interest in agricultural marketing in tropical Africa 
was stimulated originally by a simple desire lo appraise 
the cost-price relationships which faced farmers who 
were being a:lked to increase outpu t for sale by in
creased inputs and new techniques. It was probably first 
aroused by my 1953 visit to the research stalion at 
Gandajika in southern Congo; there, fertilizer trials were 
proving economic under the rather special price and cost 
conditions which then prevailed. 

I found many opinions and allegations about imperfec
tions in farm marketing, ranging from concerti over the 
Africans' naivete to charges lhat lack of farm storage 
facilities forced farm surpluses onto the market immedi
ately after harvest at ruinous prices. On the other hand, 
there was impressive evidence that African food supplies 
had increascd with population at a time when export 
crop production was growing steadily and large numbers 
of Africans wer;! being drawn inlo non-farm employ
ment. 

This seemed to imply ralher elearly thal, in many Afri
can countries, inlernal marketing systems for staple 
foods wen' working well enough to call forth increasing 
supplies as they were needed. Beyond that, however, 
very little was known with any degree of assurance. 
Traders might be exploiting farmers, consumers, or each 
other; prices might behave erratically from day to day, 
week to week, or month to month; surpluses might exist 
in some places simultaneollsly wilh :levere short:lges else
where; ~lorage migh t. ill fad. be short and fluctuations 
in seacional prices excessive: markeL demand might be 
insuffieicnl to ::;upporl ,;moolhly operating distribution 
syslems: and farm-to-consumer price spreads might be 
I!,'(aggerated by long marketing chains wilh redundant 
inlermediaries. TI1('rr wa~ no firm evidence. 

PROBLEM STUDIED 

We set out to learn more about African food market
ing. With AID assistance, we were able to examine 
carefully, over a period of 14 to 17 months, the opera
tion of marketing systems for major staples in five areas 
of tropical Africa: the food supplying hinterlands of 
Freetown, Nairobi, Ibadan, Enugu, and Kano. 

AFRICA 

William O. Jones 

We found many of the allegations about imperfections 
in the marketing syslems not to be borne out by the 
facts. Storage costs and seasonal price movements, in 
general, appeared moderate. The farmer's share of the 
consumer's dollar seemed high. The markeling chain was 
short, probably too short, in fact. Trading margins, so 
far as we could determine then, lleemed reasonable. Im
perfections in the disseminaLion of market information, 
great variation in units of measurelllen t, and laek of rec
ognized quality standards and formal conlracts did not 
seem as crippling as we had expected. 

One glaring deficiency did show up in all of the stud
ies, and that was the general ahsence of wholesalers with 
capacity to trade in the staple commodities on a national 
basis. This resulted in mal-allocation of supplies over 
time and space. This situation is both consequence and 
cause of the very imperfect economic network which 
should bind a national economy together. It is partially a 
consequence of cultural fragmentation of the African 
countric~ and partially consequence of government's at
litude toward commerce. It is self-reinforcing; imperfec
tions in allocation of staples over time and "pace make 
the rural producer reluctant to rely on the market for 
much of his stable food requirements. Consequenlly, in 
many places, the market is too thin to permit it to oper
ate efficiently. 

The tendency for farm families to eat what they grow 
also reinforces the customary practice of storing cereals 
on the farm. The consequence is that the magnitude of 
marketable supplies is extremely difficult to determine 
until lhey are actually offered for sale, which may be 
near the end of the crop year. 

The general recommendations which corne out of thz 
study are principally concerned with steps which the 
national governments might take to help wholesalers de
velop national systems of trading relationships. 

SCOPE OF STUDY EXPANDED 

Study of the staple food marketing systems also di

rected our attention to much broader implications than 
 
those for increased technical efficiency and physical out
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put of Africal\_Jarms, with which we had first been conI 	 cerned. These added implications deal with economies of 
specialization in agricultural production arising from na
tural comparative advantage, division of la.bor, and ex! 

I 

ternal economies of scale in marketing. But they also 
involve the ways in which an agricultural marketing 
system can facilitate or impede development in the nonI 

1 

agricultural sectors, particularly in manufacturing. •! In Sierra Leone, the sample survey of agriculture taken 
in 1965/66 reported that only 5.5 percent of the total 
rice crop was sold, although rice is the preeminent 
staple. It also noted that about half of all dom~~tic rice 
marketed came from the area of great,est eoncentration 
of licensed rice dealers. It is worth investigating whether 
the paucity of licensed dealers in other rice-growing 
areas has limited the production for market, and 
whether government's efforts to increase rice production 
might better be concentrated in areas already served by a 
well-developed market mechanism. 

The Western Nigeria study points to somewhat anal
agous possibilities. Oyo Division appears to have be
come the major supplier of yams, gari, and maize to the 
large Ibadan market, althou~h it lies far outside what 
might have been thought of as the normal Ibadan hinter
land. Couldn't there be an opportunity here for govern
ment to stimulate further development of this potential 
bread basket to enable farmers to the south, who already 
purchase more than one half of their staple food require
ments, to concentrate more on production of export 
crops in which their comparative advantage is greatest? 

This sort of specialization not only lowers production 
costs but, by permitting the farmer greater choice in 
consumption, it also increases his well-being and his ef
fective demand for non-agricultural goods and services. 

The importance of scale economics may be illustrated 
by the experience in Sierra Leone when foreign traders 
were expelled from the rice trade. This "big" trade had 
carried with it a "little" trade,}n peanuts, which was not 
large enough to support itself. In the period after the 
eviction of the foreigners, who had traded nationally, 
the peanut trade appears to have more or less fallen 
apart. Something similar may have happened in Uganda, 
where government control of the "big" cotton trade 
probably inhibited experimentation in other "little" 
trades. 

The direct impact of marketing policy on manufactur
ing is best illustrated from Kenya, where there are said 
to be from 2,000 to 5,000 small water-driven com mills. 
It might be expected that these would provide a breed
ing ground for small manufacturcrs and for entrepreneur
ship, as ther did in We~tern. Europe and the United 
States. That they have not must be due in no small part 

.,~. 	

to governmental regulations which forbid such millers to 
deal in corn or cornmeal, or even to take a share of the 
product as payment for grinding. 
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I suggest that the problems of agricultural marketing 
which really require research are not the mechanical 
ones of how to cut transport costs or how to store and 
process the great increases in yields which mayor may 
not result from the "green revolution." .Rather, major 
research is needed on how to best help the marketing 
system perform its preeminent task of allocating scarce 
resources and how to realize the greatest improvements 
in the productive power of labor (the effect of.!he divi
sion of labor) . ,. 

Stanley Peek 

I am not inclined to question the principle of compara
tive advantage 	 as a basis for considering alternative 
production patterns. I would, however, direct some com
ments to the question of providing adequate food sup
plies for domestic consumption in West Africa. 

Present information indicates that beef, poultry, eggs, 
milk and beans are examples of nutritionally superior 
foo~ with thin markets at present low levels of income 
in West Africa. A recent Michigan State University/AID 
study (Strategies and Recommendations for Nigerian 
Rural Development) has shown that, even at lower 
prices, increased consu.mption has been out of reach of 
the masses. The solution, according to this study, is to 
develop the production of cash crops by small holder
producers and, indirectly, by urban dwellers. Such a pro
gram require!:> better administrative arrangements, trans
port, marketing, processing facilities, extension, training 
and research organizations, and credit institutions. As 
incomes are increased, there will be a market for more 
foods and nutritionally superior foods. 

The question remains, will present markets in West 
Africa provide adequate incentives for increasing produc. 
tion of foods? It seems doubtful for the present. Al
though the general goal of increasing food production 
seems desirable because of the need to save the foreign 
exchange used for food imports and because of declining 
per capita food crop production, the deteqnination must 
be made, for any given area, whether food crops or ex
port crops are most profitable for the farmer and the 
nation. Among the reasons given for lagging food crop 
production is the "diversion" of many farmers towards 
the production of cash crops for which there is an as
sured market and income. 

The major concerns in Africa are to identify and verify 
food marketing priorities and to determine ways and 
means to grapple with and resolve the marketing con
straints to production. I believe this is primarily a ques
tion of effective demand; the poor need hard money to 
satisfy their hunger. . 

Dr. Peek is an Agricultural Officer with AID. He has 
worked as an advisor to agricultural education, as a rural 
development officer, and as a food-agriculture officer. 
His area of specialization is Africa. 
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t James Coddington 
L 
l. There are a number of areas for assistance in marketing 
i~ which merit additional consideration with regard to West 
E Africa. First, pricing policies are not always based on 
~.. sound economics and, where they are, implementation istI . often faulty. In some places, minimum support prices LI are established far above the world market and also· 
~ above th~ level which can be justified in domestic
f markets. It bel10mes impossible to implement such a
i I ,policy. In other places, the price support level applies 
~ ! only at the seat of the government and does not filter 
!.·.··.·I out' to the production areas. In addition, JIiany developt ing countries have heen unable to fund a price support 
h program on II permanent basis. This has heen due, in 
H par.~~ to inadequate planning and design and, in part, to
II ineffective operation. 
H '~Second, milling and storage facilities are either lacking 
f,.:.. l or inadequate. The mortar and pestle is designed only 
: for home use and cannot he made to operate on a com
1 merical hasis. On the other hand, large commercial mills, 
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such as those found in the developed nations, are im- !l 
practical in the local context. f:C 

Third, there are no market ou'dets developed for grain il 

in many producing areas. Although the French have co- ~ 
operative marketing associations for peanuts, no similar r 
organization is operative for grain. . 

Finally, market development projects have often been 
operated by foreign specialists who ignored the impact 
of such a project on existV'J institutions alid also the 
ability of both the public and private sectors to make 
the project a success. Too often market development 
projects have endeavored to impose a market structure 
on a developing country which is suitable only for a 
fully developed country. 

Mr. Coddington is Chief, Grain Division Program 
Analysis Group, USDA <;onsumer & Marketing Service. 
111 1968 he participated\.[n a USDA/AID study of rice 
production and marketin~·lproblems in West Africa, and 
previously worked as an FAO Marketing Economist in 
the Far East. 
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Mr/I Horne is Food and Agriculture Officer for the 
 
Regional Office, Central America and Panama Affairs, 
 
U. S. Agency for {:lterna(ional Development. He has also 
served as Deputy Chief, Rural Development Division, 
AID. 

To generalize about almost any topic for Latin 
America as a whole is usually h~zardous;,cirl!neralization 
about political, !1ocial, and economic factors which must 
he coordinated with overall agricultural development 
throughout Latin America is often particularly hazard
ous. Recognizing that there are notable exceptions in 
many of tlle countries, some observations may be made 
which are generally true in Latin America. 

MARKETING CHARACTERISTICS 

Almost all of the components of the marketing "sys
tem" for almost all crops grown in the region are totally 
inadequate for self-sustaining and profitable enterprises. 
That is, the harvesting, handling, packaging, storing, 
transporting, and distributing services and facilities for 
agricultural commodities are substantially below the re
quirements for a mode,rn marketing system. This is par
ticularly true in the case of the non-traditional agricul
tural exports (all crops except bananas, coffee, cotton, 
and sugur). 

The production component for non-traditional agricul
ture in Central America is more advanced than distribu
tion components of this system. This is not to say, of 
course, that production is all it should be; it is not. 

The production component of the present agricultural 
system in Central America has a great deal of elasticity. 
When the prospects for profit appear to be high and risks 
reasonably low, producers respond promptly with sub
stantial increases in production. Conversely, when it 
seems that prospects for profit arc low and risks high, 
production declines shalply. The pattern of compara
tively large increases and decreases of production is 
notably characteristic of the hasic grains (corn, rice, and 
beans). 

Traditionally, production exceeds effective demand, 
throughout the region. In the small village markets, as 
well as in the large central markets, modcst surpluses of 
most agricultural commodities can be found throughout 
the year. The limited purchasing power of the vast ma
jority of the population (vis-a-vis need) is almost always 
the over-riding factm accounting for these surpluses. 
Pending better assurances that there will be a market for 
his products, the producer is reluctant to increase his 
production and risk his limited capital beyond the tradi
tional levels. Many producers can recall instances where 
comparatively small increases in production have de
pressed the market to levels where thc costly additional 
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LATIN AMERICA 

Gerard Horne 

inputs, such as fertilizers, are not recovered. In most 
cases, inadequate storage, preservation, and transport fa
cilities also limit marketing alternatives for the producer. = 

Additional domestic and foreign reSources, particularly 
in the private sector, are available tor investment in agri
cultural ventures, provided such investment opportuni
ties offer more profit and/or less risk than alternative 
opportunities ouch as urban housing, industry, or service 
enterprises. Prospective investors appear to be especially 
in terested in post-harvest enterpl'ises (refrigeration, 
packaging, brokerage, etc.). 

Inefficiencies, low productivity, and limited mana
gerial skills usually more than offset the relatively low 
labor costs in Central America. Moreover, limited effec
tivc demand in the domestic markets and other critical 
variables tend to impede effective use of modern tech
nology/management at the present time. 

Many of the present problems in developing the agri
culture sec:~·cI in Central America, including marketing 
deficiencies, are complicated by even greater deficiencies 
in "management." Many of the readily available produc
tion and marketing technologies cannot be used effec
tively bccause of lack of skilled managers who can as
semble and operate the several components of the 
complex "systems" involved in the agriculture sector. 

For example, a dclay in delivery of crates in a recent 
trial export shipment of cucumbers caused a 40 percent 
rejection in export-quality product. A flooded domestic 
market of non-exportable produce caused a collapse in 

. prices. Lack of proper stacking pattern in a refrigerated 
load caused substantial loss in marketable product. In 
short, every step in the seed-to-consumer process must 
be carried out at the proper til1le and in the proper 
manner, including the sub-components such as packag
ing, transporting, etc., lest some seemingly insignificant 
action jeopardize the entire effort. The near-tragedy in 
one Apollo moon-shot was a dramatic example of the 
consequences of failure in a small component of a com
plex system. 

In many instances, a delay or deficiency in some stage 
of the agricultural system is even more critical than one 
involving an industrial enterprise. Delays or errors in 
planting time, application of fertilizer or pesticide, or 
failure to refrigerate a perishable product are usually not 
correctable in subsequent stages, whereas errors in some 
stages of industrial production might be offset by over
time efforts or use of other additional resources. 
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Accordingly, a "systems approach," or careful atten
tion to all of the stages and operations of the entire 
process, is a must for a sound agricultural developmlmt 
program. I would urge the participants in this lleminur, 
who arc bringing much needed attention to "market· 
ing," to also give thoughtful consideration to gearing the 
marketing functions to all the other functions which 
make up the complex package or Hystem of agricultural 
devcloPInl'mt. 

Ordina.'~ily, the very uroad regional or national level 
problem areas such as policies. plans, strategies, research, 
and training requirements, which arc important long
term considerations, do not come to l,1J"ips with tlw more 
practical and pressing, immediate day-to-day operating 
needs which producers and other participants in the agri
cultural system must have to survive. I hope that out of 
this seminar will come a series of follow-up actions 
which will concentrate on urgent and priority problems 
confronting domestic and foreign I~n trepreneurs, pro
spective investors, and government officials. In turn, 
these actions will provide the basis 1'01' realistic policies, 
plans, research, and training. 

Latill An1l'rica, and pcrhaps other developing coun
tril's, can ill afford endless esoteric studies, research, 
training, and meetings on marketing or other compo. 
nenl.:> of the larger and more complex agricultural sy'" 
tem. While it is true that mol'(' and heller information 
would bt' helpful, an even 1:,1J"I'atl'r need is to make dIce. 
tive usc of the knowledge and r('~ourc('::; already avail
able. It has been my own experiencI~ in Latin America 
that 1I10st failures in agricultural projects and programs 
have been due to inability to make timely and proper 
usc of already available knowledge and resources, rather 
than unknown or unavailable information and resources. 

Donald Fiester 

This conference has certainly pointed up several very 
important things which must be kept in mind in future 
marketing operations in Latin Ameriea. First is the com. 
plexity of marketing problems and the interrelationships 
between marketing. production, and ntlll:r I'ac':,ts of the 
agricultural bu:;il\l!ss which w(~ are trying to stlpporl in 
the LDes. 

Second, marketing work should he relevant to the 10. 
cal situation in the LDCs because of their diversities, the 
differences in their stages of development, etc. There is a 
need to understand local situations and local marketing 
systems - their constraints and advantages - before one 
tampers with them. Otherwise, very :;erious repercus
sions may result. I do not think it can be emphasized 
enough that techllicians should understand local langu
age in order to get some of the lIuances which might 
otherwise escape them. 

Third, USDA technicians and those from other organi
zations should be concerned with innovation and adapta. 
tiOlL They should also see the broader aspects of their 
work and the interrelationships between agricultural 
systems at national, regional, and internationallevds, 

Fourth, there is a need within AlD, hopefully with the 
assistance of USDA, to integrate marketing (and the 
USDA marketing efforts) with other technical assistance 
projects in agricultural production, particularly agricul
tural research. Hopefully, at some point in time, in te
l,1J"ated production-market systems might be offered to 
the ficld missions as a package rather than clements to 
J)e picked up piecemeaL 

I would suggest several priority activities for Latin 
America: 

-We should seriously consider tIH' creation of a 
marketing research network. This network probably 
should be based on hemispheric or geographic lines, 
but this would not necessarily b(' tlJ(' onl',' considera· 
tion. r would hope that USDA and others in tht' 
marketing field would look at this possibility, bl'
('au~1' marketing afff'ct:; a country'" balance-or-pay
1Ilf'lIts and its basic ('('onomic relations with other 
cOllntril's. And a marketing rcsearch network could 
contribute to an understanding of thl'sf! probll'ms. 
Serious in.depth research 01' "I~('('ifk local and 
national mm-kl't cases must 1)(' undf'rtaken, especially 
because of their broader implications and the possi. 
bilities that th('Sf~ rescardt findings can hclp Cf!'ate 
broad principles which might he applied in a much 
wider eontcxt than jnst the loeali.situation. 

eDevelop local and fl'gional market information 
networks. USDA has done some lIseful counlry work 
on market news services in Brazil, Pl'ru, and Colom
bia. A n<~twork now becomes possible. 

eRespond to AID as~istance on sp,'cific marketing 
problems. There is a serious lH'ed for ulldl'r:;tanding
marketing problems in specific areas. 1 would hope 
USDA would produce a statement of their possi· 
bilities of providing assistance (tlwir .:onstraints lOo) 
w missions have a clear idea of what they can use 
from USDA. 

er also propose that USDA begin to work on a serit's 
of marketing handbooks which will LIl' useful for 
people in AID missions and country institutions 
concerned with marketing problems. 

illr. Fiester is Acting Chief of the Rural Development 
Division, Bureau for Latin A merica, U. S. Agency for 
lillemational Development. lIe hilS had extensive field 
work in Central A/llerica, serving (IS WI advisor in 
Guatemala and Costa Rica. 
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:lLr. ;\Jimms has a long record of govemmen/: service, 
 
both in the U. S Department of Agriculture and with 
 
U. S. Agency for lnlematiolwl Developmellt. He is pres

elltly Chief of the Agricultural Branch, Bureau for Near 
 
F:ast alld South Asic!, Alf). 
 

Al:,rricultural marketing problems in Nl'ar East-South 
Asia are so similar to tho~l' already mentioned for Latin 
Amerira and Afrira that we will savc timc by only high

lighting thclTI. 
Basically thcl:ic problem;; cxi:;tcd prior to the "gl'cell 

n'\'olution," bUl an' now becoming more acutc; somc of 
them arc chronic. ;\mong these arc: 

L Undue seasonal price variations: 
2. 	Constrain L., posed 1)), an abundance of complex 

governnH'ntal regulations; 
3. 	 Inadequate privatI' rntrrprisr partieipation: 
4. 	Difficulties in implementing inler-regional lrad(', at' 

among th!' variolH; stall's of India and between East 
and Wc"t Pakistan: 

5. 	Antiqualed l:iystt'm:; of storaf!l', transporlalion, 
processinf!, and financing; 

6. 	 [nadl'quate grades and stalldard.;: 
7. 	 Impl'rfect information in till' marketing ;;~Slc'll1 for 

govcrnmcnl ofl'i(~ials, farl1ler:;. and private distrib

ulol'l;; and 
U. [nadl'fluate awareness or recognition of the nature 


and significance of problems in marketing on the 

part of LDCs as wdl as donor agencicn. (To dat(' 


, I most of our dforts have bern produclion ori(·nlcd.) 

1 J While not purely marhting, the following two factor:, 


will havl! incf(!asing in Ouencc on tlH' cffieieney of 


marhting: 

I 

~ 
, i 
tj 

II 
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NEAR EAST/SOUTH ASIA 

O. L. JVlimms 

L. 	 Allernativt! lant.! lise considerations, i.c., producing
 
aecordillg to df('ctive mark(·t demand; and
 

2. 	A~icultural policy formulalion as a constraint lo
 
market devt'lopment.
 

Marketing problcms necd to bc eonsidercd from a 
commodily basis (i.c., l'{'reals, livestock, fruit~, and 
vegetable:;) and from an instilutional hasiB (i.e., ('rcdil, 
transport, proc('ssing, storaf!(', assembly, (,te.). 

~lal'kt!ting problems need Lo he considered in the 
broadest eon lex l; often the constraint Lo morl' effective 
~JUrk('ling IlIay be ou lsi de thc eontcx t of IlIarkeling ill 
Its narrowest context. We have already mentioned alter
native land use and overall policy formulation a:; im
portan t factors for influencing produdion and market
ing. 

In both Pakistan and Turkey, production aillimarkl't 
ing efficiency should be considered along with alterna
live land lISC. A rough calculation of the internal floor 
price of wheal indicates approximately 82.70 per bushel 
in West Pakistan (calculall'd atl7 Rs pcr 82 pounds; 8 = 
4.8 Rs) and $2.40 in Turkey (calculaLed al90 Kums (leI' 
kilo, 9TL = 81.00). Ewn if Lhese currencies are diti o 

counted by about ]/3 (i.e., 7 Rs = SLOO and 12 TL = 
o 

Sl.OO), the inlernal floor price of wheat is still ill excess 
of the world market price, especially if either countr) 
has to ship ccreals for any distance. Thus, if Turkey and 
PakiSlan are to compete for world whcat markcts as ll1l'Y 
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become ,;df-sufficient in food cereals, they must im
prove"prodl'ction cffic..iency or, alternatively, either seek 
other uses for surplus wheat land or perhaps find uses 
for w~eat other than direct human consumption. 

fiichard Ward 

In 1961, AID made a loan to Turkey of 20 million 
Turkish'lira to be used for the pr.omotipn of exports of 
fruits and vegetables. For four year!i this loan was used 
back and forth and partially userl UPt 

Tne realization finally came that we needed an or
ganizati~nal form in order to increase production and 
develop an export market. Turkey has a very poor bal
ance of payments and is highly dependent on foreign ,', 
assistance. Turkey's imports are valued at about $800 
million, \\chile exports a~p" about $450 milliOJ). Of the 
latter, about 81 percent are agricultural produ£ts. After 
examining a number of alternatives, we decided on the 
export of fresh fruit and vegetahles to the European 
market. The market there IS around $6 billion for edible 
products., . . 

Turkey and AID started at the farmer level, glVlng at
tention to the need to instill a quality-conscIousness. At 
that time, the marketing was done l;I~ \2,1~organizations, 
most of these government organizatiorts;'an organization 
is now established in the Ministry of Agriculture for mar
keting, and the 21 organizations have been cut to six. 

In 1964,:1'urkey exported $2.2 m'illion worth of fresh 
fruits and vegetables to Europe. Last year, in 1969, she 
exported $21 million. This $2.2 million grew at about a 
million and a quarter a year until last year. Then it went 
from $8.7 million to $21 million (from 1968 thrqugh 
1969). This year there is a target of $35 to $40 million. 

How did this happen? First, and most essential, an 
interest was created. CENTO (Central Treaty Organiza. 
tion) sponsored ~larketing seminars and an intere~t was 
gen~rated in Pakistan; Afghanistan, and Jordan. How
ever, we c~me to the point "ihere we had to concentrate, 
and Turkey was selected for the AID effort. 

We concentrated on two commodities, one being 
satsima seedless mandarins. In 1965, we began to push 
this, eXDorting about a thousand, tuns through a sm",JI 
cooperative. This cooperative bought other cooperatives, 
creating the momentum for further expansion; 
production was increasing 12 1/2 percent per ytar. 
Other co-ops were involved. 

Transportanon was essential, so we helped, ~{);~~~e 
groups. for the purchase of trucks and trailers. FO\;inarg,,; 
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organizations - On(.1n each of the la~ge ~owing ~reas 
- were established as stock compames m the pnvate 
eector in January last year to produce and export frllits 
and vegetables. These four corporations then org:mized 
themselves into a marketing clearing house in Ankara, 
still in the private sector. In this marketing clearing 
house, we have been able to bring in 200 refrigerated 
trucks and vans. " 

Then financing b<!~~',,;e ap.,)blem. We tried, ~very 
place; local banks and"Aill just did not want to pt:.!t any 
more money in it. Finally, we encouraged the govern
rhent to set up loan funds at a reasonable rate of interest 
for thi~ kind of operation. For example, th~ standard 
interest rates were 10 percent, but the Turkish Govern
ment set up a loan fuud at a 5 1/2 percent interest with 
no carrying charges. As a result of this help, the four 
corporations whic~; .started last year havec.:~xpanded. 
Their stock value~/,a year ago were about 5 million Turk
ish lira each; thiJ year they have doubled their stock 
values and they are all doubling their production and 
their procurement of produce. 

One other thing that went into this was a government 
agreement to back the contract purchasing method; we 
have found that we can contract for all we want through 
these organizations and they do neliver to the exporters. 
The reason? The Europeanpdce is a bit higher than in 
Turkey and this. is putting !.lIextra dollar or so into the 
farmer's pocket. i· • 

It will be necp.'>sary next YI~ar to have some reorgamza
tion. All of the companies 1,~his year have made money 
with the exception of one, t:he poorest operated and the 
poorest managed. But we know that within the next two 
years, when exports reach the $35 million mark, weare 
going to need a lot more inputs than';l'e have now. There 
is' need for a more modern marketing terminal and, due 

. " to different kinds of transport~tion, we are now hiring 
trucks from Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Iran, and even as far 
away as Germany. 

In conclusion, we are going to need help in manage
ment in Tur.key, and I saylhis also for Pakistan, Iran, 
Jordan, and Afghanistan. Fl,,<incing? I do not think that 
is as serious a problem as many imagine. There is money 
there. Of course, some foreign exchange is needed too, 
hut this will be earned. hy developing exports of the 
product. But, again, management help is vital. 

Mr. Ward.is with the U. S. Agency for International 
Development, Bureau for Near E!::t and South Asia. 
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Dr. Schiffman has been with the government since 
1941, seroing initially. with USDA w!d more recently. 
with AlD. His field experience is prillcipally. ill East Asia, 
and he is currently. an Internatiollal Cooperation Officer. 

As the "green revolu tion" progresses in areas where 
rice is the staple food and a key factor in overall counlry 
economics, producing countries becolTle incrcasingly 
cvncerned about U. S. policies and their effect on the 
world rice market. 

Taking rice as a specific case in point, there h lls been a 
continuous Jlow of complaints from countries like Bur
ma and Thailand about our PL 480 program. iVly guess is 
that the Philippines will join the group having virtually 
achieved self-sufficiency and probably will rapidly be 
able to have an exportablr. surplus. They, too, h:wc been 
increasingly concerned with regard to U. S. policies. The 
feeling is that U. S. policies may cut them O'Jt of what 
might be. a legitimate market for lheir exports. 

A number of Ea!'t Asian countries are getting into 
corn. Thailand and the Philippines are heavily involved. 
Here, again, we have an export program tied in with PL 
480 which many of the counh'ies in East Asia feel is 
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heavily subsidizcd and, hence, contrary to our adherence 
to "normal marketing." They feel pushed out of poten

.lial markets. So, if Oil!! were to single out a problem, it 
would be to stl1dy the impact of our trade policies on 
deveiopment efforts in thc developing countries. 

Cur lechnical assistance effort, until receni.· times, has 
heen geared to some cxtent to our own agricultural sur
plus problems. For example, we have been reluctant to 
provide technical assistance in the field of cotton pro
duction. For a long period, our policy seemed affected 
by our surplus situation here in this country as well as 
our interest in helping LDe agriculture. One cannot, 
lhurcfore, examine this marketing problem in East Asia, 
especially whet'e there is some competition with our do
mestic producers, without taking a look at U. S. trade 
policies in agriculture. This may be more important in 
solving their export marketing problems than any other 
action we may take. 

Ii. 



Mr. Smith is a soils scientist Formerly with USDA. 
he began his international development career in 
1962 a.> an AID advisor in India. Sin,ce 1966 he has 
been serving in Vietnam as agricultural advisor. 

The situation in Vietnam presents, as you would im
agine, a l!ttle different picture. However, I can state that 
it reaffirms the resourcefulness potential that exists in a 
p:0fit-oriented, private-trade community. The harrass• 
ments and risks which exist there rival, and probably 
exceed, those in most areas of the world. Nevertheless, 
the major part of marketing, whether it is moving pro
duction inputs to the farmer or products to the city, has 
been in the hands of private enterprise except for one 
big commodity-rice. 

Rice was brought into Vietnam because, for most Viet
namese, the price of rice determines, in large part, their 
cost')f living. The policy concerning the marketing of 
rice had a very great influence on agriculture produetion, 
partly because the policy was developed on a political
economic base. The government was concerned about 
unrest in th\':; city if rice prices rose too high. But we 
assured them that the answer to the political unrest was 
one of sufficient production in-country and adequate 
supply, and that rice prices could be controlled by the 
government's stocks of dee. The private trade was afraid 
to move. Even when the trade was given an opportunity 

VIETNAM 

Myron Smith 

to market rice, they were afraid to move because the 
government held such large stocks. They did not have 
assurance that they would not be subject to severe 
losses. 

There seems to be some other experiences we had in 
marketing commodities such as vegetables and other 
products in which the government can play the role of 
"pump primer" by providing incentives to producers 
without having prices for consumers increased. We might 
have to start the action, because the producers lack con
fidence in their ability to market i,ncreased production. 
The government, as the purchasing agency in this case, 
encouraged the farm organizations to engage in more 
mung bean production fcir market. Then, as the purchas
ing agent, the government encouraged the movement of 
mung beans from the areas of local production into the 
market. The effect has been no change in the consumer 
price because the government has held this down, but 
there has been about 60 to 75 percent increase in the 
returns the farmer receives. This is a case where "pump 
priming" took place; public funds went into a producer 
organization to help establish better distribution. 
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APPROACHES TO TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN MARKETING 
 

Erven Long 

The nature of my comn1ents is to caution against our 
rushing too rapidly to judgment aboul marketillg prob
lems. 

I am pleased to hec this USDA/AID marketing contract 
('merge, particularly in this specific character: mainly 
tTying to work in :specific ('ountri('~ on specific problems 
lo makc the kind of analyscs which arc relevant to lheir 
specific data. factor costs. and so forth. There is a lack 
of knowledge 011 which to ba~e decisions abou t market
ing and the means lo improve its performanef'. 

In addition, as we work with greater I'eryor and I'l1t1lu
siaslll on markeLing problems, we should noL over-psLi
mate how badly the ml1rkPting sysLems of many LDCs 
arc. When you priee Litem l1L the real facLor cosL, il is 
prclly hard to beat the egg woman who gO('S to the 
village and brings the eggs to the consumer wilhin a few 
hours after they arc layed. She brings them on her head 
and charges abou t .I 0 percen t mark-up on the cost. She 
is making, maybe, lwo rupees a day and her opporlunily 
co,;l ror thal kind or managerial and labor skill is perhaps 
one rupee a day. 1t is just hard to bcal lhat kind of a 
sySlem. 

I. recognize lhal marketing mu~ll!0 beyond this it' bur
geoning city population6 are lo be red. Slill. il i" vcry 
easy to assumc lhat, because ~landarrb arc not ahva, " ati 
they arc in this country, lhing;;, are not packaged as-well 
and thcre is physical waslage. 

r saw a Brooking';:; study one lime about lhl' recder 
roads in India. This Lechnical a~~istance project was to 
hclp thc Indians recognize how important Lhis problem 
was. It would cost us somelhing like 8200 million, which 
just happened to be our lolal appropriation for world
wide tcchnieal assistance thal year. lnvestmenls in rail
road systcms, porLs, transporlation syslems, and roads 
arc enormously costly. Advice lo COlin tries abou l this 
oughl to be based on thorough analysis of lhe relative 
factor costs and altcrnalive lIses of lhose invesLments [or 
other purposes. 

Finally, I think wc should note that most forms of 
markeling inveSLmenls whieh are usually discusscd arise 
oul of surplus production. They necd not be, and proba

bly should not be, > ) oriented. There is a pcsitive, pro
ductivc side to markeling improycments, not only in 
terms of producer in teresls, bUL in lerms of overall eco
nomic development in the country. 

Lloyd fJolmes 

This seminar ha~ provided a useful forum for discuss
inl! marketing of food in LDC" and creating a dialoguc 
belWl'1'1l divr'rse specialists in ai!ricultural dl'v!'lopmenL 

The papers and discus~ions clearly delllonsLrate lhal 
markding problems arc worldwide. l~v('ry country abo 
11a,; it::; own cui lure, ils socio-polilical and economic 
in~liLuliomi, and it~ problems wilh the allocation of 
,;earec r('sourees lo obtain maximum benefils for Lhe 
counlry. \Ve musl recognize difference" in lcadcrship, 
economic resources, and cllitural backgrounds and lcarn 
to work within the existing organizational and inslilu
tional sclling if changes arc to bc made. 

The purpose of lhis s('minar has been alleast two-fold: 
(1) to idl'lllify mru'kcling problems by specialisLs who 
have long Ilwrkpting expcrienr:p in various regions of lhe 
world alld (2) to identify priori Lies ror the solution of 
lhesc problt~lm;. \ly eommenls will bl' addressed first to 
lhe rnallller in which priorities ilia) lw ;;;e[ and Lhell on 
specific points which I Iw\ieV(' merit early aLlention. 

When (JIll' Lhinks of priorili('s, he lIIusl also decide on 
"whose priorities and objectives." !lim lw approaches 
problems and the kinc! of techniques employed in 
bolving problems will largely depend on who eSlublishe:; 
lhe prioritir·s. If lhe local counlry eslablishcs 11 prioriLy 
for building [arm-lo-lllru'ket roadt'o resources will Iw 
chanllelec1 inlo road building. II will take a real selling 
job Lo change this Sl't of priori lies because the loeal 
[wople ha\(~ involved lh(,lIIs{'II'I'" in the projPcl. 

involvement cannot bl' ignorl'd in selling priori lie::;. 
This persollal involvement and commitment by recipi
enls, donors, and adminisLrators need5 Lo begin during 
lhe carliesl planning of any proj('t:l if good resulls are lo 
he expeeled. It is nol enough 1'01' teehnieian:; lo identify 
problems and hand out rccommended BoluLion~ for lhl' 
LDCs lo implement. Far too much erforl has gone inlo 
thi~ kind of technic.1I a~si:;lance and loo lilLie inlo joinL 
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target-setting hetween technicians and those in position 
in LDCs who can make needed changes or do something 
about allocating resources to attain desired results. We 
need to establish as one high priority that of listening to 
what the LDCs say they want and then building on the 
institutional and cultural foundations they have. I do 
nothelieve we need to change an entire marketing 
system or start a new system in any country. We must 
help LDCs "adapt" existing systems to improved meth
ods to obtain greater efficiency in marketing. 

These are the priorities I see: 
1. 	 Compile a list of marketing problems as identified 

hy foreign technicians and LDCs. We have done 
Some of this during this seminar. Proposals on 
information, education, and research were clearly 
high priority. Such a listing of priorities provides a 
foundation for the new program effort in market
ing. 

2. 	 Determine if solutions applied to solving marketing 
prohlems in one country or area are transferable to 
other areas en toto or with modifications. Wn may 

':be able 	 to implement recommendations to solve 
prohlems quite eusily in one country, but can we 
employ the same techniques in other areas of the 
world? Case studies and pilot programs can be 
employed in de term ining transferability. 

3. Determine 	 what kinds of techniques and techni
cians are likely to he effective in technical assis
tance efforts and, then, match people with 
problems and programs. One technician may have. 
the best ideas and knowledge available anywherc 
for solving a particular problem, but unless officials 
in LDes bt:!ieve in the person or the person "sells" 
the idea, it likely will never be adopted. We need to 
learn how to work with the institutional and 
cultural establishments, politicians, and lay leaders 
and help them generate ideas which would benefit 
the country if adopted. 

4. 	 My last - point is the need to clarify the term 
marketing for those we are seeking to help. 
Marketing is not only a price problem or a price 
stabilization program. It is all the services and 
processes involvcd in getting farm products from 
farmers to consumcrs: production and market 
intelligence, transportation, storage, risks (and this 
is very importanlwhere govenment plays a role in 
stabilizing prices hecause of fear by private inves
tors to build facilities, etc.), processing, and dish'i
bution. A particular country may have problems in 
many of these areas. I doubt if we wiil succeed by 
trying to change all of them at once. LDCs do not 
have the manpower or capital to manage or finance 
such great changes, nor do we. 

Mr. Holmes is an agricultural economist with the 
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, 
USDA. He has served on a resident A1D- USDA 
PASA in Latin America, working in agricultural 
marke ling. 

Charles Slater 

I woulq like to suggest some specific tasks for USDA: 
1. 	 Diagnostic studies of marketing channels treat~d as 

systems, as sketched out hy my colleague, Harold 
Riley, could be of greilt value-~T1!ley are practical 
and they are the kind.1 of things which can be 
effectively carried forward hy local technicians 
with some guidance and cooperation from a 
USDA/AID contract. They could produce new 
information which would help all of us concerned 
with market decisions. 

2. 	 We could foster consumer-oriented, urban, retail
marketing institutions. These are institutions which 
are dedicated to lowering prices and then, using 
economies of scale, to gain improved coordination 
of thcir supply hack through the marketing chan
nels. These are the kind of private marketing 
institutions which can he efficient in many com
munities. I would say that thcy can be of value in 
Latin America. I'm not certain of their usefulness 
in other areas of the world. 

3. Improving 	 the communication channels through 
market news systems 1:l1d consumer education 
programs would reduce the risks and uncertainties 
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_	of market participants. The infomtation systems 
should serve not only the farmers but the inter
mcdiaries who now either capture information and 
keep it to themselves (and thus exploit it) or, 
lacking it, have to raise their prices as an insurance 
against the risk to their capital. 

4. 	 USDA should foster input marketing channels. We 
have not concentrated on that in this seminar, but I 
think that starting at rural marketing centers and 
working back to the city is just as important as 
starting in the .-:ity to work back to the rural area 
when you are concerned with the inputs, as 
opposed to the outputs, of the farm system. 

These four tasks can be carried forward if we bear in 
mind that marketing starts at the consumer and works 
bar,k. It does not start with the concern for the producer 
alone. If there is a single defect in the designs most have 
talked about here, it is the orientation of trying to help 
the farmer. We're trying to help the consumer as well! 
And that's quite a different thing. 

In t~e process of helping the consumer, we shift the 
distribution of income. This, I think, can be thought of 
in a theory that is consistent with the Keynesean 
doctrine of macro-economics. If we accept the points 

made by Mr. Horne that, in Latin America, there is some 
idle production capacity and hoarded resources in the 
m&rketing channels, this is a:symptom of themacro-eco
nomic, underemployment phenomena characteristic of 
more developed communities. If we could start with the 
urban consumer and reduce the prices which are 
charged, work hack up the ~h~:lds with these reduced 
prices, and then utilize increa~d scale of operations to 
increase the output of the system, we can expand 
market participation. This is not an easy task. 

There are several policy problems which need atten
tion if the developing countries go in this direction. To 
gain- scale means cutting out small middlemen. Cutting 
out small middlemen causes all sorts of trouble up and 
down the line. III the aggregate, they are politically 
potent people. The answer is, I think, to phase the 
economies of scale so they fit the society. 

In Puerto Rico,many small retailers hecame heer 
retailers rather than grocers and they were allowed to 
sei! rum and beer hy the' drink. Thus, they hardly 
noticed that Pueblo supermarkets took over 40 percent 
of the retail sales in San Juan; they were husy wringing 
out the bar rags and making money selling beer. We need 
to think of transitions of this sort to assist in the 
transition toward larger dealers and economies of scale 
which are enjoyed in the urban centers. 

A second policy problem is that the increases in real 
income must include a redistribution of income to the 
lower sectors of the society. This is an alternative to 
political revolution but not to counter-revolution. And it 
seems to me that counter-revolution is the more serious 
threat to our economic development programs; the rich 
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resist efforts to redistrihute income to the low income 
peoplc. Lower fJrices are not necessarily atlractive to the 
wealthiefmem1l:ers of the community. 	 pr?l<Il~~,>~ti{"'to cons::;-~i-'t~ec.:isions. The senior Asian 


~~ifici!lj§~ho were there were quite concerned with this 
Another policy prohlem is that lower prices and more 
I( '£f!ihlem. Weare already getting feedback. The Asian dependahle demand cut out high-cost, small opcrators in 
(~""'Development Bank, to some extent as a result of thisthe farm sector as well. One solution may be to explore 

pat'ticipation, is interested in pursuing some of thesemore fully the suggestion which my colleague, Professor 
que,;tions of national sectoral strategy in the Philippines. Owen of the University of Colorado? has put forward; 

Thirdly, I would underline the regional and country 
 namely, the recognition of a two-part rural economy - a 
environment in terms of what is done. A tailor applies 
 market sector which may he larger in scale, and a 
certain principles of dressmaking, but the cloth has to be 
s~bsistcnce group of farmers who havc a different social 
cut and sewed to fit the particular situation; this seems 
 and economic need. The recognition of these two 
to be what we facc with some of the problcms with 
 elements in the rural area, rather than treating the entire 
which we are conccrned. 
 rural community as a single entity, may be a necessary 

Fourth, we are concerncd with such issues as the 
estep. 

rural-urban linkage, i.e., what is happening as a result of 
Finally, I'd like to second the suggestion which has 

shifts taking place in response to the "brreen revolution." 
heen made that regionally focused actions may be ahle 

The USDA/AID marketing work should he helpful in 
 to help us further. I am appreciative of the similarities 
Asia, where we have a prohlem with country food 
which do exist, hut concerned also that the dissimilar
strategies which are linked to (,el\port and import 
ities bctween regions are real. 

concerns. At a SEADAG meeting ':.;~t year, in which 
 

Dr. Slater is a Professor in the Graduate School of USDA, AID, and other people participated, it hecame 
 
Business Administration, University of Colorado. He has very clear that there were serious questions of this kind. 
 
been Director, Latin American Planning Center, and A country is shaping its foo.1 policics in a certain 
 
Head of the FOod Marketing Program, Michigan State. direction but, at the same tim¢, other countries in the 
 
Fro,!,- 1958-1963, he was head of the Consume)" Market
region are shaping theirs too, and this whole question of 
 
ing Section, Arthur D. Little Co. foreign and domestic demands arehrought into play. 
 

Finally, the question of roles for private and govern

Robert Johnson ment institutions is one which needs further study; to 


somc cxtent, this will also he influenced hy a country's 
I am not an agriculturist; however, I have had a 
specific conditions. How do you get the right kinds ofcontinuing and close concern with some of the pro
governmental and/or private institutional cfforts togramming and administrative aspects of these programs, 
work? I am speaking here not just of organizations or and in our own bureau, have some very vital concerns in 
formal structures hut also of the policies, attitudes, and •which thc USDA is involvcd. Here are some priority 
ideas. This, too, is an area which needs more attention. prohlem areas under the USDA/AID marketing contract 

I would like to comment ahout the issue of marketing 
as we see them for East Asia. 
infrastructure costs, such as farm-to-market roads. In 
 First, in our country and regional programs we are 
looking at cost/benefits of different types of measures, 
increasingly aware of the systems aspects of agricultural 
there are some which have a numher of secondary ~ocialprograms. The marketing system should he studicd as' 
values which, like farm-to-market roads, have more thlln 
 part of a commodity system. Wc're increasingly con


cerned with the interactions wb'ich take place hetween a purely agricultural henefit to the producer. Farm-to
 
thcse systems and the further interactions of the food market roads fulfill a variety of other functions which 
 
system within the country's total social and economic 
 arc probably going to he very important. 
 
development. One is that they open up information and communica
 

Secondly, I think there is a great dcal of rcsearch to be tion links with the government agencies. The school is in 
 
done on implications of policy; actions taken at a the town, The town is where some sort of representative 
 
particular point in an agricultural' systcm have implica of the national government is likely to he. It is a place 
 
tions which go beyond that. We had a meeting recently which may havc values for defense purposes, for internal 
 
in Hawaii. Milo Cox and some of the others from here security purposes. In any question involving marketing 
 

'participated with the East-West Center staff in efforts to decisions, linkages to a numher of other factors need to 
 
develop a food system institute which would work as a he taken into account. 
 
catalyst and a bridge hetween America and Asia. One of 
the things which very clearly came out of it is that Mr. Johnson is Director of the Office of Technical 
 
decisiQPs at one point in the marketing process have Services, Bureau for East Asia, U. S. Agency for 
 
certain spillover cffects and linkages to the production International Development. 
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1.1 
",ol.' William Johnson 
, 
 
{ One of the important side benefits of this seminar on 
 1. k" th . h hid 'd 'j' 
 

1 mar etmg IS at It as e pc us I entlly "ome
I! important resource taient. When we undertook this
l' program with USDA, we, as well as our colleagues in

f1 USDA, recognized that USDA did not havr. all the talent 
 
t~l needed for this undertaking. And I believe we have 
 
tl • identified some important talent, not only in marketing,
'f:',.,i ' ~ 
, but in areas related to marketing which the USDA/AID 
 

contract may draw upon. 
 
tl • We have identified some possible approaches from this 
 tj seminar. One such approach is that technical assistance r in marketing needs to be multidisciplinary. This has been t brought out by the need to take into account govern
" I ment policies on pricing, the role of private enterprise, 
r!' and policies which facilitate, rather than restrict, the 
, movement of goods from one place to another. We inU AID and our colleagues in USDA and the universities 
i.1 have a collective experience which needs ·to be drawn on H so USAID efforts can be improved. Another approach
11 suggested is that regional seminars or workshops might 
I_ be a useful means of identifying and stimulating country I! interests in their marketing problems and in obtaining 
(I external assistance to help solve them. 
'I 
t1.' I' ance, AID, having served as an Agricultural Economics 

Advisor in Tunisia and Saudi Arabia. He has also worked IIji
rl with the Food-Agriculture Office and the Office ofPricetl
'f',j Stabilization. 
 

Richard Reuter
II
';,1 

My recommendation is that we sharpen the purpose of n • 
»1 the USDA/AID marketing program. Because of our q interest, some have tended to equate nutrition with aI
t' marketing program. Improved nutrition is not theM.1 purpose of the development of a marketing system, 
j although I firmly oelievc you cannot have properI 

nutrition, regardless of government programs, until you f
I- have a viable marketing system. f The consumer is the point of the exercise. It seems to r me that our marketing improvement efforts should focus t on the consumer. It is not inconsisten t to provide food f, at less cost to the consumer and greater returns to the 

~- farmer. 
t 
10 

If the consumer does not wish to buy better nutrition, 
she will not pay for it. AID programs have innumerable r experiences where the "good food" just did not sell and 

r where the cost of making it widely available exceeded its 
acceptability. 
r 
 

t Coea-Coia is a great marketing achievement. Question, 
if you will, its economic and nutrition contribution, but, f 

I' in a short time span, it made available everywhere anr inexpensive desired product. We might learn from this 1
tl Coca-Cola story. 

r 
Innovation is resisted and the new is suspect in 

developing countries. Because risk spending potential is 
I I . d k . .ow, e langes 111 pro ucts or mar 'cling systl:m paLLerns 111 
the developing world arc slower than in the more 
sophisticated economics of the world. 

The private sector should be encouraged to innovate; 
it docs not need subsidy for this, but needs a climate in 
which change is accepted and a climate where profit is 

t d t'b t' t ] d I taccep e as a con 'I'I u "Ion owar< cve opmen -. 

Mr. Reitter is a Vice President of Kraft Foods, 
Chicago. He was formerly Director of the U.S. Food 

for Peace Program, serving as assistant to tbe 

Pre sidellt. 

Benjamin French 

I have been struck by the differences in I-he orienta
tions alld levels of abstraction of the various speakers. 
People who have worked primarily overseas have dealt 
mainly with specific, real problems within their experi
ence, or with what they have pcrceived to be specific 
problems. The academically-oriented people, on the 
other hand, have tended to focus on broader policy 
iSSlies rather than the daily problems of program develop
ment. This has left what seems to me to be a 
considerable gap. Bow can these different orientations 

Mr. Johnson is with the Bureau for Technical Assistbe ticd together to provide a more meaningful basis for 
examining priorities'? 

I would no\: presume to be able to bridge this gap, but 
I can suggest a framework for thinking about it. i\ly 
frame of reference is the "systems approach." This is a 
currently popular term and, during the seminar, several 
speakers have made reference to it. I cannot help but 
wonder, however, if they all had the same concept in 
mind. I would like to outline the approach a bit more 
specifically and suggest how it may apply to thl' 
establishment of priorities, 

C. West Churchman in his book, The Systems Ap

proach, has a chapter entitled "Systems Thinking" in 
 
which he discusses approaches to thinking about prob
 
lems. I suggest that systems thinking should be an 
 
important prelude to the establishment of technical 
 
assistance priori tics, 
 

Systems thinking inyolves several well-defined steps: 
 
(1) determine and examine goals - the real goals - and 
 
the subgoals which may be associated; (2) idelltify the 
 
system relevant to achieving the goals which may, in 
 
many cases, involve more than the marketing system; (3) 
 
determine the componen ts of the system; (4) define the 
 
environment within which the system must operate, 
 
involving the factors which restrict and condition the 
 
functioning of the system; (5) define the ou tpu t of the 
 
sy"tem - the measurcrs of performance of the sy:stem, 
 
involving multiple dimensions such as prices, production, 
 
employmcnt, nutrition level, income distribution, and so 
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on; (6) determilJ(', eoneeptually, the types of interrela~ 
I 	 tionship which seel11 likely .to exist among the part" of 

the ~ystem; (7) delineate alternati\'f~ Courses of actioil; 
and (8) :tllrrnptto evaluate the po~siblc~ consequences of 
ulterllntivl' action~ in terms of the output and perform
ance of' the bysLc'rn. It may not -be possible to do this 
with only a conceptual idea of a system, but it will at 
h'a;;t bring out what we know and do not know. It will 
suggest ~omething about needs for information and 
additionnl research. 

With this typr of systematic thinking - ":;ystrms 
thinking" - as u starting point, we should be nble to do 
a beurr job in estalJlishing priorities for technical 
assis tan ceo 

Dr. Prellcb is professor of marketing economics in 
the Agricultural Economics Department of tbe 
University of California at Dads, lie bas directed 
a IlI/wber of researcb projects and written widely in 
tbe field of food distribution. 

Doug/as Caton 

First, I'd like to restate' what is one of the purposes of 
the USDA/AID marketing ngr('elllent: namely, to find 
out, over til(' next year to year and a half, whut the 
rcseareh nl'l'd:;, arl' in the dC'\'eloping cOllntries in ordcr to 
hrlp impro\'l' market S),StI'I11S. 

The CSDA mi/!ht undc'rtnke a limited number of 
shnrply fOC1l8f'd ~tudies lIsin~ appropriate annlyticnl 
methodology to oblain informution on tlw strengths and 
wcaknessl's of the existing mnrkcting systems. They lIlay 
also ~tlldy the ahility of lhl't'c syslems to cxpnnJ or 
adjust to whal muy lie ahrad in the development prOCCb:< 
and in population hITowth. Such studies should take into 
accounl both dUllIe:::tie and exporl market dimensions 
nni! the components or I11nrketing, both organir.ationnl 
nnd functional. Insofar n5 possible, tht' USDA/ AlD 
mnrketing people might look at the market I'nvironment 
nnd the so-called in pu t-ou tpu t relationship of produc
tion, marketing, and demand. 

I suggest also sOllie possible npproach('.~: 1) the use of 
regional and area workshops and seminars to organir.e 
U. S. hrainpo\I'er in support of local institulions. This 
would creute thc Ileeessnry knowledge hase which is 
going to be necded for improved marketing efTorts in the 
fuLurl'. :2) the lise of nl'W support instrul11entf; slich as in
ternational markrling institl! tcs nnd the possible develop
nwnL of rel-,rionnl rt'senrch networks in pO;;L-harvesl han
dling and processing of agricull1lrnl commodities. 

Dr. Caton is aSellior I\gricultural Specialist witl> tbe 
1 U.S. Agency jor Il/lerna/;Ollnt Development, hn!'illg 

.. seyz'ed 	 prel'iously as Director of tbe Ofjice oj 
' .. 1. Agricullun! and Fisheries, Bureau for Tecbnical 

Assistallce. 
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Lyle Schertz 

The discussions at the conferenee have underscored 
the importance of government policies on marketing. 
Comments, particularly by lones 11m;! Mellor, point out 
that policies can have a great influence on the efficiency 
of the me,rketing system, investments in marketinrr 
faeilities, and the eompetitive relationships among mar~ 
keting entities. . 

The discussions, however, have been less clear on how 
technical assistance might contribute to bringing about 
adjustments in policies related to marketing. My hope is 
that additional attention will be given to this important 
question in the AID/USDA work. 

Technical assistance can make an important contribu
tion to policy by providing descriptive market studies. 
Much more needs to be known about "who does what to 
whom, how often, and for how much, " in the marketing 
systems of developing countries. An understanding by 
those provhHng technical assistanee, and, most of all, by 
people in the developing countries as to how their 
marketing systems really function is important. But 
perhaps of even greater importance is an understanding 
of why they operate the way they do and of the linkages 
between government policies and the functioning of the· 
marketing system. If I have any criticism of the 
marketing studies which have been done in the develop
ing countries, it would be that, in describing the 
marketing system, the role of policies in shaping that 
system was often overlooked. 

I emphasize this even though U. S. leverage for direct 
policy persuasion via bilateral aid programs is, in r.1 any 
~ases, lower than it has been in many years. But, j'11 my 
Judgment, this situation does not diminish the need for 
giving attention to the public policy side of markctillg. If 
we are to b~ effective with technical assistance, we mllst 
understand these relationships. Failure to do so can lcad 
to capital assistance projects to alleviate problems which 
could have been corrected with policy adjustmen Is by 
the developing countries. 

AID has provided useful assistance to developinrr 
countries for improving technical functions of th~ 
marketing system. For example, work in market infor
mation, crop reporting, warehouse bonding, and grades 
and standards can have high payoffs in terms of 
improving the efficiency of the marketing sys~em. These 
areas are Icss sensitive than some poli~y questions and 
should be increased because of their potential ncar-term 
pa~o!fs. More attention might also be usefully givcn to 
trauung - seminars, academic training, and non.aca
demic training. These training activities can increase our 
understanding of marketing while, at the same time, 
train men to work in marketing. 

Dr. Sc?ertz is Deputy Administrator of USDA Foreign 
ElqnomLC Development Service. Wi.thin USDA he has 
also been Chief, international Monetary and Trade 
Research Branch, Economic Research Service and Chie+' 

. C ' J>Forel{jll ompetition Branch, Foreign Agricultural.Ser
vice. He has done extensive work overseas, both in trade 
development alld in the evaluation ofaid efforts. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS - GUIDES FOR AID/USDA POLlCY 

:\lurkcting problems in the den'loping countrie~ are 
not new. But the concern and commitment to ~ohe 
them, as reneeted in policy :;tatemenls b) Paurlberg and 
Peterson and the large participation in the seminar, is a 
recent phenomenoll. The new interest lla8 bcen gener
ated in part by the recen t "green revolu tion" which 
exacerbated and dramati.-:ed 6uch chronic problems a;; 
inadequate transportation and l'torage, poor market 
information, and lack of capital. 
~Iany seminar partitipan ts di;;cus8ed markdinp: prob

lems in terms of tite producer. But, a~ seminar dis
cussions e\'ol\'l'(1. lilt' con8unu'I':';' interest in (·fl'itient 
marketing and marketing's rolc in overall national 
development also became clearly e"ident. The need 1'01' 

dealing with marketing prohlems on an intcp:ratcd 
national basis which s('rV('8 producers, consumer". and 
the goals of the nation was generally accepted. 

E:xperirnccs and im,ighl:' were shared on hoI\' work in 
marketing might be:il be carried on. The j'oll()win~ poinb 
wen~ "tres~ed: (a) Local individuals and institution" nl'pd 
to lw ilH'olved in propotied marketing rdorm:.;. (b) All 
interdisciplinary teHIll (·[fort is neederlto encompati~ all 
a,;pects of a marketing s)!:itrm. (c) h)llow-throui!h on 
marl-t·ting (·fforts throughoul thc ubrricultural system is 
neces"ary to asslIre effecli\'(' linkage Lelwc('n production 
and distribution (Rilp). John~on. Ward, Fro~t). 

Somr raised qU(':itions on the nature and pUrr)(J~(' of 
marketing syslrm~ (Pet('r~on. Coldbrrg, :'Ila)!'r). TIle) 
pointed oul a Iwed to drfinr objectives of the :')"[('111 in 
order to appraise ib performaner and to con:.;i(\pr 
improvements. 
~Iarkrting mean" different things and hu:.; diffcrf'nt 

ohjectives for thr producer. COllsumer. distrihu tor. and 
for thosc concemcd with national deV<'lopmen l. Con
flict:.; among contending illte'rests and conllictinf! oLj('e
tivcs arc usually n:solvcd hy political as well a" cronOlllic 
processes. Hence. in ALD-t:SDA work, thpJ"(' i~ nl,(,d to 
reckon with tlw loci of pow!'r in thl' marht pJac(', Llll' 
forct's arf('etillg markding !loli!'). and how til(' nJark(,t

ing ~) ,;telll serves the different groups (Goldb('rg and 
Ril('). The na'hlllal nutrition policy of India, eiki! by 
Berg, i" all ('xam pIe of a politieal decision 011 food policy 
w!\f~reb) tlw GOt recognized a responsibilit), to improve 
the diets of the poor. There i" need to help crcate 
insti tu tional arrangernenls in the marketing :iystem 
which may contribut(, to the ~atisratLion oJ sevcral 
objectivcs. 

A numbcr of specific areas of activily for the new 
AID-USDA dfort were I:,';\,('n high priority: 

(1) ldentification of technical assistance and research 
needs. Despile many ideas on L1le ~horieonling~ of 
marketing systems in dl'vploping: l'ountrieti. th..:re was 
agreement that problems need to be hettcr iden tified, 
alternative solutions weighed, and priorities a~~igned. 
Technical assistance was ~cen as nel:ded for improving 
marketing services such a~ grade!; and :;tandard~. and abo 
for de\'e1oping impro"emenb; in tcehnology and instilu
tional arrangements. The Feister and Cat!)n proposal~ for 
re~('ar('h institu ks eoncerned with a wide range of 
mark(·ting prohl('ms eneount!'rl'd in the Latin Ameriean 
hemitiplH're (and ot!wr regions) refleeled this coneern. 
I{\'seareh topies mcntioned illclud,~d til(' followin~: (a) 
Ttehnital and economic (,ffieiency in markt'ling; e.p:., 
gOI'.'rnnH·nt v". prinltp s(~el(Jr marketing performancr: 
governmcnt poliey as a /:()n~traint on tethnologieal 
chang!' or privat(' :;('etor enterprisl': seale and dl'ieiency 
of markeling firms: pro('('s~e:; of market dt'\(,I0[Jlllent 
and ex pan:;ion: relatil'l' efficif'ncy of differenl l) 1)(':\ of 
markel organi.-:alions. (b) Inlerdepellu!'lwe 0[' produc
tion, markl'ting. and economic dp\('lopllIcnt: ('.g .. labor 
mw and cmployment in markeling: nutritional Irvi,lH ~ 
efl'ec:tin' demand and n('ed. 

(2) Improvement of marketing management. capabil
i(Y. ;;/'111 inar participull t~ notrd that marl-ding manage
mcnl wa:i a llIost critical constraint and urgl'd AID
tSOA efforts to improve the capubilily of pu blie and 
private policy mal-prs to dcal with complexities of 
1ll0d{'fl1 marketing") ~tems. 
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i\lany speakers stressed the need to bring about a 
market orientation among producers as well as distribu
tors and to create a bettcr understanding of the role of 
marketing in the development proce,;;; among Jlublic and 
private marketing officials (Ward, Horne). Some sugges· 
tions to accomplish this were: (a) Seminar" in Latin 
America and other regions which would increase under
standing of the importance of marketing in national 
development and identify projects on which capital or 
technical assistance could be useful. (b) Special short 
courscs such as those pro6rrarnmed hy tIlt' U. S. 
Department of Agriculture, the Internatiollal :\Iarketing 
Institul:<' at Harvard, and special programs at other 
universities to reach a larger number of marketing 
managers. Such courses should (~llCourage a mO[l, innova
tive approach in institutional arrangement,; a8 well a" in 
the adoption of new technology to moderni~1' market· 
ing. (c) TI:chnical assistancc on how to conduct analyses 
of market potcnti,1ls and to devise market d("vc-Iopmenl 
stra tegics. 

(3) lHarketing information for consumers, producers, 
and distributors. Several speakers noted the need for 
bettcr information, more widely disscminated, to im· 
prove decision-making throughout the marketinlr sY"· 
terns. Ellis and Bl'rg noted that there are functional 
illiu:rates in respect to nutrition: poor diets are caused 
by a lack of knowledge as well as a lack of incoml~. 
Among the specific suggestions made were : (a) DI'\·elop. 
ment of market news networks for principal food crops 
for rcgions such as Latin Amf:rica: (b) Improvcrnpnt of 
thc delivrry system of food and of information 011 

nutritional qualities of food - particularly for low 
incomc groups. 

Therc was a consensus on sl~veral points concerning 
holl' lhl- work ::;hould bc done: 

( I) t\ more s),!ltematic approach lo the iden ti fieation 
of marketing problems. The dcvelopmcnt of such an 
approach was given high priority by French and Mayer; 
the views of Riley, Goldberg, and Call were in a similar 
vcin. They urgcd that a systems approach be u8('d rather 
than to seek solutions to isolated problems. Thcy said in 
part: (a) .'.Iarketing problems should be tackled within 
the cOlIll~xt of a largl·r system, for which the objectives 
have bCI:n identified and articulatcd. (b) AlD-USDA 
assistance should be considered wherc there was aece~s 
to the ~y~tcm and possibilities for effectivcness in 

shaping/altering the system to attain its objl:ctives. (e) 
Different alternatives nced to,.be formulated for a givcn 
problem und the likely costs and benefits of each 
alternative cstimated. 

With this approach, some of the specific proposals that 
were made fall into place; e.g., if one objective of a 
marketing systcm is to bring about greater stahility in 
supplics and prices of basic food crops, thcn wc assess 
and adjust price policies accordingly (Harris). And thcse 
adjustments are different from those which would be 
madc if the objective was simply to provide incentives 
for higher production. If another objective is a more 
adequate food supply or better diet for all thc peoplc, 
then we are concern cd with delivery systems and 
nutritive value of foods for tlw poor, the young, and 
other vulnerable groups, as well as with improvcments in 
the commercial markcting systcms. 

(2) i\lany marketing problems are location spccific 
and are relatcd to a country's stage of economic 
development; hence, assistance should be tailored to 
country needs (Peterson, Feister, Smith, Jones). At the 
samr tim(~ thcre was consensus that much could be 
learned by a eomparative approach and by developing a 
gcneral framework for thc: identification of marketing j 

problellls. 
(3) A functional rather than a commodity approach 

should be developed in providing technical assistance in i 
marketing. Problcms most often took the form of 
shortcomings in markcting functions such as storage, 
transportation, and retailing. Hence, even though there 
was a conccrn for a few major commodities such as rice 
or wheat, tlH're was general agreemcnt' that technical 
assistancc would probably be more useful if focused on 
functional problems. 

(4) The limits of policy persuasion and of AID·USDA 
technical assistance lcveragc necded to be considered. In 
the light of currcnt foreign aid posture and country 
receptivity, there is necd for careful asses,;ment of 
altcrnativcs of place, time, and manner in which AID
USDA might scek to influencl~ country marketing 
systl~ms. Changes which arc primarily technological 
offer possibilities for inlrodllc:illg change with limited 
resi~tanc(' by rccipients with entrenched interests. Involv
illir private agribusiness clement,; offers additional scope 
for assi:;tanee to improve mark/-ting systems. 
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